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Appendix 3
Appendix
The Appendix (Volume H) consists of twelve documented case studies, as specified 
and described in Volume I. Each case study, where appropriate, includes the 
relevant Design Briefs, review forms, questionnaires and journals. The Appendix is 
therefore extensive with regard to its attention to detail, with the central aim to 
contextualise any and all case study information quoted in the main thesis.
NB. Case study data quoted in the main thesis is represented in the Appendix in 
bold type, enabling the reader to efficiently locate its position on the referenced 
page.
The case studies are presented in the same order as in the thesis. When a case 
study includes student journals, I have refained from smoothing the language.
They remain in their original paraphrased form. This includes the foreign students 
disjointed English, and in some cases where students have used harsh language. 
Further to which, the original journals included many diagrams, and I have 
transferred some of these schematics into icon form e.g., » >  detotes an arrow 
to the right.
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CASE STUDY 1 - Mark Making 
Autumn 1993 & 1994 
BA 1st Year
No. Hands Task Medium Paper Time (m)
01 ---- Control Pencil A3 10
02 Unfamiliar Holding at end Pencil A4 10
03 Holding between palms Charcoal A4 10
04 Both hands Simultaneously Charcoal x 2 A4 10
05 Pairs Moving Drawing Board Charcoal A4 10
06 Both hands End of Brush Ink washes A4 10
07 Both hands Finger Drawing Ink washes A4 10
08 Both hands Feather Ink washes A4 10
After each drawing the students were asked to write emotional and descriptive 
reflections.
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Drawing-1: Control
01 Time went quickly - slightly out of proportion.
02 Drawing was very rough. Had longer time than thought.
03 Tense - anxious about time and approach.
04 Time flew by but was quite happy with result.
05 Happy with it. Right amount of time - not used to drawing so small.
06 Found this difficult as it was first drawing.
07 Bad drawing.
08 Time went very quickly. Was not sure what to put in and what to leave out.
09 —
10 Difficult to get the top half of the body.
11 Not happy with the way I drew most of the figure. Had to draw too fast.
12 Not enough time.
13 Went a bit too fast. Felt restricted by time limit, amazed how fast one could go.
14 Relaxing 3D feeling as figure emerged - saw whole.
15 Very difficult.
16 —
17 Full control. Much better working fast - more spontaneous.
18 Cartoon like, restricted, tight.
19 I found it very difficult to get the proportions right. Not really pleased with it.
20 Pressure from time limit. Hard to get proportions so fast.
21 It was quick.
22 Could have improved drawing.
23 Time went quite fast - not easy.
24 —
25 —
26 —
27 Time slowly. Quite happy.
28 Time went very fast.
29 Rough sketch.
30 —
31 Proportions inaccurate. Drawing under pressure, too controlled and tight.
32 Limited by time.
33 No time to think about style. Mistakes don’t seem to matter.
34 —
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Drawing-2: Unfamiliar Hand
01 Difficult but drawing freer.
02 Free.
03 More relaxed, easier to concentrate, more fluid. Still trouble with tone - looser.
04 Very difficult but surprising results.
05 Surprised by result, quite subtle shades. Better than I expected. Tiring on arm.
06 Difficult at first, but was a far more interesting drawing.
07 Weird drawing, out of control - killed arm.
08 Hard to control but very liberating not to have to worry about drawing.
09 —
10 More expressive. Enjoyed it more but found it hard to hold the pencil.
11 Totally let go of my thoughts and opinions and ahout getting it right 
... I actually draw a better picture. Strange !
12 Left hand drawings give off interesting marks.
13 Hard but much more 3D feel and had to find a new way... exciting, like using 
clay. Prefer this one to other.
14 Saw flowing lines throughout figure and found it relaxing and enjoyable.
15 Time elapsed too quickly. Figure out of proportion.
16 Much better with left hand.
17 Didn’t stop and think. So much better.
18 Movement scratchy - better than first.
19 Hard, left arm ached a lot. I do think this drawing is more accurate.
20 I actually like the end result - could not stand having no control.
21 Hard, got more creative. Proportions quite good.
22 Did not enjoy it. Pencil would not do what I wanted it to.
23 Difficult to control with left hand, but interesting drawing.
24 Completely different way of thinking and therefore drawing.
25 Hairy.
26 —
27 Aching, relaxed, enjoyable - marks took over.
28 Harder and frustrating.
29 Much more expressive but very difficult.
30 —
31 Exciting to see picture emerge. Seemingly more difficult but better, freer result.
32 More exciting - the proportions were better.
33 —
34 —
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Drawing-3: Palms
01 Prefer this one to the previous two.
02 Enjoyable. Proportions difficult but tone liberated.
03 Parts easier - trouble with tones.
04 —
05 Difficult to fit in paper. Again a better result than expected.
06 Best so far.
07 Not as hard as had to draw with lines.
08 This was very difficult, could not control very well.
09 —
10 Hard to get into but liked this effect.
11 Quite easy. Very free.
12 Very awkward way of working.
13 Difficult hut body seemed to emerge from background.
14 Difficult but clear contrasts between light/dark.
15 Difficult, marks took over. Enjoyable.
16 Truer.
17 Freeish.
18 Out of proportion.
19 Charcoal easier to use. Still not happy with drawing.
20 No sense of direction.
21 Good idea.
22 Like this - could control marks. Better proportions.
23 I like the effect made by the marks. A free drawing.
24 —
25 More dynamic.
26 —
27 Not happy.
28 Marks were easy to make but hard to control.
29 More sensitive.
30 —
31 Quite happy with results - refreshing.
32 More restrictive than second drawing.
33 —
34 —
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Drawing-4: Both hands
01 More energy in this drawing. Very difficult.
02 Very quick. Got harder when outline was completed. Left arm aches.
03 More relaxed. Image came and went. Lost definition. Otherwise like fluidity.
04 Hard and confusing. Found it difficult to let go.
05 Prefer charcoal to pencil ones. Tiring on arms.
06 Difficult and tiring but interesting. Little control over marks.
07 Impossible.
08 The most difficult so far. Liberating in so much as turned out a smudgy mess.
09 Struggle to control.
10 Impossible at first but really enjoyed it. Time went slowly - very expressive.
11 Not very accurate. However, very expressive.
12 Very inhibited.
13 Difficult to keep pencil and charcoal apart - wanted to put them together.
14 Frustrating. Difficult to work with both hands.
15 Interesting marks, more energy. Marks took over. Time went quickly.
16 No co-ordination.
17 Impossible except as symmetrical marks.
18 Wide movement - interesting tones.
19 I like this one. Mixture is interesting. Very hard to do.
20 Extremely difficult - left followed by right.
21 Hand got interesting.
22 Should have stopped after two minutes.
23 Difficult to control. Quite nice drawing. Free marks.
24 Difficult to get proportions. Felt inhibited. Time went quickly.
25 Need to practice this.
26 —
27 I like mark made. Still enjoyable.
28 Very hard did not enjoy.
29 Needed a lot of co-ordination.
30 Hard to use left hand.
31 Expressive, surprising and difficult.
32 Enjoyed but do not like results.
33 —
34 —
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Drawing-5: Drawing board
01 Very difficult.
02 Excellent.
03 More fun. Better than expected.
04 Fun though hard.
05 Interesting experience. Difficult to control board - much freer.
06 Bloody hard but funny.
07 Impossible but funny.
08 Mirror drawing upside down. Fun.
09 —
10 Weird experience - fun.
11 —
12 Not at all controlled.
13 Difficult but fun.
14 Impossible, frustrating and hard work, but gets rid of inhibitions.
15 Extremely difficult.
16 —
17 Image is laterally reversed.
18 Funny, nothing like the model.
19 Laughs, very difficult.
20 Really knackering.
21 Enjoyable, made me laugh.
22 Impossible.
23 Fun to do but not really realistic.
24 —
25 Very... er... well ?!
26 —
27 Ridiculous.
28 Fun but out of control - became freer.
29 Very unusual.
30 —
31 Enjoyable, difficult, good fun, child like, regressive.
32 Enjoyable.
33 —
34 —
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Drawing-6: End of brush
01 More expressive, looser and freer.
02 Enjoyable. Got easier as it went along. Educational.
03 Enjoyed. Difficult to control drips but gives life to drawing.
04 Enjoyed it. Felt very free. Forgot I was using my left hand.
05 Pleased with it. Free, exaggerated shades. Ink has mind of its own.
06 Difficult but an open way of working. Left hand now much easier.
07 Ok. Dripped too much.
08 Found less satisfying. Could not control ink flow as I wanted.
09 Awkward to control.
10 —
11 I felt this drawing was again good. I am now getting used to my left hand.
12 Difficult to control where the ink is going.
13 Very enjoyable, freeing, flowing and releasing.
14 Relaxing but also a bit frustrating and loosing control.
15 —
16 Difficult to manipulate.
17 Free.
18 Interesting, scratchy quality.
19 Enjoyed this.
20 Liked uneven marks and the way the ink fell irregularly. Left hand easier.
21 Really enjoyable, makes figure more free.
22 Annoyed that I could not get it to look right.
23 Did not notice I was using my left hand. A nice free mark.
24 Enjoyed, felt less inhibited.
25 Smooth.
26 Didn’t notice left hand. Enjoyed the dripping and the mess.
27 —
28 Felt inhibited.
29 I like the way the ink runs to make a vertical painting.
30 Awful.
31 Difficult to control. Good contrast, fearful. Did not notice using left hand.
32 Hard
33 Problematic and free.
34 Totally new concept as a drawing. Flow of ink.
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Drawing-7: Fingers
01 Very difficult.
02 Tones easier to distinguish.
03 Difficult in time, and to vary marks.
04 Found it quite freeing as the marks kept going wrong anyway.
05 Pleased with result, subtle shade, using flesh to draw flesh.
06 Quite enjoyable.
07 Good for tonal drawing.
08 Would have liked longer. Started to carve the figure out of the background.
09 —
10 Enjoyable but found it difficult.
11 I found this unfamiliar and weird.
12 Very enjoyable and relaxing.
13 Felt my way around as though in 3D at some points.
14 Good tactility but difficult. Able to be sensitive.
15 —
16 Extremely difficult, accuracy, expression.
17 —
18 Good tones, wrong proportions.
19 Odd.
20 Did not enjoy this one.
21 Did not work out.
22 Pleased with this one - expressive.
23 Frustrating to try to get an idea of figure.
24 Once I get going I find it more stimulating.
25 —
26 Enjoyed using hand. Too long time.
27 Not enjoyable, wanted to use right hand.
28 Did not enjoy.
29 Very free with lots of expression.
30 More sensitive.
31 Messy, no control, panic.
32 Would enjoy using all methods in one drawing.
33 —
34 This felt more like sculpture with ink. It was a more sensitive feeling.
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Drawing-8: Feather
01 Annoying, wanted to use familiar hand.
02 Forgot to use unfamiliar hand and only noticed when I did not like the result.
03 Enjoyed but still finding it difficult to get contrast in marks.
04 I like this.
05 Difficult, quite pleased with end result.
06 Free.
07 Completely impossible... uncontrollable.
08 Interesting but hard to control.
09 Good tool to use.
10 Extremely enjoyable. Time went quickly, liked the different marks.
11 This really got on my nerves.
12 Frustrating.
13 Wonderful flowing shapes but hard to control.
14 Expressing softness of female body but needed larger paper.
15 —
16 Not happy.
17 —
18 Spiky, works well, interesting marks.
19 Like.
20 Really enjoyed this one. The stray strokes ad loads of character and contrast.
21 Actually gives a feathery feel.
22 Enjoying myself now. Pleased with proportions.
23 Looks like a blobby mess - annoying.
24 Interesting yet annoying as it does not move as you want it to.
25 —
26 Made a nice mark.
27 More creative.
28 Could not make any definite mark.
29 Very free use of ink.
30 —
31 Free marks, interesting but frustrating.
32 Liked marks.
33 Interesting effect, free marks.
34 Accurate, time went quickly, smooth.
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Drawing-9: Mixed media
01 A lot more energy in the drawing from beginning of the morning...
02 Proportions seemed easier and came naturally without measurement.
03 Fun to be fluid.
04 The whole morning has heen quite liherating in that I did not think I could 
draw this free and would like to do more.
05 No problem with left hand - easier as morning went on.
06 Very useful exercises in terms of creativity and confidence.
07 Good morning. Fun and interesting - lots of contrasts in the drawings.
08 It is very difficult to give up the idea of having to control the medium.
09 Enjoyed building up tones.
10 The most enjoyable lesson I have had so far. The way it makes me throw out 
my preconceptions and try something new. Much prefer the work when I don’t 
do it my usual way. Totally absorbed.
11 Once I used my left hand I felt I was free.
12 I am beginning to feel at ease with my left hand and no so afraid...
13 Moved more intuitively and enjoyed exploring marks.
14 Relaxing, flowing, fluidity. Very absorbed.
15 —
16 Much happier but still not relaxed. Time went very fast. Spontaneous.
17 —
18 Drawing more creative.
19 Found workshop very helpful indeed.
20 I looked at the form rather than draw what I know.
21 The control drawing was less interesting than the others.
22 It was good to break away from normal style.
23 Free, expressive.
24 As the morning progressed I became more confident.
25 Its been fun. A few times I forgot I was using my left hand.
26 The dripping lines made me loosen up. Time went slowly.
27 Enjoyable.
28 Using left hand was frustrating.
29 Using left hand my work has had no boundaries.
30 Time not a big part. Absorbed.
31 Not afraid of getting it wrong. Enjoyed the play element.
32 Enjoyed this the most.
33 Breaks preconceptions. Some effects look impossible to see.
34 Became completely absorbed in the exercises.
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CASE STUDY 2 - Light & Shade 
1994 
Diploma
No. Hands 
01 —
Unfamiliar 
Unfamiliar 
Unfamiliar 
Unfamiliar 
Tone paper 
Tone neg.
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
Task
Control
Shade
Light on toned paper 
Shade on white paper 
Light on black paper 
Charcoal Silhouette 
Add shade 
Mixed
Medium
Pencil
Pencil
Rubber
Charcoal
Chalk
Rub out Light 
Charcoal 
Ink washes
Paper Time (m)
A4 10
A4
A4
A4
A4
A4
A4
A3
10
10
10
10
10
10
30
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Case Study 2 - General Feedback
Student A
“A thoroughly interesting and stimulating day ! I liked the way charcoal was 
explored - a medium I have little experience with. I think that the limited time 
we spent on the various sketches was good - it did promote freedom of 
movement. I think the way we were made to look at spaces and their relation 
to the areas around was very positive and helpful with regard to design 
generally. Many thanks Nick, look forward to the next session.”
Student B
“Mass of plants - two spot lights. The day is about the difference between 
observing and looking. Light and shadows - tone. Be spontaneous and 
intuitive.”
Student C
“The formal drawing class is always rather daunting to the amateur. To be 
made to draw what is before you, what you see rather than what you think 
you ought to be seeing is an exciting task. To draw tone or draw in black and 
white, to draw the shaded or darker parts is quite different. Then to draw the 
lighter parts as dark and the darker as light - in negative, is quite different 
again.
I like the 12 different samples we were asked to draw as it gave a free 
rein to what we were doing - you had to make a quick decision, to hurry you, 
to decide what were good shapes, to decide about the spaces left between.
Also to work with the materials of charcoal, erasers, ink etc. quickly... 
Ignorance is bliss - because time was short. We had to listen to the instructions 
given and follow them to end up with a drawing which was part of our 
growing pattern for that day. To work through the examples to a conclusion 
- perhaps only Nick knew the conclusion. A good experience.”
Student D
“My feeling at the onset of the day was one of ‘come uppance’ time for me, 
feeling that lack of drawing skills would rapidly become obvious. I was 
completely wrong as the exercises Nick put us through in quick succession 
soon made me realise that I was as competent as anyone of our group in 
tackling them, regardless of previously established skills. His continual 
emphasis on pursuing unfamiliar methods (using left hand, offering 
grasps, end of the paintbrush etc.) was both daunting and strangely 
focusing. The limited time for each exercise produced an inevitable 
surprising and unpreconceived result. It left me with an encouraging 
feeling that even I could not only work towards producing an original piece 
of interpretation but it may even be recognisable and pleasing to me !”
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Student E
“Any drawing I do is carefully positioned, controlled, almost technical 
- a ‘quick sketch’ is a foreign language !
Following spoken directions, working at speed, freed me from making my 
own decisions. I simply did what I was told (as far as I was able) without much 
thought and found it tremendously liberating.
Wonder what I could achieve after several days of this !”
Student F
“I enjoyed working to the time limit, not having time to think ! Working with 
my left hand was very demanding and required much concentration.”
Student G
“This lesson proved extremely useful to me for the following reasons.
The charcoal backgrounds which Nick showed us, proved such a good way 
of using charcoal, which I have always found to be difficult. Also the idea of 
using both hands, simultaneously, to draw, and finding that my left hand works 
almost as well as my right ! Thank you Nick for showing us some useful 
ideas.”
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CASE STUDY 3 - Advanced Drawing 
1993 -1995 
BA Second Year
Summer A
Fold A1 Paper into eight
01 One line
02 Three Lines
03 Five Lines
04 Continuous
05 A1/A2 Reverse with Both Hands
06 A1/A2 Upside Down with Both Hand
Asked to make reflections on drawings and workshop.
Summer B
A1
01 Normal Drawing
02 Unfamiliar hand
03 Both hands - short marks
04 Speed Drawing
05 Mixed
Summer: Drawing to Music
Session 1.
■ Three of four 10 minute drawings with 30 second introduction.
With three rules:
■ Both hands
■ Mixed
■ Feel music... let the music take over.
Session 2.
■ Two 30 minute drawings. Same rules.
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student A
“I was curious and apprehensive about the day to start with - what sort 
of music and how loud !
I found it very stimulating as the day wore on and was pleased and 
surprised at some of the results. I was not too fond of the final piece of music 
and ‘vented my spleen’ on the paper - I was delighted with the results! I shall 
be interested to see how I react when I next hear that piece!”
Student B
“Some surprising results in colour and ideas for embroidery from a totally 
unexpected source. It is not a technique I would have considered as a design 
source, and I would like to have another day, with quite different music to see 
if the results would be much different.
I didn’t like the exercise to begin with, to draw with the music, as it was 
an alien way to work, particularly using both hands. It was interesting to see 
the patterns emerge, the tones etc. and some attractive interesting results were 
achieved.
The six exercises are surprising too, but for some reason I am at a loss to 
describe or compare the elements.”
Student C
“This lesson proved most valuable to me as I had never drawn to music. 
I also discovered that I can draw better with my left hand than my right.’
Student D
‘I very much enjoyed this class. I enjoyed making patterns. I still feel that my 
patterns are very formal and very regular, perhaps I need to repeat this exercise 
again, or try some different music.”
Student E
“I found painting to music a very instructive relaxing and enjoyable 
exercise. There was a need for concentration to ensure accurate strokes 
of the brush, sponge etc., while interpreting the rhythms in line and colour.
Although I began by using any colours I found that I reverted to using 
favourite ones for the rest of the session.”
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CASE STUDY 4 - Thinking in 3D 
1993 
BTEC
A one day course which explores the fundamental components of point, line, plane 
and introduces the aesthetic dynamics of contrast, rhythm, balance and 
proportion.
The morning of the workshop consists of short, intense exercises designed to 
introduce the above factors; culminating in the afternoon with the design of an 
abstract mobile. The workshop has been designed to provoke maximum creativity, 
by minimising the inhibitions which can occur when making the jump between 2D 
and 3D thinking.
Requirements: a tube of UHU glue, a scalpel (or art knife), a pen and pencil, 
a sketch pad (or notebook), a ruler, a cutting board,A4 white photocopy paper, 
and sheets of thin white card.
Each student was allocated a descriptive word e.g.. Pop, Spin, Twist, Break, 
Roll, Glide, Bounce, Swing; and handed ten sheets of A4 paper and a sheet of dots 
and lines. They were then instructed to play with specific dots and lines in the 
manner of their word.
The Afternoon Brief read:
Design a hanging mobile, in white card, in the manner of your word.Start by 
thinking about your word and associating various shapes, forms, textures etc., 
then begin to explore the shapes in sketch models, trying different ways of 
connecting, overlapping and detailing the forms. You will therefore end up with 
a number of sketch models testing your design. Your final design must be 
approved before you can make your final white card model.
Remember a good designer is never happy with their design, and always 
wants to find a better way !
Completion time: 4 o’clock.
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Balance
Contrast
Rhythm
Proportion
Fibonacci sequence: numbers each of 
which are the sum of the preceding 
two numbers i.e. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 
21 ...
Golden Section: the ratio between the 
two dimensions of the plane figure or 
the two divisions of a line such that 
the smaller is to the larger as the 
larger is to the sum of the two 
- roughly a ratio of three to five.
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Appendix 22
CASE S T U D Y S -m ^er’
1992
Foundation
No. of students: 16 
No. of Facilitators: 2 
Length of workshop: One day 
Age group: 18/19 
Gender: Mixed
Introduction 
No formal introduction.
Method
The group was first split into three smaller random groups, and each group was 
directed to a separate location (to immediately give the group a common experience 
and a base to work from). Awaiting them in their spaces were a glass of water, 
and a brief, which simply read:
Design a group presentation based on a glass of water. The presentation should 
last approximately ten minutes, and all members of the group must partake in 
the presentation. The presentations will begin at 3 o’clock.
The groups were then left alone for the first half an hour, to familiarise themselves 
with the expectations of the brief, and begin to work out a direction to pursue.
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Review 1
Group A (no. in group 4)
They were happy with the brief, and were busy working in the workshops.
Group B (no. in group 5)
They too were happy with the brief, and had left the college on a scavenger hunt.
Group C (no. in group 6)
The largest group were not sure what was expected or indeed where to go next. 
Instead of giving the group any further directions, their focus was directed towards 
motivation, confidence and discipline, and that a solution would eventually reveal 
itself.
Throughout the day Groups A & B were busy constructing objects for their 
presentations. Meanwhile Group C were still discussing possible directions. At 2 
o’clock Group C were in a state of disarray, and had not managed to agree on 
anything. Tension both within the group and individually was high.
Group C were introduced to two techniques... word association, and talking to 
the glass itself... and then left them to develop a direction.
Presentations
Group A - The Cycle of Water.
This first group constructed a working model for their presentation. Each member 
of the group wore a different hat, which represented the stages along the cycle 
e.g., the sun, clouds, rain and the sea. The presentation began with a boiling kettle 
(representing the evaporation of the sea by the sun); this led to the formation of 
clouds (cardboard cut-outs); which in turn rose over the mountains (a cardboard 
model). Finally the clouds released their moisture as rain (poured from a glass of 
water), which ran down the mountain (a plastic gully) into the sea (a glass of 
water).
Group B - Recycling Water.
This group constructed a beautiful contraption from discarded objects. Its purpose 
was to emphasise the importance of recycling water. It began by pouring a glass of 
water into a watering can to symbolise rain. The rain fell into a gutter and then 
down into a sink, where a member of the group washed their hands. The water then 
drained from the sink into a bucket, where another member of the group mopped 
the floor. The remaining water was re-used to water a plant.
Group C - What does it mean ?
The members of this group sat around a table. A large plastic sheet had been placed 
both over the table and the group. Holes had been made in the sheet, so that their 
heads were poking through the sheet. On the table was a wooden tripod, which was 
holding up a plastic bag full of water. Underneath this bag was an empty glass.
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The bag had a small hole at the bottom which allowed the water to slowly drip into 
the glass. The drips had been timed to last around ten minutes. The group all 
watched the dripping water which had become rhythmic. Simultaneously they 
played a soundtrack of a previously recorded conversation of the group talking 
about the glass of water. The conversation included such observations as:
“We always try to contain water... we actually contain water.”
“The glass and the water have similar characteristics, in that you can see 
through them.”
“The glass of water is destructive... a killer.”
“Water is life.”
“Water and sand... glass is made of sand.”
“Can you remember your most delicious glass of water ?”
The presentation ended with the whole group standing up and walking off, 
which broke the glass of water.
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Group B
Group C
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Copy of letter to prospective MA Industrial Design Courses
With regard to our conversation o n ---------- , and the possibility of
running a creativity case study during the week beginning the ------------.
The study should be implemented during the conceptual stage of the 
design process. It explores the formation of concepts, employing a ‘third order’ 
technique, which encourages a change of perception by looking through and 
into ideas, objects, functions and meaning.
The dynamics of the creative brief are designed to break up the students 
perceptual set, allowing new connections to be made. Innovation is 
essential to solve problems of this order... a simple improvement would 
not be adequate.
The encounter pushes against the limits of the students worldview, 
creating dynamic tension, internal paradox - a dialectic. The technique uses 
paradox and ambiguity to keep the mind open to not just the intellect but more 
importantly the senses, feelings and intuitions... to force the student out of their 
well worn ruts into a new way of seeing to a broader awareness.
Unlike other techniques, this process puts the emphasis on the totality of 
the human experience rather than just mental processes. It shifts the student 
from an analytical, evaluating, goal directed state (where designs are 
manipulated, enhanced and modified); to states where ‘new’ objects can be 
discovered - an evocation, where the student is receptive, synthesising and 
open to abstracting. Old ideas and fixed perceptions must be disintegrated 
in order to be reintegrated at a higher order. The aim being to develop the 
students conceptual creativity for a specific contextual purpose or direction 
e.g., communication.
Therefore at this proposal stage, I have only briefly structured the 
study. It would begin on the Monday with an introduction and briefing, where 
the students would be introduced to the problem. This would set up an abstract 
starting point, which would be followed up with a daily (if possible) one to one 
tutorial; and the keeping of a personal journal of thoughts and ideas.
The response to the paradoxical problem develops in a number of stages: 
Intellectual; Symbolic, metaphoric, analogous; Internal tension and pressure; 
and Creative breakthrough.
This pattern has already been established at undergraduate courses, 
but the breakthrough should be more profound at Postgraduate level.
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The study would conclude at the end of the week with perceptual 
presentations and discussion.
Should the slot be confirmed, the study can be structured and tailored in 
greater detail. In the meantime, I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Yours sincerely.
Nick Udall.
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CASE STUDY 6 - *not communication^
1994
MAID
Project Brief
Products as objects, the designer as the creator of culture 
Project Outline
The project is intended to extend the critical framework with which you 
consider your own work and that of your colleagues in the profession of 
Industrial Design by adopting an alternative view of the context within 
which people and objects inter-relate and for which we design. The previous 
project was centred around a model of industrial design that was firmly based 
on a consideration of context (the market) and in consideration of its 
complexities from the perspective of the commercial activity. Hence a 
successful outcome to the previous project can be viewed in terms of the 
accurate location of a product in a well defined market on the basis of the 
analysis of corporate resources and aspirations in relation to a detailed study 
of existing, emergent and potential markets.
In this project, rather than using the concepts of the consumer, the product 
and the market, we will use the concepts of the individual, the object and 
society. Hence the role of the designer is the creator of culture in response to 
the social framework which defines a group of peoples lives. You do not, 
therefore, have to consider the market, technology or the commercial viability 
of your concepts.
Project Objectives
To directly employ the principles of personal and project management 
delivered in the joint programme.
Using the theories introduced in the socio-cultural context programme, 
to identify and explore the relationship between the social, cultural and 
political spheres of contemporary life, and the role of the industrial designer 
within them. To develop concepts for objects which affect human 
communication, between individuals and between individuals and 
material culture.
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Brief
Everyday in every aspect of our lives we conununicate. The advances in 
technology through the history of human society have continually extended 
and expanded our capacity to communicate - over ever greater geological 
distance and at ever increasing levels of detail. Today, undoubtedly as Bell and 
Jameson have argued, we live in a information society. Information, its control 
and manipulation is the true currency of wealth in contemporary society 
(Leotard). Every activity in life is based on the transfer of information between 
people and between people and material culture. It is however debatable to 
what extent the design disciplines have considered the nature of contemporary 
communication and the role of existing products within it, and to what extent 
they are in a position to propose new object forms to address our needs and 
desires in this respect.
Each of you is expected to undertake a detailed analysis of existing 
conununication products in the public, professional and domestic domains 
from numerous perspectives. You are then asked to consider in detail the nature 
of communication in relation to selected theories and discussions of the 
subject. Through the cumulative results of these exercises you are then asked 
to develop detailed proposals for new objects which are in some way involved 
in the act of communication. These proposals should be resolved to a high 
level of detail and be presented with the full range of 2D material necessary 
and through a finished 3D representation.
Structure
31.01.94 Briefing
01.02.94 - 08.02.94 Initial observation and investigation.
Communication theory - commence research.
07.02.94 - 11.02.94 Alternative methods of concept generation.
08.02.94 Submit initial methods of concept generation.
15.02.94 Review initial observation and investigation material.
22.02.94 Progress review.
07.03.94 Generate final presentation material.
22.03.94 Final Presentation.
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Case Study 6 - B3 Brief
07:02:94- 11:02:94
“Seeing the Earth from space has somehow made life different for 
those of us who have had the priveledge of leaving the planet and 
looking back. We shifted our perspective. We saw the same reality 
from a different point of view, and that somehow liberated us from 
certain ways of thinking that we had all developed.”
- Edgar Mitchell (Astronaut)
The only lens through which we interpret reality is through the ‘subjective’ 
human organism. The limitations of our senses, and the biases in our thinking 
and description, by their very nature make all knowledge subjective. Thus we 
are deceiving ourselves, especially at the limits of our knowledge, if we insist 
upon objectivity as a necessary descriptor for ‘truth’.
“The process of looking at the world turned out to be an interplay 
between properties supplied by the object and the nature of the 
observing subject.”
- Rudolf Amheim (Psychologist)
Design is where science and art meet. It is both a problem solving 
activity and an act of faith. In Western culture it has become a powerful force 
... a metaphor for existence.
Design is the creation of an object whose purpose is more than just an 
aesthetic experience, where function and increasing meaning, play an essential 
role. To design an object requires the synergy of two creative processes: 
Creative Potential and Creative Production.
Creative Potential is the primary process whereby an idea, concept or 
theory is mentally created. It is the subjective, inspirational phase. The second 
stage of Creative Production develops this idea or concept, or is the process by 
which the idea is worked out in the objective world. This latter phase relies on 
a number of other factors such as experience, tools and materials etc. The 
design of a new product therefore requires both the illumination of a possible 
solution; and the experience and knowledge to develop the solution.
This brief focuses on the primary stage of creative potential, a process 
which like design escapes finite definitions. It is about generating new design 
concepts, which can only be achieved by stepping out of preconceptions.
This project is not about improving, modifying or strengthening existing 
concepts or products. It is about discovering a new synthesis... an inspired 
creation.
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To make this breakthrough or insight means putting the focus back on the 
creator... you.
Creativity is restricted by our thinking, learning and indeed creating 
patterns. Our preconceptions dictate how we approach problem solving.
This can be illustrated by the Nine Dot problem, which is generally used to 
evaluate creativity. The task is to draw four straight lines through the nine dots 
without lifting the pencil from the page. How you approach a problem is just 
as important, if not more so, than how you go about solving the problem.
This brief employs a technique which looks at your states of 
consciousness, the balance between your intellect and intuition. You will be 
asked to develop concepts based on a provocative problem. In addition to this 
you will be put through various experiences, yet whatever you are asked to do, 
wherever you happen to be, always focus your attention back onto the 
problem. This will enable you to find a new entry point into the problem 
itself, rather than invent a solution which ‘fits’ the problem.
“The best way to view a present problem is to give it all you’ve got, 
to study it and its nature, to perceive within it the inter-relationships, 
to discover (rather than invent) the answer to the problem within the 
problem itself.”
- A.H. Maslow (Psychologist)
“During the creativity process the mind enters a very perceptive 
stage of great energy and passion, in which some of the excessively 
rigid aspects of the tacit infrastructure are bypassed or dissolved.”
- David Bohm (Scientist)
“One should not think slightingly of the paradoxical, for the paradox 
is the source of the thinkers passion, and the thinker without a 
paradox is like a lover without a feeling of paltry mediocrity... the 
supreme paradox of all thought is the attempt to discover something 
that thought cannot think.”
- S. Kierkegaard (Philosopher)
A designer should only be momentarily happy with a design solution, 
and should always be seeking a better way. Discovery leads to the development 
of potentialities. This brief will therefore be mentally and probably emotionally 
demanding, and it is extremely important that you keep to the dynamics and 
deadlines.
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Dynamics
At the end of this paper is the problem on which you must focus your attention 
for the following week. Try to solve the problem on your own, and not in 
groups. To have any chance of solving the problem, let it take you over.
Aim
To generate Design concepts which affect human communication, between 
individuals and between individuals and material culture. Remember you are 
not designing an object, but just the concept of an object.
Journal
Throughout the week it is important that you write ajournai, to record your 
thoughts, feelings, emotions and ideas - noting times, places and reflections.
It can include sketches, photos and even objects. The journal dynamic should 
take the form of a conversation with yourself. During this week anything and 
everything should go into the journal. This not only assists the documentation 
of research data, but develops your awareness of Self.
Timetable and Deadlines
Monday: 3.30 - Introduction and Briefing. Questions and queries...
Tuesday: Continue conceptualisation. One-to-one reviews.
Wednesday: Meeting 1.30 - Be prepared for anything !
Thursday: Meeting 1.30 - Group discussion.
Friday: One-to-one reviews. Continue concept generation.
DEADLINE: Submit copies of journal, concepts, other material,
in such a form that I can walk away with it.
Monday: DEADLINE: 3.30 onwards. Presentations.
A three minute perceptual presentation of your concepts.
To rest of group and to video camera.
Problem
Generate concepts based on ‘not communication’.
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Case Study 6 - Review Form
Name of student:
Day 1. B
Day 2. 0 0 T B
Day 3.
Day 4. 0005
Day 5. 00 B
Presentation:
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Case Study 6 - Sub Brief
“Creativity springs from the person, an epiphenomenon of their greater 
awareness, wholeness and openness. The dynamics of creativity is very 
much like a journey of discovery, where untapped potentialities are 
explored. It means taking risks and thinking dangerously, where the 
familiar must be challenged to ensure survival.”
For the rest of the day I would like you to go somewhere and do 
something that you have never done before. Spend the next fifteen minutes 
thinking about the possibilities, and then conunit yourself and do it. Try and 
make the journey and activity as unfamiliar and as whacky as possible !
“The Creative individual not only respects the irrational in himself, 
but courts the most promising source of novelty in his own thought 
... The Creative person is both primitive and more cultured, more 
destructive and more constructive, crazier and saner, than the 
average person.”
It is important that you free yourself from usual patterns of behaviour.
It could be something you have always wanted to do; somewhere that you have 
always wanted to go. Alternatively it could be something that you have never 
wanted to do... A change of environment is essential !
Record the experiences you go through, the feelings, thoughts, opinions. 
Collect information, through sketching, photography, objects...
During this activity refer back to the problem of ‘not communication’.
Try to discover a new entry point into the problem.
NB.You will be sharing your experiences in groups on Thursday 
afternoon.
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Case Study 6 - Journals
+ foreign student 
* developed from initial concept
Student A +
Day 1 [T]
The first impression was a wall. One man in front of one big, very big wall. 
Later one was without any sense, no taste, no smell, no view, no sound.
More like one man in the desert.
Sometimes people (and of course myself) want to be without any 
communication with other people or with anything. To be myself without any 
connection with reality. But, if I were able to do this, maybe I would feel that 
I would need more connection with reality.
Day 2 [I]
It looks like sometimes we need no communication. When we are sleeping our 
unconscious is free for dreaming what it wants. But it seems that always there 
are references with reality. Unconscious has the opportunity to break or forget 
any communication with reality, but it does not.
When someone becomes unconscious (in an accident for instance) they 
leave any contact with reality. Your dreams become reality.
When in a meeting with friends and it seems that you are absent... 
someone asks you: ‘Are you sleeping?’
The things that are not possible to do in real life, the things that I would 
like to do but never will be able to. You can’t control. When you are worried 
you can dream this. In dreams you are, how you are, or how you would like 
to be ?
The meaning of dreams could be connections between what you dream, 
and what will happen. They translate what you dream into something with 
meaning. Usually I do not remember my dreams. I think that I am not writing 
things very interestingly, so maybe I should drink a beer.
Many artists use drink and drugs for working. Starcke says he has taken 
many drugs in his life. In one way taking drugs looks as if you are not able, 
that you need something more for creating. But drugs are quite close to the 
human condition.
When people think and represent dreams (in films for instance) quite 
often they are in the sky. Similar experiences: Are you sleeping ? Are you in 
the clouds ? Are you in the moon ? In the Bible, dreams are very important. 
For Christians, the sky symbolises very important things. Now some artists are 
working with religion (depicting, segments). Religion is very important for 
many people. Religion at the same time brings people together, and is very 
personal. People who believe in religion ‘communicate’ with ‘something’ that 
they have never seen. It is not scientific communication. It is mental 
communication.
Day 3 (Homeless - spent a night out on streets) [S]
54 Dean Street is in Soho, next to MacD’s. “My name is Paul Smith and my 
friend is at college and he wants you to give him ago, you must remember me, 
because I overdosed on tablets what the doctor give me. I phoned you when I 
was in UGH and said that when my clothes came a lot had...”
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Day 4 (Discussion in Group A) [T]
Day 5 [B]
Generated Concept: ‘Strangers’
Presentation
Sitting on chair. Close up on hands rustling a plastic bag,whilst reciting lists of 
words, in accent - without context.
Student B+
Day 1 [I] [Interested]
Not communication= not exchange of information 
= no feelings 
= no ideas 
= individual / single 
= no exchange
Communication = a structure of exchange... the one-for-the-other.
Exists before the one and the other exits for themselves = Meaning - is to be 
found in DIFFERENCE.
Consumption... exists because there is a social production in a system of 
exchange of material of difference. A code of signification’s and individual 
values = Meaning - is to be found in DIFFERENCE.
Systematiseable in terms of CODES... a differential structure that 
establishes the social relation and not the subject as such.
Paradigm (that of choice) < > Syntagms (that of combination).
Day 2 [I]
Where there is a choice there is MEANING. The meaning of what was chosen 
is determined by the meaning of WHAT WAS NOT.
Codes of signification > paradigm (choice) / syntagm (combination).
Day 3 (Balloons) [S]
1A=ST0P 
1B = G0
2A = 1A + 2B - Stop > Go 
2B + 2A - Go > Stop
Day 4 (Group A) [S/T]
Don’t see it anymore = does not exist.
Repetition = saturation = too much information = no communication. 
Difference = surprise = recognise = communication.
Day 5 [B - weekend]
Distance = too far / too near = no reality.
Focus = focus / no focus = no reality.
Propemess = proper = focus / distance = recognisable reality = communication 
Generated Concept: Filter - Atmosphere - Aura = NOISE FILTER
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Presentation
i. Balloons growing bigger until they burst.
ii. A strip changing in density.
iii. NO communication ON.
iv. Cocktail sticks representing repetition, saturation and focus. 
Final Concept: Keeping your distance*
Student C
Day 1 [T] [Positive and impossible]
Monday briefing. Sounds good but worrying because its very open.
To the bar ! Forget theory and try to be more open about thinking [nine dot 
exercise]. MacD’s Big Mac only 99p... thoughts about language and how you 
cannot communicate feelings i.e. what does love mean ?
Day 2 [I][Structure of language inadequate... love]
Morning has been rather hectic after a great night. Still thinking about 
communicating feelings ! Went to A Robins Cinema. Coffee in Leicester 
Square. Hope she liked the flowers. Project is confusing... have no 
concepts.
Day3[S]
Project is getting away ! Need drive and direction. Decided to go to flower 
market Thursday (am). In bar Kate said to do something adventurous. I like 
the idea of a Strip Joint but too much effort. Talked about making gifts to show 
feelings. For some reason not in a good mood. Phoned Deb, communicated for 
half an hour.
Day 4 (Flower Market)(Group B) [S/T]
Got up at 6am. Maybe this is not such a good idea. Never been, never wanted 
to go. Transference of money to feelings - until its dead. Went around the 
market, bloody cold, then to a job with Caroline. Back to flat 9.30am get ready 
to leave. Feel quite good. Still not sure where this is going. Lots of stalls 
selling for February 14 ‘Valentines Day’.
Can you buy feelings ? Can you express feelings ? It all comes down to 
money ! £2.75 for you love. Giving gifts tells more than just words.
Day 5 [B]
Different stages give different meanings of feelings. Emotional filter.
Time effects a change in emotion resulting in the movement of meaning.
Presentation
i. Sitting on desk holding a flower, which gradually 
gets pulled apart.
ii. Close up of watch... change over time.
Final Concept: Do you remember... icons. *
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Student Z)+
Day 1 [I/T] [Personal]
Problem: generate concepts based on ‘not communication’.
Visual, sound, touch, smell, taste.
Empty district dark. Focus point - no focus - no communication. 
Communication elements [radio, fireplace, eye].
When you cannot focus on anything, then you focus on yourself.
Some light, spot in your mind. You look at yourself and communicate 
with your mind. Destroy.
Day 2 [I]
Meanings functions all in here. Use your imagination. Blank. Black (no light). 
But this does not exist in the world (earth).
Thinking visual: cut one sentence in half, turn one side upside down then 
combine together; cut the picture into several pieces the join them again.
No colour > blank (white) or lightless (black).
When you look at this, your eyes cannot focus on anything... cannot stop 
at any point - its becomes ‘not communication’ with the external. If 
communicating is focusing your eyes, then not communication = gaze.
No focus = communicating with yourself. Clearly focused 
= communicating through object.
R focus is not clear then it disturbs the meaning (how to destroy 
meaning)... using your imagination (background experiences) to create some 
meaning and relate to the practical object, or image (worry, unpeaceful mind). 
If you look at a foreign language, you can still see meaning, it still 
conununicates.
So look at the object you know, the meaning of the object has been 
destroyed or has disappeared. Function, nature and the artificial. Nature is 
more acceptable than artificial. What if we did not have this kind of 
experience.
Material... destroy function may mislead the previous meaning. Disorder. 
Day 3 (Suicide) [S]
If you stop external activity (communicating) the internal (human mind) is still 
working. So all communication comes from your mind. Stopping this mental 
activity is the best way to end communicating.
Suicide = physical and mental death. Or is it still working in other space ?
Day 4 (Group A) [S/T]
Past: ‘I am a good son, a happy student, have a lot of dreams... come to 
London with my experience and I’m afraid.’
Present: ‘I do not know why I want to suicide. Maybe for this project 
‘not communication’ then I put the chain on my neck, sit on the sofa and turn 
off the light. A little bit of light came through my window, but is still very 
dark. I cannot see anything in my room, it means nothing to me because I am 
going to die. The distance between me and objects become fainter than before. 
They have lost their meaning - no form. The meaning for me at this moment is 
the memories of the people I love.’
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Day 5 [B]
Distance can be too far away or too close. Is memory working after you loose 
you sense perception.
Concept: Focus and Distance. Focus = focus on the point you want to 
communicate. Distance: justify the appropriate distance that fit to your 
experience - e.g., Camera with zoom lens.
Generated Concept: Focus and distance.
Presentation
i. Moving and dancing chain - abstract focus.
ii. Water bottle, which is out of focus.
iii. Objects moving.
Final Concept: Alive Information **
Alive Information Rationale
Any act of human communication is less than perfect. Some aspects of our 
message will usually be lost between the original conception and the 
impression on the mind of the receiver. Today the ways of communication 
are dominated by technology such as the telephone, the computer network etc. 
M spite of their efficiency in transferring messages, they still lose some 
information in their transmission.
Emotion, such an important aspect of communication, is often difficult 
to transfer through technology, yet it is always present in face-to-face 
communication. The ways of communicating facilities has become an urgent 
problem in society. To explore and understand this concept we have to break 
down the elements of emotion and message into sound, shape, colour, 
temperature and texture - Visual and Sensorial information.
In this project, the telephone and answering machine can store the 
messages within the glass fibre, similar to a cassette or CD which store data, 
sounds or images. In addition, it can represent thé connotations within the 
sender’s message by engendering the fibres with different shapes, colours and 
temperatures. By touching the glass fibres you can gain an emotive 
understanding of the message before you actually listen to it.
Student E
Day 1 [I/T] [Open and positive]
Initial thoughts... ‘communication - not’. Everything communicates, 
alvrays ! No communication is the concept of nothingness. Communication 
relies on differentiation. So, no differentiation, no communication, or ‘not 
communication’ is the concept of sameness.
How to get outside the concept of communication ? Conununication 
is a two way respect. Relies on senses: sight, sound, smell, touch; therefore no 
use of senses. Perception is not the only way of communicating. Intuition 
proved to exist, spiritual experience close to creative experience. One way 
communication no need for perception.
Dictionary definition of communication: act of imparting; science and 
practice of transmitting information. Brain cannot work on concept any 
more. Need a break. Enthusiasm still there but impetus lost.
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Day 2 [I]
Re-reading brief... completely lost track of project and hoping to get new 
insight. Look up Paradox in dictionary: seemingly absurd thought perhaps 
actually well-founded statement. Self contradictory. Also Intuition: immediate 
conception by the mind without reasoning; immediate conception by sense; 
immediate insight. Perception: act or faculty of perceiving; intuitive 
recognition; activity by which the mind refers its sensations to external objects 
as cause.
Re-read yesterdays diary notes. Communication without senses.
How ? Intuition, thoughts (thought waves); mind reading (two way)... 
Telepathy.Transfer of feelings directly, energy waves/pulses, subliminal, 
pictures in the minds eye, spiritual communication, electronic brain waves.
Not communication's NOT not communicating.
Logic ? Communicating uses senses, so don’t use senses... feelings/ 
emotions. Integration of thoughts in one area. Not independent swapping 
information. Natural thoughts, knowingness, know something before or 
as it is happening !
Knowledge without conununicating, receptive power... DYNAMISM 
Inunediate communication as thoughts occur... NO DELAY. No interpretation 
required thoughts completely compatible... HYPER-REALITY ?
Diet. Dynamism: energising or dynamic action or power theory that 
phenomena of matter and mind are due to merely action of forces.
Diet. Supernatural: due to some agency above the forces of nature; outside the 
ordinary operation of cause and effect. Diet. Paranormal: lying outside range of 
normal scientific investigations. Diet. Hyper: senses, over, beyond, above, 
exceeding.
Review with Nick. Looking for books on hyper-reality. Umberto Eco: 
travels in hyper-reality. Stopped reading above book.
Re-read diary, lost thread of thought. Use concepts in Lawnmower man to 
bounce off. Sensor encapsulation suits. Movement is not seen, heard, smelt 
only ‘felt’ by using sense of touch and thought transference (I think ?!)
Thought transference. Integration and cumulative effect of thoughts from 
more than one independent ‘space’. Think multiple spaces ! Crash zone of 
feelings, emotions, thoughts and attitudes.
Travels in hyper-reality talks about reproducing an event, environment, 
as closely as possible by manipulating light, visual props, temperature, smell 
and feeling. Feelings were induced by use of the other senses to create an 
AURA. What is an AURA ? Diet. Aura: a subtle emanation or exhalation, 
a surrounding glow, an atmosphere diffused by or attending a person/place; 
a premonitionary sensation experienced before an epileptic fit.
Perhaps impose an aura upon someone else rather than it emanating from 
within, or surround the whole sensory system in a cocoon of thoughts / energy 
waves.
Body attitude translates into feelings and emotions e.g., arms and legs 
folded etc. Attitude of limbs / body cannot be seen just ‘felt’ (not by touch) 
translated from position to feelings... sensations from within. Fatigue, 
excitement, sadness, lethargy, exhaustion, love, tingling, aching.
Review with Nick. Pick up on some feature and choose something 
personal. Develop if for you, find the right way for you. Words which have 
a potential: aura, overlap, dynamics, minds eye, multiple.
Learn to trust yourself.
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Day 3 (Aerobics) [I/S/T]
Re-read previous days notes. Choose a word to ‘throw around’... AURA. 
Subtle emanation or exhalation... surrounding glow, atmosphere diffused 
by or attending a person or place.
Communication field, 3D wave blanket, body mist, light body glove, 
pulsing energy, aura able to blend together for communication. Metamorphosis 
of aura. Shape/pattern of aura... aids passage of information or signifies. Aura 
is the feeling and emotion ‘showing’ out coming out from within. Floating, 
gentle, mystical, personal, accessible by ‘tuning in’. Certain auras are 
incompatible with others.
Project not going as well today as yesterday. Why ? Because I can not 
cut myself off from the outside world to think deeply enough (too tired).
Sensory cocoon acts as a protector but is able to diffuse information 
through progranunable aura. Changes with circumstances surroundings or 
conditions. Emotion filter... lets certain information through in varying 
amounts. Not a yes or no filter. Aura like a cloud, exists in some senses but not 
in others. (Can been seen but not touched, heard or smelt.) Outwardly passive 
but invisibly active. ‘Natural’ always perfect, always changing. Not static, 
has no inside, outside, centre, skin. Performs in relation to invisible forces. 
Receiver, transmitter, decoder, filter. Amorphous, gaseous. Informs by 
permeation rather than by delivering a packet or information. The amount of 
combining of the aura depends on how well you can relate to other sources of 
information e.g., lovers have deeply inter-twinned auras on some level, and 
work colleagues have inter-twinned auras of a different kind. Auras do not 
have to inter-twine but communication is fuller, more satisfying and 
comprehensive. Field = aura.
The field maybe able to split, maybe identical to each other, then go and 
combine with another taking with it sections of information.
Project is not absorbing me or me it ! Crap !
The field of energy you can sense when you shut yours eyes and you can 
still see a glow even when its dark..
Try dynamics... almost opposite to aura. Word suggests movement and 
force. Action which is able to be sensed. Continuous force, switchable, 
controllable. No thoughts... mind gone blank, going to stop and wait to see 
what Nick says next.
Decided to go to aerobics class by bus. Something I want to do for the 
experience and fitness. Walked to Oasis sports centre. No aerobics until 5pm. 
Taking bus home to collect proper kit. A little nervous at the prospect of 
something new, it will show up how unfit I am. Also 
hopefully the exercise will make me sleep better.
Virtually accosted by man who thought I was gay because I looked at him 
for one second and because I had red tags on my rucksack zips. Made me 
scared, uneasy then angry, not resentful, more sad. Got on bus... miserable 
driver. Moving quicker than I thought in this traffic. Sat at front up stairs. 
Nearly crashed twice already. This bus takes me all the way home but never 
had time to take it before. Interesting ! Have not seen this way before. Can 
see more than underground. Waterloo station 3.05pm. Memories or a really 
nice weekend in Aldershot with girlfriend at brothers house. Happy now. 
Thinking about riding bike to aerobics ?! Passed petrol station that saved me 
running out while trying to drive across London for first time. Still shaky 
inside from experience of being accosted. Elephant and Castle centre 
painted pink ! What does that tell you ? Christ ! Two policemen on foot, 
shit two more, must be bad area. How does all this relate to ‘not 
communication’ ? Check what first brief says. My approach is okay !
Trying to reframe this to ‘not communication’. How close to home now ?
Not really bothered as this is a good change. I hate Peckam ! Come to think 
of it I hate London when it is aggressive. Got to do some other work tonight ! 
Now I know why I go by train and underground... its so depressing above
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ground. I’m knackered ! Its going to get full of bloody school kids. Stopped a 
while here. Driver change probably. This aerobics is going to kill me ! My feet 
are sore and my legs ache and I am tired. I did want to do this but know I’m 
not so sure. New Cross is horrible too, and I live near here !
I do not think I’ll be coming home this way often. Too long and 
depressing. Ring up local sports centres to check times. Sod dynamics as a 
topic, stick to aura. There’s a whole bus of people behind me and I had no 
idea ! The home straight. Get a life IB we do not need to be in college all 
fucking day to be doing useful work ! That annoys me !
Going to aerobics, looking forward to it now ! Getting ready to go, 
getting a little nervous. Thinking that I haven’t done this before. Thought of 
working when I get back pissing me off big time. Whole body feels on edge. 
A glow with anticipation ! ANTICIPATION ?
Ring girlfriend, she is worried about money and depressed. She has set 
me thinking and now I will be preoccupied. Danrn. Looking forward to shower 
at the sports centre. Changing and going soon. Hard to find where I am 
supposed to go. Good start. Lock up bike... will it be stolen ? Worry. 
Self-consciousness starts... have got the right place (after paying for ticket). 
Yes, slight relief. Get changed. Yikes, I look as skinny as rake and my shoes 
do not fit. SELF-CONSCIOUS.
Everybody here. Can ‘feeP people are watching and looking at each 
other and me. ANXIETY. Aerobics starts. I cannot keep time or work out 
which direction to move. Self-conscious again. Started to feel knackered.
Start circuit training now I’m feeling really buggered. Doing press-ups in the 
same place as someone else who has left drops of sweat. Could this be ‘not 
communication’. Sweating occurs without wishing it to do so. Quite the 
opposite however, it leaves a message that can be touched, smelt and seen. 
Unplanned communication. Aerobics winds up and I get changed. I certainly 
feel knackered now. Instructor has a healthy radiance of fitness. She exudes 
enthusiasm, dynamics ? Commitment. I cycle home looking forward to a bath 
rather than a shower. More soothing. Gorgeous !
It was an experience I am really not sure whether I’d wish to repeat, even 
though I wanted to do it earlier. Emptiness of energy. Not radiating much at all 
apart from heat. Quality and quantity of information.
Day 4 (Group B) [T]
I feel a bit remote from the project now. Floating in space, not able to pin 
myself down. Start to limit the concept. CONTEXTUALISE IT ! My legs still 
hurt.
Personal stereo on now, this should help isolate me from the outside 
world. AURA context. When normal senses are not enough; descriptive words 
can only start to describe; if a picture paints a thousand words then feelings 
cannot use language; highly inner-personal communication; I have an urge to 
restrict the use of this transfer method to new capitalist usage; communication 
across cultural boundaries; communication between friends.
Personal yet accessible. Love/hate. Frustration, anger, sadness, elation, 
fatigue. Other abstract notions from dreams: falling, floating, drowning. 
Transference of extreme feeling e.g., parachute jumping, skiing, high speed 
sports. Restrictions to only memory transference. APPRECIATION. Try to 
contextualise by sketching. Must tell girlfriend about this concept. She’ll love 
it. Exhilaration transfer. Intimate. Overpowering. Vibes. Vibe-rations. 
Subversion into drugs. One person takes LSD and others can go tripping too ! 
Mass suicide ! T can fly’
Team aura... works both positively and negatively. One complete aura 
... emotion interlock. Aura used to bring together an unfamiliar team of people 
to a useful whole. Run out of ideas ! I do not think sketching has helped me to 
expand much but it has helped to contextualise.
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Day 5 [B]
Aura... sweat scenario. Unconscious, unplanned communication. 
[Reflection] While doing press ups during aerobics my nose touched the 
floor and landed in a drop of sweat. This sweat had been left by a previous 
participant. I suspect it was totally unintentional, however this single drop 
of sweat communicated so much. Used senses: sight, smell, touch. Told me 
someone else had been here who had been working hard or not. Told me 
how long ago. Gave me a sample of his/her body odour etc.
This single object held so much information about its originator, so 
simply. It left an echo of this person. ECHO/AURA. Other unplanned 
communication echoes... stain from cup of teas on table, foot prints, smoke 
stains on hands, candle smoke on ceilings, dust on articles, leaves on floor 
in autumn, blood from injury. How can we transfer the concept of an echo 
to an object ? Or how can an object echo something else ? An object as an 
echo of previous existence. An object as an expression of a previous 
experience. Objectify your feelings and emotions through a physical concept. 
The minute details of the object left as an echo communicate things too.
Type skid marks can be analysed by the police to decipher information about 
an incident.
Generated Concept: Echo
Presentation
Enters talking at camera, spots footprints and deduces dimension,direction, 
size, pattern, residue (past), speed; tea stains from cup, finds cup with bite 
mark and finger prints... all unplanned communication... an echo of the past.
Final Concept: The Game
Student F+
Day 1 [I]
Communication: talking, together, same thinking way, hearing, get 
information, harmony, progress, make a conclusion, arguing, seeing, enjoying, 
happy, pleasant. Not Communication: sleep, keep myself from..., not make me 
hurt, outsider (of group or society), switch off, lonely, alone, don’t want to 
accept, a stone on the road, isolation (disabled), death.
Day 2 [S/T]
Play with ISOLATION: like an empty box (want to put something inside), 
light house, island, silence, top of building, sad, safe, confidence, ignore some 
body, trip without friend, private time. Isolation... can’t communicate... really 
want to but do not have the ability. Disability... blind, deaf, tasteless, smell, 
dumb. If I am disabled do I loose my memory. Cannot communicate with past, 
present or future.
Day 3 (Blind) [S/T]
New things which I have never done before. New experience, change of 
circumstance. I’m in another place... if I cannot see, a kind of new 
environment. Try to be blind during the afternoon. After pretending to be blind: 
I can see everything and every time I open my eyes; I cannot make any 
mistakes (like to hit someone or something) because I can check before I try 
using my eyes; to be blind, it makes me frightened, its like night. If I want to 
do something or go somewhere I was very afraid of doing something because 
I can’t see; I had lots of curiosity; I used my hands often; used other senses.
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Day 4 (Group A) [T]
Seeing, smell, touch » >  memory » >  communicates with past time.
Day 5 [B]
How an object communicates with memory. How can touch stimulate 
memories ? To touch, to see, to smell, to hear... there are lots of ways to 
remember someone’s previous experience or memory. When I touch an object 
I can remember good or bad memories. It is a kind of communication.
Presentation
[Acting] Sitting on desk - “Don’t understand what communicates dreams ?” 
Picks up balloons to stimulate memories, photos. Facial expressions. 
“Communication that gives me memories.”
Final Concept: Emotional Sensual Communication *
Student G
Day 1 [I]
[Interested, positive, apprehensive and analysing] Went for a pint. Read brief. 
Did nine dot problem in 5 moves, 3 moves and then 4 moves - took over half 
an hour. Problem: ‘not communication’.
Does everything communicate ? Everything might communicate and 
probably does communicate if we are able to perceive it, it conununicates. 
Other ways of communicating: biological senses, intuition, spiritual, mystical. 
Synthesis: combination of parts into a uniform whole, build up, make an 
artificial equivalent of a natural substance, not natural or genuine.
Possible clues: metaphor for existence in Western culture; look from the 
outside in or inside out, think wonky; creation of an object; creativity is the 
primary process of idea, concept or theory - mental, it is subjective; second 
phase - objective; focus on primary stage; step out of preconceptions by doing 
what I’m doing now I’m stepping back in them; discover a new synthesis, 
inspired creation; my orientation - the balance between intellect and intuition; 
provocative problem; various experiences; always focus attention back onto 
problem; new entry point, rather than invent a solution which ‘fits’ the 
problem.
I think ‘not communication’ suggests something else. Clues in brief lead 
me to believe that intuition maybe more suitable (along with intellect). Channel 
your own psychic powers. Allow people to create their own products, give 
them the framework and let them choose the look, function, form they want or 
need. Stick a mirror in front of you and have what relates to you designed.
Day 2 [I/T]
What is design ? Why are you doing it ?
Sometimes I can approach a problem with no reservation for tackling it, 
however, when I begin having a go at it I sometimes see nothing, no way 
forward, no way out, but I have regularly thought it doesn’t matter I am bound 
to come up with something sooner or later and that is my safety mechanism.
To not be able to come up with something to me is failure, it has never 
happened yet. I’ve always managed to sort something out. Safety, reservation. 
Don’t get complacent was once said to me after a design competition, the first 
one I had got anywhere in. So I was always aware of that.
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Safety Dangerous
Reservation Well boring 
Regularity Irregular
Three words I have just written above that I didn’t really realise until after 
I read over it again, are these weaknesses... does it matter !?
When I think up ideas I quickly discard them and sometimes I forget to 
capture them. ‘Thought pen’ to draw what you are thinking electronically 
- it could read your mind.
You could have something to tell you when your being unadventurous. 
Design radically, why can’t I, or can I ? Its no problem I’ll come up with 
something - oh no not again boring.
Frustrated. Weakness in products has been with what seems like a limited 
knowledge. Am I going round in circles, who knows ?
I’m tired. Start dropping off to sleep and then start thinking of situations 
to provide a concept for think of things, people, the relationships of what is 
wanted - Not Communication. What is all that about, nothing seems clear, its 
like a blankness you have no way of knowing, no route to take, all I’ve got is 
sMlls with out ideas or ways of looking at problems. Things need to be 
different, need to move on, what is creativity, everyone is as creative as 
everyone else - why are some people rated more than others - no need to 
explain its obvious.
Boring, where’s the excitement usually when I’ve got an idea - sketching 
can be enjoyable especially if its to do with mainly form and styling of existing 
generic types. But when I really start to think of new concepts it gets agitating, 
difficult, nothing will do until I get that one which is okay. I normally start 
with the problem and think if there is one best idea, and end up with four new 
areas or what I think are new. I came up with an idea on the train so many 
people crammed in they all have to be there. If I could sell an object to all of 
them that would be a massive customer base - of course this is market making, 
strategically crude product development.
Concept: my thumb aches when I hold a book open and the book gets 
crumpled. Its painful to keep it open. This is using usual approach to design a 
product not a concept ! Externalise - that for me was what I thought design 
was or at least one explanation. Things can bug me if I don’t work easily. I can 
come up with loads of small innovation type products. Labour saving devices 
and all that sort of stuff. I often think how and where certain concepts were 
thought up... was there a strategy or were the people just lucky or was it tones 
of R&D.
Day 3 (Green park) [S]
Travelled opposite direction to home on tube. Got off at Green Park. This is 
a station that I’ve never got off before. Walk around a bit, then went to park. 
Felt calm, mellow. Wanted to walk on now a bit further see what’s over there!
Feel cold walking around this park, not thinking of much. Wandering 
about aimlessly. This is something I do not usually do, I always have a 
direction a place to go.
Old bits found in Park. Go up this path cause I want to see over the top 
of it. Hang on its Hyde Park Comer. Boring been here before. Pervy leaflet 
0898 thing.
This is something I’ve never wanted to do is sit on a bench next to a busy 
main road, freezing, with people walking by trying to look/work out what you 
are doing. Its noisy and its cold here ! Go down subway now. There’s a tube 
station back that way. Police motorbike has just stopped everyone driving 
whilst 7 limos pass. Probably something to do with the Queen. Bloke just 
walked past and glared into my sketchbook, so I glared back. Going off now.
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Hard Rock Cafe = tourists. Dates along fence to park 1987, 1986 etc.
Half moon street - wandering around. Dry Cleaners, Scotch Whiskey 
Association. Just walked into Whiskey house where there is a slide show 
which tells you the strength of scotch - the ‘inimitable’ drink apparently.
I am the only person here and no one has come and seen me from the 
reception. This could be a good place to sleep if you were homeless. This slide 
show is a bit naff. Its warm in here. The tax man was the most hated person in 
Scotland - the whisky makers fled to hills to distil the stuff against the law.
A hundred distilleries in Scotland each whiskey tastes different although they 
use the same water. There is a visitors book to sign in here. The last person 
visited on the fifth. Green Malt dried in kiln. Peat is added to boiling hot 
water... to steam chambers, pot stilled and... How long is this slide show going 
to go on for whiskey was hardly known in England until the mid 1800’s.
My feelings walking in here were of apprehension, the large copper pot in the 
window caught my attention, then I read the sign saying a fifteen minute slide 
presentation on the story of Scotch Whiskey is given inside where I am.
At first I nearly walked past, cause I thought it was cheeky to go in. Then I 
thought, no, sod it, this is somewhere I have never been - I’ll go in, I was 
being impulsive. I wonder if that is creative of me, loads of leaflets in here I 
feel a bit greedy taking them all so I just take some. You have to give a time 
you signed out on the visitors book and now I am going to get the train home.
I think about my original statement about my approach to projects I think 
its got to be about going for it, experimenting in many diverse ways, don’t 
hold back. Don’t have preconceptions which you hang on to. I get it ! 
Preconceptions = not communication. To be creative and develop new 
experiences relative to how other people get along. Not the usual 
communication but internal experience. Feelings, ideas... my own 
communication to myself to find out new ways of looking at situations.
What is a designer ? Someone who thinks for other people ! Existentialism.
Day 4 (Group B) [FS/T]
Discussion and objectify concepts and experiences in groups. This was not 
very revealing, it seemed not much developed from this. It was good to see 
other peoples approaches though.
Knowing someone’s thoughts, trying to express your emotions through 
objects. What you think they think. Be able to know what people are 
thinking with or without them knowing ! Short attention span.
Day 5 [B]
In communicating with someone. PRIVACY., is not communication.
Closing off, switching off not letting other people in on the same scene.
My own experiences of using a phone have always been the element of 
privacy. I usually make calls when everyone is out of the room for many 
reasons. The main one has to be privacy, then noise, and so on. Not 
wanting other people to hear what you are saying ? What is privacy ?
To be private; belonging to a person or group; not public; confidential; 
secluded; not provided or managed by the state. Examples of privacy: paintings 
by Ashley Potter.
Statement describing conceptual area of investigation:
Generated Concept - Privacy: The word privacy summarises my 
interpretation of ‘Not Communication’. The experiences I had during the 
creative workshop week were varied with the main feeling and meaning being 
that of the lack of privacy I felt especially on the journey to somewhere I had 
never been.
I will develop a concept[s] to tackle the meanings, feelings and problems/ 
benefits with privacy in communication by first observing and analysing
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people and objects of a private nature e.g., my own experiences of using 
a ‘phone’, not wanting people to hear what your saying, doing, drawing, 
generally not communicating, only privately.
Switching off, closing off, confidential, not letting people in on the scene.
Presentation
‘Invasion of the privacy watchers’.
i. Talking on the phone whilst being pestered by eaves dropper.
ii. Sketching whilst someone is loolang over shoulder.
iii. Monologue, explanation.
Final Concept: The Emotive Communicator *
Student H
Day 1 [FT] [Positive but stuck]
Not Communication rather than not communicating ! A means which gives 
access from one thing to another.
Definition: Communication: act of communicating... sw imming = act of 
pleasurethat which is communicated... secret = that which is not 
communicated. A piece of correspondence... anything empty/blank.
A means of communicating... a sixth sense ??? A connecting passage / chain 
... a break/ gap. Means of giving... taking. Receiving information... deceive.
A means of transporting... static.
Forces of reaction. We need a new way of looking at culture, society 
and politics. Does modem science provide the key. Quantum, chaos, 
complexity theories ? Niels Bohr = father of Quantum physics 1920. 
Schrodingers cat = alive and dead at the same time [famous paradox].
Can this new way of scientific thinking serve as a model to transform 
out thinking.
Day 2 [FS/B]
Puzzled still. Must speak to tutor. Tutorial: explained pervious page. Explained 
work on logic [cultural studies presentation]. Communication with self > 
personalise > how to get other to communicate. Subject object relationship.
Meaning,why, not, now, quantum logic. Equinox, Emperor’s New Mind, 
see video in library > Tutor Nick has transcript. Feel much better after tutorial. 
Shifted problem into new direction. Communication with Self. Came about 
because negative points on first page were selfish ie. self pleasure, deceive, 
receive, secret. Happy that something relates to my work in cultural studies
i.e. Black > White; Black. Grey. White + Black + White. Smash cat > not 
smash cat (wave function collides). Why ?
Day 3 [S/T]
After thinking go to library. Notes on video: AI = artificial intelligence. 
Machines diagnose own problems, and prescribe solutions (fix themselves). 
Restricted, no human personality in a machine. Robots - Metropolis, Blade 
Runner, Terminator.
What would I want to communicate with myself ? Ways to do this 
Good feelings... Pulse / hormonal for sport. A buzz... adventure / rush. 
Relaxed feeling... state of ‘high’. Scared... control.
Why want to frighten myself ? Do something that threatens myself. 
Antidote. (On Northern Line)
Now in college. What scares me ? My father dying. Death. In fact any of
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my family being caught in bomb [from NI]. Sinister rituals, black magic, 
darkness, the unknown... also fascinates me. What if people could experience 
death but not die ??? But what is ‘not Communication’.
Asked Alex what he thought not communication was... he said define 
communication first. To him conununication = survival. I said progress i.e. 
of life. But survival is good. Communication equals anything that creates a 
reaction e.g., kick a dog, dog does not move, dog still communicating... dog 
dead.
Your not surviving your dead. Surviving in time. Dead no time, out of 
time. Do something tonight that will nearly kill, kill something, kill me, 
or watch something die. Remember talking to Max at Xmas about time in 
relation to design.
Greeks start logic > Descartes and Pascal. Logic, rational, objectivity 
... Hegel. Why progression to logic as we know it today. Algorithm from West. 
But East is progressing more today. Talk with Chris.
West has questioned why ? East more spiritual, ritual, grey. Fuzzy logic. 
West must change its Black and White view... is starting to happen. AI has no 
soul. Push Quantum theory further. Unexplained part = what makes the 
quantum wave reflect so that one thing happens. Quantum = a thing can exist 
+ not exist at the same time. When wave is magnified, get a different 
perspective on life. A different perspective = what designers need.
Day 4 (Group A) [S/T]
Out of time. People fascinated with future. Flatliners... to bring a heart back 
to action. Brought back with no soul. Trying to remember what happened 
when they died. First could see their dead body on the operating table. All did 
different things. Tried to fix part of their lives. They wanted to know why 
something had happened to them.
On Northern line going home. The Turning Point by Fritjof Capra. 
Mechanistic world view = obsolete. Lovelook, consistent with findings of 
modem science.
Meeting with group... notes on others. Asked people what they would 
do - out of time: resolve friendships, learn from the past which they not 
understood, find out how the pyramids were made, explore universe, 
other life forms, Adam and Eve in paradise.
Cryogenics = freeze body. Death = final pleasure. Indulgence is bliss. 
Ignorance is bliss. Ancient signs and symbols not understood. Poetic side. 
Character back.
IMPORTANT: too exhausted to do experience on Wednesday too many 
other presentations on. Felt guilty which increased my determination.
Kept developing idea of conscious trip.
Day 5 (Hypnotherapy) [B]
Booked an appointment with Hypnotherapist. Felt doubtful, did not think 
I could be hypnotised. Willing, was prepared to have an open mind. Afraid, 
did not know what to expect. Curious, would it be same as on TV ?
Recorded events of Hypnosis. Explained to lady why I was doing this 
- she raised her eye brows. Agreed to ask me basic questions to prove extent 
of subconscious.
Q. Has anything stmck me as peculiar last week.
A. Yes, was standing in queue at Rosie’s... girl in front asked for ‘an 
orange’, seconds later ‘a round one’... thought ‘aren’t they all round’.
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Under hypnosis it was discovered I had seen Rosie going to give girl a 
can of orange. Subconscious had seen conscious had not. The fruit not the 
drink. I explain this example because it proved to me the untapped power of 
the subconscious mind. Was I hypnotised ?
When in a trance I was not aware of time passing, however was I still 
aware of things happening in room around me - ladies arms and lips moving 
etc., as if I was dazed. However, when hypnotist voice said... ‘When I say now, 
you will regain full consciousness and be happy and healthy in every way 
- now.’ I clearly heard... my hearing was very sharp, and light in room seemed 
unusually bright, felt alert. Lasted 30-60 secs. I had been in a shallow trance. 
Good experience.
Further discussion with therapist. She recommend some books.
My concept for ‘not communication’ is self hypnosis object, to program 
subconscious e.g., stop smoking, control anger, depression, addiction etc., 
to enable us to communicate better with others ! ! ! ! Illustrations... the Time 
is now - feel free.
Not Communication - self communication. Timeless design - it is not in 
time, out of time, therefore not real, reality, hyper-reality.
We all have an image of something special in the depths of our minds. 
Maybe we can play with this... but keep the state of play within our minds.
Not live it out in reality, but play with it in a more realistic way, for as long 
as we determine. Living out our ‘pearls’ in a situation that we control !
Fantasy out of time.
Presentation 
Video of Toyota advert.
Final Concept: Sub-reality Headset **
Student I
Day 1 [I/T] [Thought this was a trick also negative]
Initial reaction: not possible ! Communication to: satisfy needs, make sense 
and understand, expression. One cannot not communicate !” Watzlawick 
Beam, 1968. No concepts that describe ‘not communication’
- “even in death there is communication”.
Fmstration, unmotivated, unimpressed. Process of communication is 
omnipresent. Cognition - 1 think therefore I am. Not to think is to not 
communicate.
Day 2 [I/T]
Communication rather than ‘not communication’. Communication is the 
transfer of meaning. Dichotomy: communication = not communication, 
meaning = meaningless
‘Not communication’ is the transference of the meaningless.
‘Not communication’ occurs when there is a barrier to the transference 
of meaning. ‘Not communication’ occurs when there is no transfer of meaning. 
Communication is the extension of the senses - sight, hearing, smell, taste, 
touch. Connection - communication is about making connections. 
Communication is arbitrary is learned.
Not Communication is the transfer of the meaningless: lack of emotion, 
break down in the relationship between transmitter and receiver. Alienation. 
Randomness. Transfer of the meaningless is the transference of the: 
inexperienced, unlearned, unknown, unconnected, unrelated, out of context.
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Day 3 (Stopped) [S] 
Did nothing.
Day 4 [I/S/T]
Had a weird dream last night, which I remembered on the tube this morning. 
Day 5 [B]
Generated Concept: dreams and deja vu. Positive ‘not communication’ through 
sensation - transfer of meaning naturally. Nature vs nurture, that which is 
unlearned and biological.
Presentation
Showed diary sheets; talked to camera. Monologue about senses. 
Final Concept: Sensory stimulator and Mood Remotivator **
Student J
Day 1 [1] [Interested and has potential]
Not-negative. The negation of communication. Negative communication ? 
Equivocation - using ambiguity to conceal the truth. Receiving the wrong 
communication.
Day 2 [1]
Music / art : derive one’s own glimpses at what the artist may be saying.
Not necessarily the correct one, but one all the same. Act of faith-belief.
God for example. The mystery of the universe based on a few fundamental 
beliefs, whether scientific or religious. What does it communicate ? Personal 
meanings, experiences, perceptions. Any communication is subjective to one’s 
self - complexes, associations.
Unintentional communication. One object could communicate 
different things to different people. Not only the action but the content of 
communication. Language = common associations. Do computers for 
example communicate ? Abstract thought, abstraction.
Day 3 [Absent]
Do chess players communicate ? One of their aims is not to communicate.
Yet there is still an element of communication. Tricks, lies, falsehood. 
Communication which is meant to deceive.
Misrepresentation, miscommunication. You want to believe something, 
so you deceive yourself. Miscommunicate to yourself. Does communication 
have to involve more than one person or object ? Individual perception 
- individual or personal communication. False communication - debatable 
communication.
Day 4 [Absent]
Different symbols / elements have personal ‘meanings’. May have no meaning 
at all, yet can be given meaning by the teller. Can be given false or bogus 
meaning to suit the questioner. Some have absolute ‘faith’. Others are more 
sceptical. The sub-conscious may want to believe because of a goodreading.
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yet cast it aside if a bad one is given. What kind of communication is being 
given or received from the cards ? Communication with one’s self, one’s 
subconscious. Is there a visual language that has no connection with 
associations ?
Day 5
Particular styling or the very purpose of a product may be meaningless.
But, through marketing, a product can be given meaning. Not necessarily a true 
meaning, it may be completely bogus. This is an example of my understanding 
of the phrase ‘not communication’.
What positive concept can come out of something negative ? Something 
that plays with one’s subconscious. But how ?
Something that promotes positive thoughts / feelings. What positive 
thoughts are hidden within peoples subconscious ? Non-common associations: 
a product that is intended to mean different things to different people.
A product that needs no bullshit surrounding it. One that can sell on its own 
merits. An honest product.
Presentation
Tarot cards: metaphor for life, perception of things. 
Final Concept: The Dream Machine.
Student K
Day 1 [I/T] [Impossible but positive]
‘Design is a metaphor for existence’ - Ettorre Sottsass 
Look past style and function and get to grips with meaning. This is about the 
first stage of coming up with ideas. Freud: child so much more creative than 
an adult.
‘Not Communication’... inhibited communication: shyness, indifferent, 
anti-social, incoherence, self indulgence, elaborated codes, restricted codes, 
myth, loss of senses, exercise, class.
Failure of communication systems: telephone does not use touch, smell, 
taste or sight.
Car: isolated, loss of sensation i.e. speed, obscured vision and sound.
Day 2 [I]
Designing experience, not object. Words 7%, tone/pitch 37%, non-verbal body 
language 56%.
How will I solve problem and why ? Not problem itself. What is design ? 
Its for other people, let others express themselves. ‘Get personal, get radical 
and then get creative’. Why is pain and danger so appealing ? What is 
profound in your memory ? Think about your experiences - engineering.
Think about emotions: anger, love, happiness, sad, peaceful, aggressive.
Virtual reality - dominantly visual experience. What about the other 
senses ? Memories - can they be communicated ? What is the point of a 
virtual reality aeroplane with no G-force ?
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Day 3 (Karl Marx) [S/T]
What shall I do for something I’ve never done before ? Choices: boat ride, 
Buckingham Palace, Alien Wars, Karl Marx (Highgate Cemetery)*.
Highgate Cemetery: I was really disappointed I had to pay to get in. 
Looks like scene out of a vampire movie. I’m really sensitive about any noises 
in the trees or under my feet. Also in the parts of the cemetery away from the 
main paths, I was worried about walking over someone’s grave. Yes I did get 
locked in the cemetery. That definitely is a first for me. Fortunately the keeper 
did see me and let me out. I do not feel I’ve made any significant progress 
since going to Highgate Cemetery. I think this is primarily because I’ve been 
thinking about the presentation I have to do on Thursday morning.
Day 4 (Group B) [T]
Not interested in function but meaning of object. Adrenaline - physical thing 
... chemical. People coming off heroin encouraged to go running 
for a high.
Personal, senses, sport, exhaustion, danger, expression. Why do you want 
to jump off buildings ? Sensory and recreating experiences in the memory. 
Objectifying the memory. Anxiety.
Day 5 [B]
Contemporary tomb stone more reflective of the person. More expressive than 
an epitaph - a celebration. Report with inanimate objects. Notion of someone 
talking to a grave - inanimate object. Naming cars - humanise. Tree growing 
out of grave - disturbing. How do we recreate that ? What is the reaction of 
talking to grave ? Why do the Japanese give objects faces ? They believe 
everything has a spirit.
Statement of intent: Rapport with inanimate objects. I want to look into 
why people talk to inanimate objects, or animals, plants etc., which cannot 
respond back.
Presentation
Talks to camera about 2CV called Custard, and a plant called James Brown. 
Response, pleasure.
Final Concept: Image Communicator
Student L
Day i  [I/T] [Frightened, exciting, positive]
Day 2 [S]
Thinking of ideas through the night on communication. Need to compare the 
qualities of communication further. A binary comparison:
Not Communication Communication
Receiving Transmitting
Listen Talk
Hear Call
Looking Showing
Hoarding Sharing
Hiding Displaying
Closing Opening
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Thoughts Words
Noise Information
Negative Photograph
Books Television
No signs Symbols
Concealment Show
Treachery Honesty
Doormat Active
Hidden meaning Open handed
Unintelligibility Lucid
Ambiguous Clear
Synergy Shallow
Anonymity Famous
Suggestion Dogmatic
Half spoken Overstated
Hidden agenda Implicit
Can information still be transferred with ‘not communication’.
Had tutorial. The brief is a provocation, for me it is to better understand the 
idea of communication. Maybe my binary comparison is too opposition.
The interesting point is in the slight shift from looking and seeing. So from 
now must focus in on the shift. I must choose an area that I feel excited about, 
maybe that I have experienced. Look at the space between the subject and the 
object.
I have problem communicating. How can I look at the space between ?
Reading < shift > absorbing. Possibly pictures help stimulate absorption.
Looking < shift > seeing Listen < shift > hearing
When you listen with your eyes, looking alert and listening - often 
gesturing with you head tilting, suggesting you are absorbing. Looking at 
television is passive. Viewing - to see television is to see the Object and you 
(Subject).
Look: use ones sight - turn eyes in some direction. See: have or exercise 
the power of discerning objects with the eyes; one’s own observation. Note the 
deceived by ‘see through...’. You are talking but not saying anything.
Going to pub to meet friends. Stared thinking about the difference 
between looking and seeing. The Marlboro packet is useful because it is a 
common visual object that is looked at every day. But is the packet seen and is 
it read ? Is it searching ? The Marlboro packet was on the table when I went to 
pub and I started thinking about the difference between what I would usually 
see and when you drop your net curtains which blur vision with myth and 
lethargy. And when you see and perceive, its like grey the window, the net 
was covering and your vision is infinite.
Day 3 (London Zoo) [S]
Brief for today was to go and do something different - opposed to a usual 
activity. I have been in a good mood all day anyway so immediately thought 
it would be an idea to go to London Zoo and see the animals since this is 
connected with the shift between looking and seeing.
Took a tube to Regents Park. Then went to camera shop and bought a 
disposable camera with 21 shots. Cost £4.99. Paid £5 entrance. Went into 
Aquarium and could not take any photos because the camera was only for 
outside - fish not very interesting - felt like I should slow down. As I walked 
around the Zoo felt very lucky to be able to justify my activity with a creativity 
exercise. Next went to see the monkeys - couldn’t get over how real they were 
- their gestures are so human - 1 have seen this on television but its not until 
seen in real life that I really appreciate it. Also being so close to the monkeys 
was quite unnerving due to their playfulness.
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This made me think... when you watch television you LOOK and when 
you experience something yourself you SEE. So going to the Zoo enabled me 
to get involved in a VISUAL activity. Usually VISION is passive. Not really 
engaged in the activity of vision. In the reptile house the animals are kept in 
glass boxes which are quite similar to the television screen. I felt a little 
frustrated, because I wanted to TOUCH the animals that I was SEEING.
Its like the signs you get in galleries and in shops. Look don’t Touch.
Maybe that is why children are so inquisitive with their hands - they 
cannot look with their EYES alone. Possibly the children and I want to confirm 
our instinct with our sense of touch. What shape and texture we are SEEING.
Day 4 (Group A) [S/T]
On the tube this morning trying to observe more and more. Then this afternoon 
get into a big group and talked about each others projects.
This advert (a Bacardi Magic Eye) was a ‘drop out’ advertisement in a 
magazine I was reading today - 1 think its a 3D advert - where you have to 
LOOK closely to SEE the meaning in the pattern. I can’t. The reason may be 
that I have become visually numb. Maybe nothing can hold my concentration, 
so the still image cannot be absorbed anymore because of the advancement of 
the Rapid and Multiple Image. Starting to think about concepts. Possibly being 
too cerebral.
Day 5 [B]
God what an interesting week and what a personal project, a chance to look at, 
aha, something that I have a problem with. I have a problem ‘seeing’
- but I don’t have a problem looking. So lets look at the difference between 
looking and seeing. A bullet could not split the difference I thought but if you 
or as I always do, when I look, I am unaware and passive in the visual activity, 
but when you see something, you have perception of that thing. So I must 
clean the windows of my sight and truly see.
Presentation
T-shirts - window and a progressive scenario. Sound track and a strip away of 
layers. Personal and objectified successfully.
Final Concept: Telecommunication through Bubbles *
Student M
Day 1 [FT] [Confused and cynical]
Not communication. Park... communication with us over traffic, acoustics. 
Police (not) communicating with bag lady. She (not) with them. She with 
something, someone, somewhere; or was she being spoken to - verbally 
(police) and mentally (schizophrenic).
Nine dot problem... creativity evaluation score: zero. I hate these 
problems of intellectual geek masturbation: Rubiks Cube, puzzles, jigsaws 
all turn me off. I need a new entry point into this problem itself, rather than 
finding, inventing (coming up through a process of elimination) the solution to 
‘fit’ the problem.
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Day 2 [FT]
‘Objects are the main channel through which we communicate’. No object, 
no communication, no voice, no view, no relevance. Poverty = silence
Objects will communicate a massive amount of information about a 
person. No Object will tell us: they are poor; they are non-materialistic; they 
are non-Western, they are on the outer limits of society. Communication: voice 
- verbal, non-verbal, body language and touch, clothing, style, look, gaze, 
death, communication, life = communication, smell.
Nature: signals, codes, acute sense of hearing - dogs: different levels of 
sound perception. Not Communication: to me as a cyclist - as a road user 
I am able to follow the signs, the communication devices, made primarily 
for the car user, but must follow the unwritten, unofficial communication 
devices (those learned) as well.
Communication requires a learning process. You must be aware of 
the codes and conventions of the culture and understand their meaning. 
Who, when, how teaches these ? (The highway code for example is learned 
when you take your driving test, but who, when, how teaches you social 
conventions ? Parents, education, institutions. The powers that be. 
Moral/Ethical. Culture based.)
Phones are crap because they are voice reliant only. Communication relies 
upon (progressive, deep) all the senses being stimulated.
1. Poverty = silence
2. Body language - distance
3. Distance - time
4. Failure - success
5. Unwritten laws.
Choose personal topic to explore !
Body language - distance... the breakdown in communication through 
distance [girlfriend away]. Dogs use hyper sensitive hearing over distance, 
smell carried by wind. Body language over distance is performed using codes. 
NVC is necessary for progression, accurate assimilation of other parties 
reaction. But NVC is only means by which communication is made over 
distance. Smell, touch are out of the framework.
Climbing relies on rope talk to communicate small but significant set 
of commands. Condition of rope represents conditions of other party. Presents 
both parties with a number of questions answered by further experimentation. 
Elimination of variables. Tug of war. Over distance body language, verbal is 
immaterial, what matters is state of rope. Feedback of rope is all important. 
Rope = voice.
Through signs, symbols but those symbols must be learned, accepted in 
culture. Not communication + crop circles. Patterns: ancient languages, lost 
languages, signs of meaning. Egyptian text, use of pictures to convey meaning.
Day 3 (Bingo) [S]
Take your seat... its really neat... to play for big cash prizes !
Codes, rules and regulations. Hidden language. Tension, silence and 
relief. Conferring after, not before or during. NVC - profounded by 
smoking, nervous energy. Co-ordination. Not communication is broken 
verbally - shout. Myths broken, this is 90’s Bingo. No shouting ‘Bingo’.
No ‘legs 11’, ‘Two fat ladies 88’ etc.
Creating meaning through random calling and ticking of called No’s. 
Pattern emerges and provides sense to reader and meaning. Black = Down. 
Yellow = Up. Expression, colour, pattern emerged where once there was no 
meaning. ‘Not communication’ : No meaning.
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Day 4 (Group A) [S/T]
Symbolism, crop circles, ancient tongues, lost forgotten languages, 
patterns, mosaics, codes, Morse code, flashlight code, drums, smoke, fire, 
Egyptian text, Chinese, random patterns, unseen forms, BINGO.
Signs and symbols used to communicate feelings and project a sense of 
expression. Bingo patterns emerge to inform the reader where once there 
was no pattern of communication.
Bingo patterns in 3D emulating crop circles of positive and negative 
forms, -ve = no’s gained (success) / +ve = no’s remaining (failure). Ref: back 
(Tues.) communication = success. Not communication = failure.
Information extracted, decoded - received - achievement.
Information to be extracted, code - given - target.
Connection... dislocation.
Day 5 [B]
Breakthrough ! Friday 2.45pm. The connection between crop circles and 
symbolism and lost communication and bingo cards is made.
Message given » >  message received.
Lost communication, due to time, crop circles, lost language / 
understanding, cultural differences, censorship. Emotion: from a sense 
of cynicism early on (due to a term of (not) communication... ) to feelings 
of achievement and satisfaction when links were being made. The 
problems solution appeared in the distance but non-the-less appeared 
clearly. It was effort but also will that pushed me forward. A sense of 
escape and realisation would follow. Thursday felt suddenly capable and 
able to break from the restrictions imposed. I had an excuse to explore 
and arrive at the solution from a new angle. It was good to know the angle 
of arrival was not restricted to 0-90“ but could have been 340“, 180“ or 
123.5“ !!!
Lost communication is... intriguing, interesting and imagination 
pulling. Respond/react, provoke, pre-empt, shared language. The ability 
to respond, provoke or pre-empt the conscious deployment of personal 
communicative elements or tools.
The configuration and conscious deployment of signs and symbols.
The configuration and conscious deployment of personal communicative 
elements to provoke response. The configurative censorship and deployment 
of personal communicating elements to provoke accurate response. The ability 
to provoke and stimulate through the configuration, censorship and 
deployment of personal communicative elements, methods and devices.
Presentation
Cinderella story, built up in sentences, edited after close ups of parts of the 
body ie. pocket, neck, wrist, boot,back, chin, face with masks, profile, face, 
whole body.
Final Concept: Dialogue of Hands
Dialogue o f Hands Rationale
The emotive function of communication is often expressed by the addressee 
through a dialogue of touching and manipulation of the hands. An intuitive, 
sensual, and private language develops connecting the unconscious and 
conscious psyche of the two parties.
Progressive communication requires those familiar functions to be 
regularly and actively deployed, however the intimacy of tactility is lost 
through distance and contemporary communicative devices. The ‘Dialogue of 
Hands’ stimulates in a kind of virtual reality one of the most responsive and
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sensitive areas of personal contact, and acts as the medium for development 
when the ‘real’ is no longer within reach.
The materials provide the necessary textures and surfaces with the 
emotional themes of this interaction including security, sensuality, intimacy 
and ‘knowing’.
Student N+
Day 1 [I] [Interesting]
Day 2 [FT]
Health, sport, fitness, muscle. Time. Pulse. In traditional medical, pulse is basic 
of anything. The doctors, they measure everybody’s pulse and can judge our 
health. Also the herbs like medicine.
Heart (pulse) > brain > thinking and action > ‘not communication’ and 
communication. Motion.
In Chinese society, herbs are necessary in our life. Most people they 
believe traditional/Chinese medical.
Pulse: taste, tension, control, blood pressure, mind, time, physical, change, 
thinking, mood, feeling, medical. Controls everything.
Day 3 (Running in Park) [S]
Day 4 (Group A) [S/T]
[Lifesaving, CPR, images in Brain, dark, shadows, confusion, death]
Day 5 [B]
[Pulse/touch/Distance]
Pulse : The pulse is a symptom of life. It maintains our lives. We don’t have a 
pulse if we die, then we are unable to communicate.
Presentation 
Series of diagrams.
Final Concept: Mind and Emotion.
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Case Study 6 - Schematics
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 1
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the 
encounter ? I f  so what ?
Yes. Personally I have found that intellectualising a problem is not always the 
best way to come up with a unique viewpoint.
After the exercise did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into the 
Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
No.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Unsure.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight... whether personal or design based.
It was encountered when I was doing press-ups in aerobics (something that I 
have never done before) - a drip of perspiration under my nose.
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
Yes. I am know able to use this method of entry into a project without having 
to do deep research which may stifle my creativity. It has no attachments to 
preconceptions!
Any other comments...
It was as you said a mentally taxing process however it yielded results in a 
very short period ! It was a process you could enjoy too !
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 2
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the encounter ?
I f  so what ?
Yes. The approach to design projects, looking at them in diverse ways.
It highlighted my stand point as a designer and what I can offer.
After the encounter did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into 
the Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
Yes - elements have been put into the final object, however the concept 
broadened into other areas.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Unsure, confused and tense.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight...whether personal or design based.
Yes - the fact that the concept or privacy was ‘not communication’ as I found 
on my trip to somewhere I hadn't been before.
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
I’m not sure about the development - it seems more like an approach to 
designing, an alternative to use.
Any other comments...
The week was very interesting and made me question the design process.
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 3
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the encounter ?
I f  so what ?
Yes - personally gained a more open mind ! Discovered that the limits of 
my experiences, limit my creativity.
After the encounter did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into 
the Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
Yes - self hypnosis, meditation, personality control, stress release, 
superleaming.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Unsure, confused, tense, relaxed, tired, happy, positive, creative and most 
of all excited.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight... whether personal or design based.
Yes - it was a real moment of inspiration.
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
Know a method of obtaining yet another perspective to design from.
Any other comments...
Lets have more of the same please.
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 4
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the encounter ?
I f  so what ?
Yes - access to a personal and original approach to a design problem.
After the encounter did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into 
the Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
Yes - from communication through sensation which are ‘natural’, to 
communication through sensory stimulation and enhancing communication by 
total sensory experience.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Relaxed, happy, positive and creative.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight... whether personal or design based.
Yes - recollection of a dream, which was remembered by certain sensations 
rather than events in the dream.
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
Feel more confident and capable of using my creative abilities.
Any other comments...
Thank you !
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 5
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the encounter ?
I f  so what ?
Yes - it made me look at design solutions in a far broader way.
After the encounter did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into 
the Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
Yes - 1 did develop it further, but it did not become my final proposal.
I developed the concept through a designed object.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Confused and tense.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight... whether personal or design based.
Yes - the breakthrough came when discussing my findings with Nick.
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
Yes - with the project I realised how broad the possibilities were for 
communication.
Any other comments...
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 6
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the encounter ?
I f  so what ?
Yes - to allow my design approach (methodological slant) to be as abstract and 
as wide as possible.
After the encounter did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into 
the Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
Yes - lost communication and the need for the whole perceptions to be aroused 
during progressive communication led to a ‘dialogue of hands’
- touching hands.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Relaxed, positive and creative.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight... whether personal or design based.
Yes - probably at the time of reflection and development of the Wednesday 
brief. Pushing thoughts into an out of context environment was very mind 
expanding...
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
Yes, able to work in previously unseen, unimagined contexts.
Any other comments...
Constructive, rewarding. Cheers !
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Case Study 6 - Questionnaire 7
Did you enjoy the encounter ?
Yes.
In hindsight, do you feel you personally gained anything from the encounter ?
I f  so what ?
Yes - my mind was opened to new ways of thinking about the design process.
After the encounter did you feel that your concept was a creative entry point into 
the Project ?
Yes.
Have you subsequently developed the concept further for the Project ? I f  the answer 
if yes, could you briefly describe how it has developed ?
No.
During the week following the encounter, as you began to think about the next 
stage, how did you feel in yourself ?
Positive.
During the encounter did you experience a creative breakthrough ? I f  so could you 
briefly describe the moment of insight... whether personal or design based.
Yes - there was not a moment of insight, but gradual process of 
breaking through to new perception.
On reflection, do you feel that your creativity has developed in any way ? I f  so 
how...
Yes - 1 now think there is more than one way of addressing problems 
Any other comments...
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CASE STUDY 7 - *not Design^ 
Nov/Dec 1994 
MAID Year 2 (Major)
Case Study-7: B3 Brief
“Seeing the Earth from space has somehow made life different for 
those of us who have had the priveledge of leaving the planet and 
looking back. We shifted our perspective. We saw the same reality 
from a different point of view, and that somehow liberated us from 
certain ways of thinking that we had all developed.”
- Edgar Mitchell
The only lens through which we interpret reality is through the subjective 
human organism. The limitations of our senses, and the biases in our 
consciousness, by their very nature make all knowledge subjective. Thus 
we are deceiving ourselves, especially at the limits of our knowledge, 
if we insist upon objectivity as the main descriptor for truth.
This brief focuses on the primary stage of creativity, a process which like 
design escapes finite definitions. It gives you the opportunity to discover 
something that thought cannot think.
At the end of this paper is the problem on which you must focus. Try to 
solve the problem of your own and not in groups. The only way of solving the 
problem is to totally commit yourself to the encounter.
The objective of the brief is to generate and present a conceptual 
solution.
Dynamics
As soon as you have read the brief, it is important that you start writing a 
journal, to record your thoughts, feelings, emotions and ideas - noting times, 
places and reflections. It may also include sketches, photos and even objects. 
The journal should take the form of a conversation with yourself. The more 
complete and honest it is, the more possibilities you open.
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Timetable
The brief is mentally and emotionally demanding and runs to strict and 
important deadlines.
Day 1. pm
Introduction and Briefing - questions and queries.
Generating concepts.
One-to-one review.
Day 2. am
Meeting first thing in the morning, 
pm
One-to-one review 
Day 3. am 
One to one review 
pm
Presentations and Debriefing.
Problem
Generate concepts based on ‘not design’.
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Case Study 7 - Sub brief
Creativity springs from the person, an epiphenomenon of their greater 
awareness, wholeness and openness. The dynamics of creativity are very 
much like a journey of discovery, where untapped potentials are explored. 
It means taking risks and thinking dangerously, where the familiar must 
be challenged to ensure survival.
For the remainder of the morning I would like you to go somewhere or do 
something that you have never done before. The activity and corresponding 
experience must be totally unfamiliar.
Within the next ten minutes choose from one of the activities which 
spontaneously pop into your mind. Latch onto those bizarre and seemingly 
ridiculous ideas.
The creative individual not only respects the irrational in himself, but 
courts the most promising source of novelty in his own thought... the 
creative person is both primitive and more cultured, more destructive 
and more constructive, crazier and saner than the average person.
It is important to free yourself from your usual patterns of thinking and 
creating. The activity could be something you have always wanted to do; 
somewhere you have always wanted to go; or alternatively could be something 
that you never wanted to do... However, a change of environment, content and 
expectation is essential.
Record the experiences you go through... the feelings, thoughts, opinions, 
times. Collect information in whatever manner seems appropriate.
Allow yourself to become totally absorbed by the experience !
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Day 1/2/3/4/5 
Name of student:
Case Study 7 - Review Form
low high
low high
low high
B
low high
Reflections:
low high
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Case Study 7 - Journals and Review Data
+ foreign student 
* part-time
I: Intellect S: Symbolic T: Tension B: Breakthrough A: Absorption 
[ ] : Observations
Student A
D ay l [1:4.3/T: 1 .5 /A:2.2]
We have turned the brief over and been given time to think it over. Its quite 
muddling, especially when there is so much to do. I’ve been to the folio 
surgery and have not been too surprised that its just a bunch of normal 
people. I bet they could not contemplate what I have been given to think 
about. The portfolio is old inspiration. Its creativity that has developed 
and most obviously been suppressed by conditions and restraints.
A language that a designer must use.
My first reaction if fear, what is this guy trying to do ? Don’t we have 
enough to cope with. My second thought is mayhe he can help, you know. 
Open a few doors. If this is about ‘Not Design’ what does that mean ? It’s 
not Design and it’s not entirely physical. The exercise is plainly provoking 
thought, so ‘not design’ is about the mind ?
Suppressed ideas, trapped thoughts, thinking, external thoughts, creativity, 
specifications, criteria, preconditioning, morals, traditions. Maybe we should 
allow ‘conditioned’ thoughts to be put aside - not completely but somewhere 
accessible in our minds (where) this should let some of the inner stuff to 
emerge ?
If we are talking about our minds (trapped energy inside) I think this 
would be in our unconscious mind - where is it and how do we access it 
... computer. Unconscious: its not ideas just lying still, unexercised, lazy, 
uncontrolled, out of reach. Its a great place to hide things.
Losing sight of the brief I think ! This journal shouldn’t really be in a 
book. It shouldn’t be published and the thinking inside it definitely will 
not be straight forward. Its roughly scattered in a direction that I don’t know 
about yet.
Confused - 1 think that just about sums it all up. The question is 
what is ‘not Design’. I know just from my own mind that it is not negative.
It suggests something in a hidden dimension. It is up to me to dig out the 
creative energy in my mind. I am not sure what these channels of externalising 
it might be. Drawing, sketching, questioning. Maybe design in the true sense 
is too structured, methodological and therefore missing the point. Maybe our 
design process is holding us back.
Day 2 (-ve and +ve experience) [1:4.7 / S:4.7 / T:4.8 / A:4]
7.50am. ‘Not design’ - this is an early morning reminder. After sleeping on the 
idea - its still no clearer.
Design - the end result is the practical 3-dimensional solution which has 
been developed according to deadlines, specifications and worldly ideals. ‘Not 
Design’ would be the productivity of our hidden minds. Problem: how do we 
plug into it (or 2D if you are a graphic artist). A new perspective, angle, view.
Not Design could be the most energetic form of creativity. È  it is for me 
to determine. What is it ?
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If I am supposed to be telling the truth to myself - 1 would be very 
upset - in fact I am . It really boiled down to my first reaction to the 
project - FEAR and than disappointment. My theory or concept is that NOT 
DESIGN is about the removal of barriers. The design process e.g., I am not 
saying that it is wrong to follow it. It is just a narrow thing... like path with tall 
hedges. It may seem that our paths all lead to a goal, but if it is not until you 
are at a height from that maze of paths that you begin to understand the 
different alternatives - gaining a new perspective to things.
Last night I went to a textiles studio and there were boards of pictures, 
of ideas, of all sorts of things. Colour, form, products, fashion, style
- imagination was able to flow. All these colours and textures sent messages 
to what I presume is my unconscious mind. If it were my subconscious it 
would have been messed around by my conscious state. Reality would have 
put a price on it. Killed my colourful and undeveloped ideas off.
This new brief has upset my feelings a lot - if I am totally honest with 
myself. My initial reaction is that my head is swinuning around with nasty 
thoughts and that makes me feel like a complete failure, but that’s not the case 
its just a new set of things to think about. The reason for this, I think is that I 
have already reached one concept for my ideas on ‘Not Design’. That is like 
the first quote about ‘Looking at the planet from afar’ - when that first 
happened it must have scared a few people. They were happy in their own 
world, home being the centre of all things revolving around it. Suddenly they 
are shown proof that they do not exist at the centre they are just a piece of a 
larger space. Now they Imow that the centre is somewhere else. Is there a 
centre at all ?
I have discover that my own thoughts have been pre determined by 
other peoples thoughts and ideas and inside that is a little box of energy 
trying to escape. I have become upset to find that my thoughts are so 
conditioned that I won’t admit to my inner thoughts. I think I have 
blocked them out altogether - so I have to try and release it. It will mean 
that I will release true imagination and energy of thought and I need to 
do it by pushing aside my own set of rules which are governed by others.
I decided to sit in town by the ugliest thing that an artist can create. This 
is the Industrial Monument made out of flesh coloured GRP and painted with 
creepy red lines. A plastic puff of smoke and a really uncomfortable shape.
I do not know why I am going to sit here yet, I think I will find out later. I am 
going to sketch it. I would never want to draw an object as ugly as this - in fact 
I wouldn’t sit here out of choice in normal circumstances. Its cold and damp, 
loads of pollution and cars, not many people. The sculpture is a violet sick 
colour. I think the whole feeling is grey. Actually I think this place is a very 
good example not of ‘NOT DESIGN”.
Industry: growing in time, employment, tradition, skills, tools, materials, 
intelligence. There are loads of people coming to look at this sculpture. Its 
most interesting really. Its bizarre and horrible but to people it seems 
significant. They touch it and take photographs.
The end result cannot be the most important objective - its not the end 
result that we are aiming for it is the TRUE RESULT. How can we trigger 
the true result ? Sleep ? Irrational behaviour ? What did I achieve by doing 
something I am not usually doing ? Building a... preconception. Objective: 
maybe we should not have an object in mind. Design is about visualisation
- look at more, awareness, accept other influences ?
How do we know what influences are important. ? Stand back !
Unconscious contains instincts, impulses, ideas... not directly available for 
examination. Think not of a solution... discover a solution.
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Day 3 [1:2.3 / S:4.4 / T:4.9 / B:3 / A:4.8]
Reflections upon previous mornings activities. The main thing that occurred 
to me after sitting in the square with the bloody awful sculpture was that the 
entire area gave off a grey feel. I think I mentioned this. I think that it is 
important because although the place was quite colourful it really had no 
atmosphere. People were believing in an atmosphere that I did not believe 
was there. If I think about this in terms of my discussion with Nick (5pm 
Wed.) I can put this greyness into a different context.
Grey = Lack of emotional experience.
That is obviously an important key to this project. The thing we did was 
to go and experience something that our otherwise rational / conditioned 
thoughts wouldn’t allow. What I did was not totally outrageous but the last 
thing I would imagine doing. The actual event could have been negative 
but at the same time my thoughts were considering my feelings about the 
contrast of something that personally was not good and thoughts of things 
that were more exciting and inspirational.
Another thing that occurred to me is that I have spent weeks rushing 
around - organising projects - and I actually sat in the middle of the city for 
one and a half hours without even considering the pressing thoughts that 
I should have. Actually I think it was right that I didn’t.
Change... experience, others peoples lack of knowledge - concerning 
the experience of an object. The object was a celebration of Birmingham’s 
Industrial era, but it did not give the power or feeling of it. Just to begin 
with the choice of materials and colour killed it.
New angles - perspectives. Rise above it, take a new angle or perspective 
and you have many alternatives and routes to get to your goal. This means that 
your goal will be deeper thought about object - your own experiences gained 
by exploring the different routes will give a positive effect to your ideas. The 
designer must experience the product and problem, then and only then can s/he 
allow the user to experience the product themselves. EXPERIENCE for the 
designer triggers ideas, memories, and relates emotion to the user. You 
have got to find the trigger to unleash the ideas. Relates closely to personal 
experience.
In library. If you find the trigger it will unleash the power - explode 
the thoughts hidden in your mind ? The trigger will fire a gun, send an 
impulse, reach a destination and cause a reaction. Its easy to remember and 
store a mental or physical reaction to something for a longer space of time.
Doing something irrational may reach the area of your mind which 
normally lies still, activating it and causing a reaction. If something 
irrational and unfamiliar happens you have a new reaction to it. ‘Not Design’ 
is the positive results of an idea / problem that could be triggered by an 
unfamiliar action. Experience association with it that unleashes a reaction to it. 
Each person would release new areas of thought. Its really still quite confusing. 
Maybe the idea is to do something irrational on the video to cause an 
unthought/considered reaction. If you act upon instincts they may be 
subconscious. Peoples knowledge concerning objects will be limited as 
products become less and less distinguishable - in form as well as function.
The whole action of using a product must include an experience - an 
opportunity to react. This causes another set of reactions when they think 
of the object. How do you do that ?
Challenge the logical ! Question the obvious !
Billiard balls. Think about, absorb, question, challenge. Maybe it is 
‘experience the logical and experience the obvious’, because this may trigger 
the hidden solutions. Experience will react with thoughts.
I know the solution and it feels great. Well I think it does. Its going to 
change a lot of my own thinking from now as it has shown a great hole in 
my objectives. The Design paradigm is easier to describe: if you give someone 
an object and it does not create an emotion or understanding it has not been
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experienced. If you have not experienced what the object is about you cannot 
design a complete object. To design or ‘not design’ you have to experience the 
emotions and feelings and entity of the object. This will give life to the final 
result. The final result will be experienced by the user and will create an 
emotion, memory, insight - which will be stored and lodged within the mind 
forever.
LIVE BY EXPERIENCE
I cannot perceive how large an impact it would have if every one was able 
to be emotional about objects but it would be a very positive improvement.
The example: solution to the problem - concepts on ‘Not design’. The 
building interior (library) by Botta has an interesting angular construction.
It has strong lighting and minimal furniture. But the colours are dreary and 
grey, the lights do not work well with the natural light. The place produces 
very neutral emotions of nothingness. Not disgust or hate, just a dull greyness. 
It does not provide an experience or emotion for you to dwell and be inspired 
by. The alternative shot is of the façade of Gaudi’s Cathedral, Sagada de 
Famile. This is a complete contrast. When you stand back it is a piece of 
neo-gothic style architecture giving a feeling. The beige stone gives way to a 
multiplicity of figures, plants, shapes and objects all intricately spelling our 
feelings and emotions - the longer you look the deeper you have gained an 
experience. You’ll never forget that it will be with you always - that is how 
‘not design’ should be.
The key: Question the obvious, challenge the logical. This will lead to 
gaining the experience and once you have had it, you can use it to talk to the 
user of your ideas. A designer who has not been able to do this will never be 
able to design effectively.
Presentation 
Pictures from book.
Student B+
Day 1 [1:4.7 / S:0.1 /T:0.3 / A:2.5]
Confused about these sentences: problem on which you must focus...
Problem: generate concepts based on ‘not design’. \ ^ y  use the word 
problem ?
For me the description has two meanings, two interpretations: generate 
concept...‘not design’ is a problem to solve; I’m required to generate concepts 
based on ‘not design’. What is concept ? What design is different from it ?
Concept: internal mental activity, normally reflecting from outside. 
Stimulation, for certain purpose.
Design: a modified concept by adding subjective, in views of designer 
himself, or objective, in view of public, value on it, depending on individuals. 
Sense, knowledge, experience, feeling as well as culture background.
If generate concept based on ‘not design’ is a problem, a straight forward 
way to solve it may be just to reverse this description into ‘not to generate 
concept based on not design’, or simply ‘generate concept based on design’.
However, problem solving in every issue can be deduced into another way 
- ‘ignore it’ or ‘pass the problem onto another person’. Either face problems or 
turn your back on it.
Design is a process in dealing with concrete concept for certain purpose; 
someone call it ‘problem solving’ e.g., if a designer invents an elegant chair 
but has defect in manufacturing, he may change its nature.
Comments by Nick: Try to think underneath the problem. Keep going, 
thinking through these issues. The decision making and direction is up to me.
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Day 2 [absent]
At home taking shower.
The problem cited in the brief should not be so easily solved. I should explode 
my idea to address on other directions. When I begin to think about a question, 
I am in the situation of design. Concept based on ‘not design’ means not to 
think about it. But how ? We receive information from eyes, ears etc., and a 
‘natural reaction’ must be generated at the same time. Question ‘on the same 
time’.
Day 3 [1:4.3 / S:4.7 / T:4 / B:4.8 / A:4.8]
Man does everything: physical movement, mental activity in a design 
status. Not design should be said in unconscious status. Time spent on the 
transmission from eyes to brain. Concept generated in this period of time. 
There should be time between the information received and our reaction.
Solution is in unconscious state. It happens between when we read this 
sentence ‘Generate... on ‘not design” and the first idea pop out. 1/100000 
second. Depend on how long you keep your brain empty. Any attempt to solve 
problems is in design status. The idea to ignore problems is in design status. 
Key elements of design = an impulse to try to solve problems.
Presentation [Monologue to camera]
I’ve solved the problem already, have you seen that. No, nor have I, 
but I have experience of that... Let me tell you the reason... because I did 
it too fast.
If one second is as long as this... The time I took to generate the 
concept based on ‘not design’ will look like this... You ask me: What is 
the concept ? The status of unconscious.
Design can be said as an internal activity, reflecting outside 
environmental stimulation, for certain purpose. Everything presents its 
nature in the form of an artificial object. This can be said to be in design 
status. Man’s purpose is to do something, he is in design status. I pick up 
a pen, open cap, I look here, I look there, I am in design status. Because 
I don’t want to watch you. You propose to see what I present to you, 
you are in design status.
Student C
Day 1 [1:4 / S:2.5 / T:.6 / B:1.3 / A:2.5]
[Motivated] 2.30pm
Oh fuck ! or not. ‘Not Design’ is not negative design, it is an entity in 
its own right. Design is a process, is ‘not design’ random rather than 
sequential. Concept could be non-physical or product related... more to do 
with ideas on a theory.
Confusion... I’ve spent 6 years learning to design now I’ve got to attack 
‘not design’. I do not fully understand what concepts will be formed. Is ‘not 
design’ a theory. Checked database for references to ‘not design’ - none found.
Maybe I’m taking the term too literally. ‘Not Design’ is the development 
of concepts following a ‘design process’ other than that understood as Design. 
Everything manufactured is to some extent designed. Natural Objects are not 
manufactured through a preconceived set of ideas or processes. So maybe 
natural objects are developed through ‘not design’.
The workshop is to stimulate creativity. So perhaps the development of 
concepts through random unstructured means is ‘not design’. By believing you 
are designing you are already restricting creativity as designing assumes an end
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product of some description which must be produced by physical methods and 
materials. Does that mean design must be unlearned to allow creativity to 
flourish. I could of course be barking completely up the wrong tree.
If ‘not design’ is development without restriction then, no assessment of 
the out come can be made as no criteria was set as parameters. Design is goal 
orientated, problem solving. Could ‘not design’ be free thinking without 
limitations. Blue sky design with no ties.
This thinking is unfortunately restricted by a knowledge of what Design 
is and so all supposition is tarnished by preconception. Is ‘not design’ 
structured. Has it been researched and catalogued ? Is it a theoretical stance 
developed to free designers from creative blocks ? Can I find information on 
it? Must go to Central library to research tomorrow. Maybe I am already 
generating concepts on ‘not design’ through free thought unclogged by 
understanding the problem. Maybe concepts on ‘not design’ cannot be 
generated via design methods.
Confusion. It is totally out of nature to isolate myself and not discuss a 
problem. I guess letting someone else solve your problems is easier and you 
somehow become more detached and less absorbed. This is a really centering 
experience. Vety deep too. I hope this afternoons meeting will make more 
sense. This is like ‘Catch 22’. trying to generate concepts without 
preconception. I feel a little out of my depth. I am not very intellectual.
Kolbs theory through time [diagram]. Ideas reliant on knowledge and 
experience. Preconceptions build up, affecting future decisions.
Design is product orientated. At the very outset of the process initial ideas 
of the product are already set. By studying what something is not, you end up 
defining what it is.
Not Design ^  Design
If ‘not design’ is a concept in its own right, using Design to describe it 
could be a mistake.
Day 2 (China Town) [1:2.7 / S:4.1 / T:2.8 / B:3 / A:3.4]
Another brief. What have I never done ? Millions of things. But which are 
achievable now: talk to the 1st years; go to the jewellery quarter; go and look 
around the Cathedral; find the Custard Factory.
The Chinese Quarter. Never been before. Its very quiet and lifeless.
My expectations have not been realised. Where’s the life ? Probably 
waiting for tonight. There are more Western faces here than Chinese. The 
buildings are regular British/Birmingham buildings. Masked under images of 
dragons and Chinese characters. There is the smell of food cooking but only 
faint. I think I made a mistake coming here. The sound of the city is all around.
Disappointment - 1 just does not feel right. My senses are telling me this 
is just a place like any other. My mind tells me there must be more. Where’s 
China ? I could be anywhere right now. The whole area is based around food. 
China is being reduced to the restaurants it has. The Chinese speak English, 
and wear Western clothes. The Chinese supermarket sells English food as well. 
I suppose I should not of expected anything. I should have come with a totally 
open mind. But that is totally un-natural. The whole idea of doing something 
you have always wanted to do must denote some preconceptions.
Realising these are not so is probably the biggest learning experience !
Its like the quote about “earth from space”. People were happy in there 
ignorance, seeing themselves and there planet how they thought it was.
Not how it actually is. I suppose by believing you know and understand is 
the main barrier of really experiencing something. To be in a state of flux, 
allowing life to happen - experiences to make their impression and leave with 
something more than you arrived is the key. Even if what you find and leave 
with is not what you expected.
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A few more Chinese people around now.
Not design is a state of mind. An openness to experience, allowing 
connections to be made and ideas to form without prejudice. Its never 
ending, never beginning, and has no limit to its potential. Its almost 
uncontrolled creativity. Almost for its own sake. Self perpetuating. 
Drawing on every sense and experience as stimuli. No preconceptions, 
no parameters. A journey of discovery. By allowing it to happen, you are 
opening yourself spiritually.
Involving taking nothing for granted, viewing from all angles, breaking 
routine. Imagine if everyone did this, experienced this. What would happen to 
the Western world > move towards Eastern philosophy.
Design is interested in function i.e. the end product. ‘Not Design’ should 
look at the experience - the journey - not de-sensitise the user from the 
experience. Don’t take too much from the user.
Day 3 [1:4.5 / S:4.7 / T:4.8 / B:4.9 / A:4.9]
Items that people think they understand, but are actually something else. 
Objects within a paper bag that people think they understand. Then when 
the bag is opened - surprise.
Design: sensory deprivation; people watching their life happen, 
perpetuating ignorance; gives too much, often false, information; concealing. 
Feeling objects through a glove, filtering experience. Design is censorship.
‘Not Design’: feelings lasting beyond experience; people involved in life, 
opening to experience, awareness of self, giving, interaction, to create more 
than there is. The process is ongoing.
Products should have a longer lasting effect. The gift that keeps on giving. 
Creativity: allowing the user to be creative. Interaction, life changing. Design 
believe it can offer everything and in trying to achieve this it destroys 
experience and journey. Thought provoking.
The Gift that keeps on Giving. This statement was first introduced to me 
three years ago. The process of conceptualising ‘not design’ has flagged this as 
a good example of ‘not design’, to give something more than the object. An 
object that holds more than pure function.
The automatic camera limits the user to viewing life as the designer 
allows it to be seen. The manual camera allows the person the freedom.
How do you see more ?
My watch is worth £30.00 but is really worth much more to me.
[Inscribed from girlfriend]
“The limiting factor in achieving your goals, is self awareness.” - Bruce 
Lee. Also... (pointing to the stars) ‘if you look at the finger, you miss all the 
heavenly glory’.
Presentation
Using two cameras and asking what is the value of my watch ?
Auto camera will hopefully give a direct financial answer. The manual camera 
can focus on the inscription and answer should be more in-depth.
The Gift that keeps on Going !
Student D+ & E* [Absent]
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student F
D ay i [1:3.7/8:0.3/T: 1 .0 /A:2.5]
[Quiet but positive]
Dead Poet’s society. Where he stands on the table for new viewpoint !
Letting inhibitions go - realising our conceptions of reality - ambient 
music, alcohol, soft lights... how I usually accelerate the creative process. 
Drugs !
Problem: Generate concepts based on ‘Not Design’. Shifting perspectives. 
How do I do this at the moment ? Surround myself with new influences, views 
of people, explore new places, exhibitions. Are these usually to do with 
design ? Possibly.
Nature... I could be walking through a park, leaves, textures, colours, 
shadows. Staring at things with one eye closed, de-focusing. Walking around 
town centre... buildings actually exist above the shop fronts.
I never noticed before.
Thinking about foundation course. How do things change my 
perceptions ? Paintings to different styles of music. Line, colour, compositions. 
Painting blindfolded what you can feel in a bag. Design History... what 
pre-conditioning has this achieved. Do we need to have this for our products to 
be accepted e.g., when a total new product evaluation occurs, and there are no 
similar products to compare it to. It does not fit in a pigeon hole, can people 
accept this shifting of their preconceptions straight away.
Design process: How can we design by not designing ?
Not design = meaning. Question the way I design at the moment etc.
Why do we design products we do not need ? - Papanek. What am I about and 
not about as a designer ? True products = health. Third World, safety, quality 
of life, friendly, recyclable, energy efficient.
Day 2 (Flowers: Impulse) [1:0.8 / 8:3.9 / T:4.8 / A:4.8]
An idea of giving flowers to people in the street. First feelings apprehensive, 
excited and nervous. I found it really hard to make the first move. The first 
person - huge adrenaline flow, excitement, spontaneous. Sexual feeling.
Later., novelty wore off - feeling cheap, degraded, the sparks gone, bored. 
Building up self consciousness, release of energy.
Unfamiliarity of actions, involving one or more senses. Novelty, 
memorable exchange. Most profound thing was someone’s smile.
Not be linear, trust your unconscious. Designer is part of the solution.
Day 3 [1:3.0 / 8:4.3 / T:4.6 / B:3.5 /A:3.3]
Exchange of flowers: primary reaction... put a smile on a strangers face by 
giving them a flower. The action of giving flowers to someone provoked a 
memorable interaction for the bearer of the gift and for the recipricant.
The object of exchange was not important. It is the feeling this interaction 
produced for both parties. For me, this feeling would not have been as 
memorable if it had not taken one and a half hours for me to build up the 
courage to do this. Me being the bearer of the action was part of the 
solution.
In a design situation this would be to get this feeling into my design - to 
be able to make someone smile, a memorable experience, through the use of 
my design. Therefore the designer is the solution. Inject a smile streak into 
my design. Make products enjoyable and memorable to use again... give them 
character. Plus... to listen to my unconscious, trust my instinct.
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Student G
Day 1 [1:4.5 / S:2.2 / T:0.6 / A:2.5]
Define design and science. User participation. Outcome as the result of 
populations views and input. Not relevant on the individual or small group. 
It is impossible to be completely unbiased. Identify situations where 
objectivity is not prime influence in decisions and activities (aesthetically). 
Buying: matches, paper clips, food, chemicals. Using: maps, door stop, 
dictionary. Where function is not the prime consideration... ornaments, 
pictures, jewellery, surface pattern. Look at Design Methods 
- functionalism, cognitive mapping.
Read own books for project research.
Factors that influence perception: age, experience, gender etc. 
Meanings of objects. Intervention.‘Stone’ [can a stone experience ?]
Day 2 [away in Gwent]
Day 3 [1:4.5 / S: 1.1 / T:0.5 / B : 1.0 / A: 1.2]
Work on conclusion. Metaphorical explanation of the Stone [Cues]. 
Design: Nothing, ambiguous, semi-ambiguous, isolated, interaction. 
Forms part of structured collective or is manipulated or changed to 
provide function. Constructed in form of cross.
Presentation 
Stones and Pebbles.
Student H  [absent] 
Student I
Day 1 [1:3.8 / S:2.3/T:0.3 / A:3.4]
[Excited and frustrated] Wow ! Shit ! What on earth is all this about ?
This is the most exciting thing that has happened on this course. I thought 
there would be much more of this but instead its been a few lectures on Design 
Methods. My tutors thoughts on Semantics and then some crap projects 
making us practice the ‘practical’ skills that today’s designers have to have 
to do design in industry. Practical bollocks - down right full of enormous 
yawness. I do not want to be a designer to spend hours and hours in the 
fucking business section reading shit minded reports on some wank.
This is obviously stirring quite a strong response already. I am starting to 
feel not only emotional and excited but a bit disturbed like I feel I am 
about to start shouting. That welling up, and you know your knuckles 
will sting where you are punched the door and your throat rasp after you 
screamed into the pillow.
Its a bit strange, its like the last few weeks have been building up to 
this, like a storm brewing, which you do not notice. You don’t notice the 
strong breeze, you don’t notice the steady leadering of the air... until the 
first crack of thunder wales with a surprise.
Well I am still here sitting in the studio... everyone’s quite quiet, in deep 
contemplation.
Yeah its been strange that the last two weeks I’ve been looking for books 
into design methods, psychology, history of design and space travel, as well as
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the design of the aircraft passenger space, and historical solutions to ship / 
yacht problems. I have been yearning for something to come up and tap me on 
the shoulder with an explanation of everything to change my perception right 
around.
I must concentrate on writing to me and not what’s his name. This is a 
diary for me to read. Its weird altering the scope of my writing. I prefer how 
it looks the other way around. Though they say that you know writing from 
your personality, so I wonder if I can change my personality by changing my 
writing. Perhaps this could be a new form of therapy.
While I was reading about space flight last week, I was thinking quite 
a lot about being in space and what it would be like. It must be amazing, 
fantastic, weird, frightening, enlightening etc., basically all that, divorced 
(to some extent) from it must be fantastic. To see how small it is really, how 
much infinitesimally smaller we are, and how dependent we are on this small 
body... would really be a head fuck. I wonder if I could cope with the 
experience, if I have the stability of mind to deal with something that would 
be (to me) incredibly intense. Similarly I’ve always been a bit wary of taking 
ACI, as I don’t know if I could cope with how I might start thinking. I suppose 
at the end of the day I don’t know myself or feel I can fully trust myself.
This of course leaves me repressed and in need of glorious self 
expression, and self examination. I want to be able to be totally creative, 
and hoped I would be, yet in my designing, what assumption, what do I take 
for granted. Anything and everything... can see how I am thinking to some 
extent. It is a designers responsibility to sort the world out, because we design 
the material world. Is it just the material world we design ?
Now I’ve got to work hard on this because I always play. I want to play, 
do things that I find most interesting at that point, which is what design should 
be like, a bit like the Italians where they just philosophise in some small design 
collectives as a sort of holiday from the industry driven design.
Maybe its unsolvable is that the solution ?! I want to be able to draw 
again. Art is such a wonderful word for me. I love the word, it has such 
a positive ring to it.
I wonder why I always write on the lines. So how do I design ? How do 
I think design is ? What’s good and bad about my designing ? Like for instance 
the fact that I never finished a project in the past. Blimey it feels weird to write 
like this. How should design be ? What do I like/dislike, 
in style and colour and value? Value, what is it ?
I love drawing arrows for some reason. Now I feel like I’m beginning to 
loose interest a bit now. The storm is passing and I am starting to feel worn out 
and drained. Like emptying a sky, the ink has rained my ideas down on the 
page, and although the moisture is still everywhere in the sky and on the land, 
the storms power is gone, and the rain is slowing.
Time for a break said Zebideee. Some sunshine, music, liquor, love and 
laughs would be good now.
Zen and the art of Motorcycle Maintenance. What about the time 
restriction on design ? How important is it, and does it depend on personality ? 
Is it beneficial to have deadlines forcing conclusions or not ? Yes and no, with 
no deadlines at all then if you are a lazy person then perhaps you will not get 
anywhere. Well no if I was driven by something, then so long as I recorded all 
ideas then I could move forward. Ideas recording needs to be in such a way 
that I can see easily the way I’ve come and doesn’t take too much effort to do.
I am not in competition here with anyone, its important to remember that... but 
in fact competition is a very good engine for me to excel. I like to excel to be 
best, quietly best.
I like my work to speak for itself, to stand out by quality, not gimmicks. 
Quality... aha... there’s that word.
The bedroom. Well at the moment I am feeling pretty good cos I’ve just 
talked to a friend about things and she was down and now I think she’s a bit
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more happy (I hope). Its made me feel positive though about vyhat I’m doing.
I know that most of all I want to improve peoples lives and make them 
happier, even if it is indirectly through the design of artefacts. So much art 
seems to be very dramatic, gloomy, or just plain incomprehensible, it can 
actually be pretty depressing (in my experience). I suppose because art is 
primarily interested in passion ?
Well if Design is a combination of art and science, that may be one 
explanation of why products tend to be dull and extremely serious, and 
difficult to use. I suppose Art being a reflection of society and human 
perception at the time, a snapshot of how people (the artists) feel about the 
world, and the artists generally being sensitive people, is it any wonder that 
art and design is subsequently serious, given the conditions that face 
humanity today.
Quality and humour are two words right now which keep popping into 
mind. I keep seeing wonderful timeless ‘designs’ essentially a sort of blurry 
box of no distinct colour or texture (probably plastic) which will last forever 
providing an excellent function, and make people repeatedly smile.
I’ve always wanted the design process to be a mad explosion of ideas. 
Lots of clever and funny things. Reveal myself and my soul in my work.
If people like my work, then they’ll like me.
I think before when I struggled with desperately being liked, I always 
wanted everybody to like my work. Now I imagine a more particular type of 
person liking and identifying with it and... sod the rest. Is that incredibly 
egotistical ? I don’t think so. I think its more a form of communication, 
the same way that I really enjoy communicating (most of the time) with the 
right people so that it works. That conversation where sparks fly, where ideas 
fall over each other, some absurd, accompanied by side splitting, tear 
streaming laughter. What makes it so funny ? Things that come out of 
nowhere. These ideas may be about people, their emotions, their relationships, 
their style and image. They may be about machines and things. Star Trek and 
breasts. The difference is the first category tends, on the whole, to be 
communication with the female of our species, the second the male.
Communication, perception, quality, humour.
The more I think about this the more that quality stands as the overall 
thing, the good branches of good things... good communication, good ideas, 
good jokes, extreme perception, flows out of the source... the soul ?
Perhaps Mr Pirzig has put his finger on it, maybe the source of anything 
of any worth is in the God we otherwise know as quality. Can we tap into this 
source, into the total energy of all the good stuff in everything, and open the 
valves at will to let pour fourth solutions, ideas, and understanding.
I think that I will need to stop now for a bit. Let my subconscious go on 
again and then re-cap, rationalise, re-read, re-read and don’t fade away.
Just one more thing - remember the mountain climber ? What’s the point of 
going up to the top just to reach the top, if you are not going to enjoy the 
journey up there. We should be aiming for quality in doing, not just aiming 
for the solution. Exciting, stimulating... seize it !
Right now I am writing a lot because this is the best way of expressing 
my ideas. I’m comfortable with this. I would find it very difficult to start 
drawing pictures of stuff now, because maybe this is a barrier. Large pictures 
are very hard to do and be striking.
Anyway, I’ve already said, perplexed, hands in the air, its time to wash 
up, drink tea, read my book, so piss off. I’ll see you later.
I must before I forget, just say... if I don’t write anymore tonight, then 
when I wake up tomorrow I must (whatever I do) write, draw anything.
The subconscious will have done stuff overnight it will be important to get it 
down, dredge it up, bring it out, its all important.
I’m glad I seem to be talking to me now and not Mr Whatsit. This could 
be one of these bizarre cults he’s getting us to empty ourselves ready for the
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installation of bizarre mind distorting neuro virus ideas, so weTl become fully 
paid up citizens of the Udallians. WeTl all spend hours praising the god of 
quality and practising ‘not designing’ in silence, in darkened smoky hallways.
Day 2 (Date and car drive) [1:2.5 / S:4.8 / T:4.1 / B:3.2 / A:4.8]
Totally unfamiliar: walk around the building with loo paper wrapped around 
me like a mummy; pin the tail on the map and go there; ask someone out 
spontaneously; go to a lecture at Aston; drive to John O’Groats; ride down 
the steps at Fuizie & Jackuzie. Some I do, some I don’t want to do. Ok.
This is great !
I’ve chosen to go somewhere in the car. I’m going to grab someone, they 
will take a pen and blindly pick a spot on the map - the same page as 
Birmingham and we’ll go there, and just dig the place ! Collect, observe, 
reflect. Check it out. Maybe talk to some people.
Alright, now I’m feeling pretty... turbulent. I don’t know whether this is a 
good or bad idea, very excited but very nervous too. The biggest problem is,
I want Dolly to come with me but I just saw her friends and they say she’s at 
home. So I’ll have to call her. Now I’m nervous, but I’m not going to think 
about what to say... I’m just going to do it ! At least I’ve got a brilliant excuse.
Why am I afraid of phoning people ? Wow I did it and now I feel great. 
This is fun. I’ve had lots of ideas now. I think we’ll use the destiny stick 
to choose where to go. So to Tetley Road.
Dorsington - destination, unknown. Anywhere. Brilliant ! Peace, 
tranquillity, cut off, happy. Randomly chosen first by the ‘spear of destiny’ 
after the second go. We decided to go to Stratford had the right ring... promise 
of something cultural, had a MacDonalds. The other major memory of 
Stratford being desperate for a slash, the most ungenerous Midland Bank 
and the greedy geese.
Dogs... window dogs, car dogs, ducks. Time limits ! Damn them all to 
hell ! I want this to go on for ages (not ever though).
Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow.
Creeps in this petty pace from Day to Day
And all our yesterdays have lighted fool
The way to dusty death
Out out brief candle.
Which is rubbish... sounds like a failed and sad man to me. Its too quiet.
What is the essence of the experience, the emotions that I went 
through. My concept is the essence of the experience - giving that to 
people. Its the experience and not the things that happen. Zen. The 
interactions that happened is the essence of the experience. I drove to 
Stratford, which if I’d been on my own would be about how I got to know 
Stratford, the feelings of reflection. The getting to know her, getting on, the joy 
of going. Its the courage to go for it. The fact that I had an excuse to ask her. 
The concept of making it easier to ask someone to do something to bring them 
together to interact. Breaking the ice, letting people go. The ‘not design’ aspect 
- its there for just doing this thing, not for marketing, or making money.
Paradigm: sets of concepts or rules that are taken for granted. Current 
design is for a paradigm, so design not for that paradigm. Fact is, I want to 
design things to make people happy, to improve their lives, or make their lives 
more interesting.
Designers make people express and explore themselves, then experiences 
are not only pleasurable but interesting... challenging.
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Day 3 [1:3.7 / S:4.8 / T:3.4 / B:4.7 / A: 4.4]
After yesterday, I am very intrigued by Dolly, not actually because she is 
attractive, but because of this mutual experience which gives you a closeness. 
Its exactly the same as a male bonding emotion, like when I nearly died with 
my friend this summer. It brought us very close, and made some sort of 
emotional connection. We shared an experience.
The first thing I thought of this morning when I woke up was Dolly and 
what happened yesterday and the fact I just wanted to be with her again today. 
That was the initial emotion, it was not sexual (those thoughts came later).
The same whenever you have an (or well I do anyway)... an intense 
experience I want to be with that person for a while afterwards, to sort 
of solidify and affirm the bond.
Talking of crazy things, they’ve had a debate on the telly about drink 
driving, and all these people getting on their high horse about drinking and 
driving. Oh how we’ve suffered, our child was hit etc., it was very odd 
I actually found all these people quite annoying and I could identify far better 
with the drink drivers. I think this was partly the thing that they were the 
underdog, so I wanted to help them out because they were being massively 
picked on, but partly the rebellious thing. I think we all need to take risks, 
we need danger and excitement in our lives to some extent. We need to push 
the limits to see how far we can go, buck the system etc., perhaps we need to 
provide more danger. All is a learning experience. Like reading a book on 
sailing and thinking you know how to do it.
Experience to us is a bit like water, food and light to a plant. Without it 
we cannot grow and become mature. With too much we rot and shrivel. With 
the right experiences we can thrive, healthy and strong, blooming and noble.
Metaphor: an expression in which the person action or thing referred to 
is described as if it really were what it merely resembles, as when a rejection 
is referred to as a slap in the face.
Simile: figure of speech in which a thing is described by being likened to 
something, usually using ‘as’ or ‘like’; as in eyes sparkled like diamonds.
Bold as brass.
Analogy: likeness or similarity in some ways to a way of reasoning which 
makes it possible to explain one thing or event by comparing it with something 
else.
Go into experience. Sum up the solution - creating bonds. Draw the 
analogy to the design process. Decide how to present the essence of the 
solution. I don’t know that I need to say anymore in terms of the experience.
I don’t know what more I can say ? I didn’t actually believe that, well that’s 
not true, when Nick told us that our sense would be heightened. I thought 
yeah! Great! This should be great ! I’m going to do these things and I will 
notice all this stuff while I’m doing it, but I was a bit disappointed to find that, 
especially whilst driving, nothing was different really. Of course I was having 
quite an experience, but I didn’t seem to be having flashes of perception and 
recognition of all around me.
However, it is quite weird to find out how much has actually gone on, 
and how much normally that you ahsorh. The difference is that in forcing 
us to reflect on the experiences, so much comes out. How much is 
processed and lost ? The weirdest thing is the final realisations this 
morning, the formulation of the solutions... breaking the ice, promoting 
bonding through mutual experience, experience as a way of growth.
I just thought of wrote and didn’t ‘think’ about them. They were just 
concepts that just popped into my conscious as I began writing. It shows 
the importance of recording this information, the process of externalisation 
causes the mind to say oh ok he wants some ideas, well these are the ones 
we’ve processed last night, and, well we think these are the most important.
The other strange thing is that I didn’t realise that was it, until the 
talk in the morning. I also didn’t realise how intense it was, after the talk
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with Nick, when I realised those were the solutions and not that he 
approved of them, hut that they were really good ones - to me. I felt an 
enormous flood of relief and even ‘euphoria’... uncontrolled grinning and then 
uncontrolled shakes ! Blimey ! Didn’t realise it was so important to me. 
Another thing is that I wouldn’t have got it on my own. When he 
suggested a solution, then I suddenly clicked as to what he was driving 
at in terms of a finished concept and ways of presenting it.
Anyway, okay I’ve figured out this shape. So I’ve figured out a lot of 
these things this last three days, mainly from a design point of view, the way 
stuff just gets processed and concepts ‘pop’ out of nowhere... its not to do with 
thinking, and that talking to others helps the process. Also its important to 
record information, however irrelevant as often this is your subconscious 
giving you clues to the right way, or the good way ahead. Lastly that its worth 
taking risks and just going for things however madcap they seem... well to a 
certain extent. I knew this already but its putting it into practice, breaking 
down these horrible in bred reservations that come from our past lives, of 
course some reservations are good, the ones that make us be polite to people 
and stuff, but then the ones that crush our courage... danm them. Our courage 
to do what we know is best.
So, the solution of this particular exercise that I want to present is the 
growth of a bond between two people, from a mutually intense experience.
The analogy to design: the bonding the user to the product through his/her 
experience of it. This experience may be of many forms. Perhaps it is just 
a certain level of positive experience. This experience may be spread out over 
a number of years. “That product has always been so reliable I could never 
throw away... its like a friend.”
Or it could be much more intense and compressed in time.“I love this car, 
this is the car I first had sex with my wife in...”
Perhaps even the act of bonding between two people is involved 
inextricably with a product or many products. For instance the fact that 
I had such an insane experience with my friend when we nearly died off this 
beach... when I found a watch there a couple of weeks later, I placed some sort 
of significance on this watch, its like the metaphor for the time I have left on 
this planet and should enjoy my life and hopefully bring happiness to others. 
Also whenever I look at the watch it reminds me a little of my friend and with 
a person out there somewhere in the world who I will always have a special 
bond with. It stops me from being lonely sometimes.
The ludicrous thing is I could never buy a watch from new that had all 
those incredible significant meanings attached, and yet ironically I found it.
However the thing bought for a special person is something that does 
exist, a lot of gifts with that association... perhaps now I should buy something 
to assert the bond. So there’s the product - user bonds through experience.
Then what about the product - design. The solution to this crazy 
experience is very clear, but its design and its actual experience ? The design 
is as part of the designer as the designer is the design or part of the design. 
They go through an experience together and the product is like the child bom 
to that person.
Promoting Bonds: so the designer becomes part of the process through 
life experience. The experience is the important part.
Presentation
Handshake.
Students /+* & J* [absent]
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Case Study 7 - Schematics
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CASE STUDY8 - W .. .  ‘
January 1995 
MAID Yr 1
Student Chosen Word
A* —
B adaptable
C lite
D confidence
B texture
F+ co-worker
G support
H sterile
I friendly
J stylist
K motion
L viva
M deliverance
N + eyeful
O
+ foreign student 
* part-time
I: Intellect S: Symbolic T: Tension B: Breakthrough A: Absorption
[ ] : Observations
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Case Study 8 - B3 Brief
“Seeing the Earth from space has somehow made life different 
for those of us who have had the priveledge of leaving the planet 
and looking back. We shifted our perspective. We saw the same 
reality from a different point of view, and that somehow liberated 
us from certain ways of thinking that we had all developed.”
- Edgar Mitchell
The only lens through which we interpret reality is through the subjective 
human organism. The limitations of our senses, and the biases in our 
consciousness, by their very nature make all knowledge subjective.
Thus we are deceiving ourselves, especially at the limits of our knowledge, 
if we insist upon objectivity as the main descriptor for truth.
This brief runs over five consecutive days. It has been designed to allow 
you to explore your own creativity, by giving you the opportunity 
to discover (rather than invent) something that thought cannot think.
Design is where science and art meet. It is both a problem solving 
activity and an act of faith. In western culture it has become a powerful force, 
a metaphor for existence. Designers are therefore at the cutting edge of change 
both technologically and humanistically, and must not only be in a position to 
anticipate change but initiate it.
If the designer is to make the jump from present facts to future 
possibilities, it will involve not only challenging existing Design paradigms 
but the designer’s personal paradigms.
At the end of this document is the problem on which you must focus over 
the next five days. It is important that you discover conceptual solutions 
by working on your own. Discussing your particular problem with other 
members of your group will inhibit the potential of the experience. The only 
way of solving the problem is to totally commit yourself to the encounter.
The first four days should be spent solving the problem. The final 
objective at the end of day five is to present your conceptual solution.
Dynamics
As soon as you have read the brief, it is important that you start writing 
ajournai, to record your thoughts, feelings, emotions and ideas - noting times, 
places and reflections. It may also include sketches, photos and even objects. 
The journal should take the form of a conversation with yourself. During this 
week anything and everything should be documented. The more complete and 
honest it is, the more possibilities you open.
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Further to this it is important that you are around for a review each day, and at 
the end of the each day you fill in the enclosed questionnaires.
“During the creativity process the mind enters a very perceptive stage of 
great energy and passion, in which some of the excessively rigid aspects 
of the tacit infrastructure of the mind are bypassed or dissolved.”
- D. Bohm
The brief is mentally and emotionally demanding, and it is therefore 
essential that you keep to the dynamics and the deadlines of the workshop.
Timetable
Day 1 am.
pm
Day 2
Day 3 am.
pm.
Day 4 pm.
Day 5 am.
pm
Introduction and Briefing. Questions and queries. 
Concept generation begins.
Initial review to confirm problem.
Concept generation continues.
One-to-one review.
Sub-briefing.
Concept generation continues.
One-to-one review.
Group discussion.
Concept generation and objectification. 
One-to-one review.
Concept clarification.
One-to-one review.
Perceptual presentations of solution.
Debriefing.
Problem
Generate concepts based on 'not
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Case Study 8 - Daily Questionnaire
1. What did you do (think or experience) in the last 24hrs that may have been 
of direct or indirect help to solving the problem ?
2. What possible concepts for solution are you playing with ?
3. Do you feel mentally or emotionally tense ? I f  yes, could you rate the intensity 
of the tension on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high)... by circling the appropriate 
number.
1 2 3 4 5
4. Have you had any major insights or breakthroughs during the last 24 hrs ? 
What are they ? and, How and When did they occur ?
5. I f  you have had a breakthrough of any kind, as stated above, could you rate 
the intensity of the breakthrough on a scale of I (low) to 5 (high)... by circling 
the appropriate number.
1 2 3 4 5
Please feel free to add any other comments or reflections...
Summary - After De-briefing Day 5
During the last five days you have had the opportunity to explore your own 
creativity. Could you summarise what you have discovered during the creative 
encounter with regard to: your role as a designer, the creative process and self 
awareness...
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Case Study 8 - Sub-brief
“Creativity springs from the person, an epiphenomenon of their 
greater awareness, wholeness and openness.”
For the remainder of the morning I would like you to go and experience 
a new personal encounter of some description. The encounter that you choose 
must be totally unfamiliar.
Give yourself the next ten minutes to decide what activity you are going 
to pursue and commit yourself to the encounter. Latch onto those bizarre and 
fleeting ideas
“The creative individual not only respects the irrational in himself, 
but courts the most promising source of novelty in his own thought 
... the creative person is both primitive and more cultured, more 
destructive and more constructive, crazier and saner than the average 
person.”
It is important to free yourself from your usual patterns of thinking and 
creating. The activity could be something that you have always wanted 
to do; somewhere that you have always wanted to go; or alternatively could be 
something that you never wanted to do. However, a change of environment, 
content and expectation is essential... listen and trust your Self.
Record the experiences you go through... the feelings, thoughts, opinions, 
times, location etc. Document your experience as fully as possible, in 
whatever manner seems appropriate.
Allow yourself to become totally absorbed by the experience !
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Case Study 8 - Daily Review Forms
Day 1/2/3/4/5 
Name of student:
Tell me out the solution...
I: 1 2 3 4 5
S: 1 2 3 4 5
T: 1 2 3 4 5
B: 1 2 3 4 5
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Student A  [Left course prior to workshop] 
Student B
Day 1 (Adaptable) [1:2]
[Apprehensive but optimistic] [changed problem to‘not solar’]
Journal
What are my thoughts on‘no adaptable’... if ‘no adaptable’ things stay within 
the same framework in which they belong ? or do they ? To be ‘no adaptable’ 
means to remain same. Constraints ? Brief change !
Solar: sun, star, system, astrology, astronomy, life, food, water, existence, heat, 
efficiency, economy.
Questionnaire
1
After the tutorial I gave a lot of thought to the problem and some what daunted 
it was clear in my mind as to what to do but a slight worry as to whether or not 
I’d solve the problem in our given time. I read a bit and browsed through my 
notes. For some reason this focused my mind on astrology and stars.
2
Other than my original concept nothing. I’ve resided myself to expand on other 
possibilities without too much success as of yet.
3
(2/3)
4
None
5
(1)
Day 2 [1:3 / S:4 / T:4 / B:4/5][Panel and object one and the same thing. 
Keep simple. Toys move on their own.]
Questionnaire
1
Well after discussion with Nick, everything began to unravel itself. ‘Not Solar’ 
began to make sense. Expand on solar and on solar technology. Would not say 
the problem is solved, but I feel a bit better about this approach. The original 
word ‘adaptable’ came back into being. Began to make sense.
2
Treating the technology/panel as the product, expand make the product a 
statement about technology (solar energy). Give theproduct a new dimension 
(an identity) rather than play with ways that one can adapt/apply to existing 
scenario. Try to find a whole new concept.
3
(2)
4
No major breakthrough, expanding on the idea of end product and technology 
intertwined as one e.g., a toy that works when activated by light. A perpetual 
light device that recharges itself from its own energy. In hindsight one could 
say it is a bit of a breakthrough.
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5
(3)
O
A feeling of reluctance, not wanting to let go of my original idea of solar 
product for remote housing. A period of transition ?
Day 3 (Toys R Us) [1:1 / S:5 / T:4 / B:5]
Journal
Bungy jumping (fear), jump from a great height (without a catch net), make 
love in public place and not be seen - rush out of control.
Something that I’ve always wanted to do. Visit a massage parlour. At first 
I was excited at the idea of visiting a place of this type. I thought that this 
would be a good time, and a challenge to do it. The more I thought about 
it the more I wanted to do it. Not knowing where to go, we went to the College 
of Food and Hygiene, which had the dept, for fashion and beauty. This was no 
help being as massages for men were not done there. I then went to a sex shop 
where I was directed to a massage parlour around the comer. At this point I felt 
a lot of apprehension at to whether or not to go ahead with it. Enquired about 
the details e.g., cost etc., I decided to rethink this and come back in half an 
hour - which I didn’t. My feelings throughout this experience was one of 
dread, anxiety, excitement, fear and finally relief after calming myself down, 
after something to eat.
I suppose I felt better and my mind clearer, but more focused. I know that 
I have a short period of time in which to conclude this exercise, but I knew 
something would come. Actually I felt I had coped out because I had not gone 
ahead with the whole experience, although it was a feeling almost a sensation 
in itself.
Anticipation, scared, relief. There was a drive to go through the whole 
hog, but I think in hindsight because I was not alone made me feel in a way 
embarrassed to go any further. The next stop is Toys R Us, toy store.
Questionnaire
1
The sub-brief. From this experience to choose an encounter totally unfamiliar. 
I was able to take my mind away from the problem consciously, hence taking 
the pressure off of me making it more of a pleasurable experience. During this 
time my sub-conscious was working/searching for a solution. The experience
1 chose was to visit a massage parlour, mainly because: I’ve always wanted to 
know what goes on behind closed doors; and to relax and allow for the 
experience to develop. I did not go through with the experience and visited 
Toys R Us.
2
From my visit to Toys R Us I came across a children’s UV sensor.
3
(1)
4
This I realised was the breakthrough that I was waiting for. It was a scratch 
card that worked as a guide in which to keep children out in the sun for.
I realised that by using the same idea with modern day electronics one would 
be able to achieve a more accurate product, more suited for today’s market.
(5)
O
One word... Great !!!
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Day 4 [no reviews] [Group A]
Questionnaire
1
To be perfectly honest nothing. Allowing idea to fester in mind.
2
I’m happy with the solution in which I’ve come up with and happy to go 
with it.
3
(1)
4
None.
5
(1)
D ay5[I:4 /S :3 /T :l]
[Learned introspection - to listen to yourself. Thought group dynamics worked 
well. Enjoyed workshop... questioning design process.]
Questionnaire
1
To me the main problem has been solved, so nothing has changed from 
yesterday.
2
Discussion with David Muston [other tutor] has opened my thinking further. 
He seems impressed with idea, and further concepts and possibilities are 
coming out, feeding off his excitement. Mentally the concept has reached the 
developmental stage.
3
(0)
4
Further possibilities have come out: a product that measures the UV; advises 
SPF; warns you when to come out of the sun; that tells you when to drink 
fluids etc. Because of the amount of information that can be put onto a chip 
the possible things it can do for this product in terms of information and 
information feedback are fairly endless.
(4)
0
Excited.
Summary
1 have now discovered that design is not just a surface activity but one that 
works on many different levels, consciously and unconsciously.
Presentation 
UV detector
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Student C+
Day 1 (lite) [1:3 / S:1 /T :2][Lite][stressed and curious]
Journal
Heavy, crude, sad, not flexible. Not necessarily the opposite characteristics of 
lite. Lite has a sense of not being much trustworthy, but ‘not lite does not have 
the essence of being trustworthy.
I asked whether the word lite has another use than in ‘lite food’. It is the 
only use and is a modem word. Not lite = conservative, outdated. Therefore 
lite = radical breakthrough.
Questionnaire
1
Asking for other meanings of the word lite. Looking in the dictionary. 
Thinking of which words give me a deep description of the meaning of ‘not 
lite’. Thinking of images that could describe the meaning of ‘not lite’ for me.
2
‘Not lite’ = heavy, cmde, sad, not flexible, conservative, outdated, old 
fashioned. Not lite = as a cloudy day - no light, it seems that nothing will 
change. Not lite = stagnant. ‘Not lite’ is not necessarily the opposite of ‘lite’.
(4)
4
0
1 feel that the concepts that I write down are only a part of what has 
passed through my mind.
Day 2 [1:2 / S:1 / T:4][Still looking at opposites... look at experience. Not a lot 
of effort. Tension high.]
Journal
‘Not lite’... lite = light, inspiration, decoration.
Feel - illusion, illustration, image, imagination. Series of words in dictionary. 
Light = lite <> existence: not lite = not light: in the dark we cannot see things 
and its seems to us that nothing exists.
Questionnaire
1
Looking at the dictionary the word “illuminate”. Turning off the lights in my 
room. Thinking.
2
Lite = light = reality.
Light makes us see things, realise their existence.
Light draws our attention to some things.
Light makes us see things in a certain way.
Light creates a world that we conceive it as real.
Lite = creates something beautiful.
‘Not lite’ = creates something that we do not want to conceive as real.
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3
(4)
4
‘Not lite’ creates something that we do not want to conceive as real. 
I thought of it when I turned off the lights of my room and someone 
turned on the light of the corridor so some light came into my room.
( 1)
Day 3 (Bus journey) [1:1 / S:3 / T:5 / B:2]
[Excited by idea, liked choice of activity. Jumped on first station. Repetition 
of houses, markets, industry. Anxious because bus journey kept going. Fewer 
and fewer passengers as go out further. Could ask driver where it was going 
(coincidentally last stop). “Are you lost ?” Started route home. Reflections of 
sun in windows of the houses... on and off. MOTION of light from East to 
West.
Journal
Lite = reflection / speed / leader. It seems that you follow where it shows.
A sunny day you take light for given. You don’t think of it as something 
additional, because it dominates. It is everything. When the sun goes down 
and everything becomes darker you appreciate the light source natural (sun, 
moon) or not. Then light exists in the dark. It is something.
When light is strong and dominates, the light source disappears, it is 
unimportant for you. In the dark you recognise a light source (direct or 
indirect, natural or not) and then you get more interested in it, because you 
understand that the light that you want comes from there. The orders with 
which you look at the objects, the ‘direction’ of the light according to you.
I took the first bus that arrived at the bus stop (number 55,1 did not notice 
the rest) that I didn’t know where it goes. There was a repetition of three 
scenes: areas with houses, market areas with many shops, areas with very few 
houses or industries. I could not understand the direction that the bus was 
going and I thought that it went away from the centre by making circles (not 
straight). Nothing particularly interesting in the view. As I didn’t know how 
long it will take until the last stop I thought the trip might last too long and I 
decided to get off if I see something interesting. The number of people in the 
bus remained approximately the same, so there was no indication that we were 
about to reach the last stop, and my anxiety increased. Finally I asked the 
driver whether the bus made a circle and returns to the centre and by 
coincidence there was the last stop.
I made a short walk around - nothing particularly interesting and then 
I took again the 55 to the centre (via Alum Rock). Now I was more relaxed 
because I knew where the bus was going. Again the same scenes from the end 
the start, but now darker. I noticed the reflections of the sun on the houses 
windows and it was as a light that turns on and off and usually ahead of the 
bus with the speed of the bus, and turns on and off again with the speed of the 
bus. At the beginning I thought that the return trip seems shorter but as the 
time passed either because I did not remember the bus followed a slightly 
different road I became anxious again. I got off at the centre. The whole 
experience lasted approximately 2 hours.
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Questionnaire
1
1 experienced a two hour trip (without destination). I read again the brief and 
the sub-brief. I read again my answers to the questions.
2
When the light is plenty and predominates the light source disappears, it is 
unimportant for you. In the dark you recognise a light source and you get more 
interested in it because you understand that the light that you want comes from 
there. The light is what draws your attention to something.
3
(3)
4
My remark in question 2 .1 thought of it at night.
(3)
Day 4 (Group B)
Journal
The spot light. The light of the sun. The light when it through different 
materials - colour, dim, shadow, rainbow. The light reflected in the different 
materials.
Questionnaire
1
Discuss the subject.
2
What happens to the light when breaks through different materials: 
becomes coloured, dinuner, shadows, makes a rainbow.
3
(2)
4
Day 5 [Creative process as a way of living... to do with the whole philosophy 
of your life - continuously changing. Teach yourself.]
Journal
My concepts includes two points: Light itself creates a reality by the way it 
affects the environment. Different lighting creates a different reality. When 
there is plenty of light, the light source in unimportant for us. We don’t notice 
the light source because light predominates. The light source and the light is 
the same. In the dark we identify the light source and we become interested in 
it. We want to know where this light comes from. Then the light source is an 
object that give us light, and the first thing that the light make us observe is the 
light source.
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Summary
In my opinion creativity has to do with the way of life you adopt. It is a 
lifetime process. You teach yourself. It is difficult to explain how someone acts 
in a creative way and the attempt to explain that process or to teach someone 
else to be creative includes the risk to put that process in a framework that 
contradicts with creativity itself.
Presentation 
Talk over shadows.
Student D
Day 1 (Confidence) [1:3 / S:l][Excited, cosmic, new dimensions]
Journal
11.00am. Wow. Cosmic outer conscious. These emotions were my first instinct 
towards the brief. Clouds, sky, flying, freedom, excitement, happy, creative, 
uninhibited, diverse, brill, challenge.
11.35am: Scared, confused, trying to find a logic to it all. Trying to break 
down barriers of logic and reason to find a creative spirit a different way of 
thinking - an illogical way. Colours green and blue flashing into view. Calm.
Not confidence: sleep, space, aeroplane, bungy jumper, birds flying above 
the towns, stars floating free. Dreams: unreal, adventure, crossing new barriers, 
uninhibited, alone, singular. Wild: unrestricted, unsure, dominant, independent, 
ecosystem, self reliant, peaceful. At rest: devoted to one’s inner self, 
undemanding, passage through life.
New dreams, new realities, new fear. Understanding: living, enjoying, 
making problems, inconveniences through life, dreams... not allowing fears to 
get in the way of your dreams, understanding fear and manipulating and 
exploring these emotions. Trees, apples, fields, natural time, energy, 
transfusion... evolution, making, matching, paving, slotting, jointing, joining.
Adjustment: transformation, change, attitude, acceptance, understanding, 
thought. Combine: work together, support, help, nurture, intuitive, unspoken, 
soothing, loving, caring, sharing, touching, changing.
Reaction: abuse, space, limits, time, idea, solution, community. 
Community: reliance, independence, working together, settled, happy, 
educated, informed, security, freedom.
1.30pm. How do I feel ? Confused, carried away, out of control, inner 
feelings are beginning to be extracted from the soul. Trying not to think of the 
project too much as this is interfering with this thought pattern.
2.30pm. Chat with Nick - trust your inner self - everyday things will solve 
problem. What ? Move environments to get a different perspective on the 
problem. Sat on the stairs. Mum’s phone call. Watching TV. Write everything 
down as and when you feel it. Going out for a beer ? No. Why - driving - no 
why cars not safe - why vandals why insecure why unstable why - no job why 
no qualifications why no confidence. Doubt - reflection. Breath, talk, speech.
2.50pm. Could have a talking drill. Tango can. Green on left side, orange 
on the other. Discover what confidence and not confidence means and create a 
solution that solves confidence. Door and hole - noise (bang shut) the 
experience of the door shutting. The experience of confidence = warm, feeling, 
secure, laugh.
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Questionnaire
1
Trying to block out logic and reason that is associated with the project 
concerned as well as with the words ‘not confidence’. Still unsure of new 
waters but an exciting experience. I hope its not going to be a case of ‘better to 
travel in hope than arrive !’
2
Haven’t contemplated a solution yet as the word solution immediately inhibits 
free thought and emotions.
3
Do not feel tense as yet, still excited about the experience.
4
The major breakthrough which I don’t feel to be an acceptable solution to the 
drill project is a talking power drill that monitors speed, accuracy, material and 
hole size. Still its a nice idea but a little far fetched. Watching Delroy stood at 
the window. His reflection and breath on the glass. Perspiring, talking, 
language.
5
(3)
O
How far do you take the thought and emotional stage and how do 
you know when its the ‘right’ solution ?
Day 2 [1:3 / S:3 / T:1 / B:3][Traffic light - green = go]
Journal
8.50am. Right now where do I start. Do I go back through yesterdays work. 
Why is there nobody around. I wonder if Jenny is still lonely in London ?
I wonder if Gran is enjoying the company in hospital ? Will she ever come 
out ? Why is it so foggy outside - has it anything to do with the 0-zone ?
It looks like a ghost town. Why do people write on desks ?
Green light shining through the fog ? - safety of a traffic light. Now its 
gone and everything halts. Back on and everything moves.
Circle with an on/off switch in the centre. In and out air vents to 
encourage cold air sucked in at the bottom, warm air expelled at the top.
Why is toilet paper double strength instead of twice as thick? Single ply ? 
Grey stopper at the end of the plastic chairs - why aren’t they the same 
colour ? Chip of paint draws attention to that area of wall. Bright orange 
leaflets stand out against a white wall. Red dot on drawing table looks like 
some kind of warning. What’s drilling?
Tab ends on the floor - bike secured by a D lock looks neat - because of 
straps stopping it from falling over. Decoration on top of the pub - looks silly. 
Two tone grey computers, coloured logo stands out - recognised as a Mac. 
Double plug socket - on single but covered up. Rain drops - fall differently 
depending on the direction of the wind. Rain streaks. Light reflection on the 
windows - shows direction of the rain drops. Blobs, streaks, wiggles. Talking 
green light.
9.50am. Talking, language, communication, tv/phone, speech, friendly, 
warm, close, interaction, melting, security, friendly, helpful, art of 
conununication. Positive reinforcement.
11.50am. Ecstatic - a phone call from an old best friend from school who 
I haven’t spoken to for a long time has just rung on the mobile and asked me to 
be her bridesmaid !!! Yeah - 2nd September - 1 feel like ringing everyone up 
and spreading the news. I have a warm, love bubble in my Tummy ! ! ! ! ! What 
colours will she choose !!! I feel hungry now ! I always eat when I’m happy 
for some strange reason. I’ve got to ring my dad and let him know. Dads not in
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- how frustrating ! Just spoken to him he’s happy too. Now I want to hug 
someone ? Back to work if I can concentrate. Hamilton has rung, do I want to 
go to Einstein’s for a beer ?
12.40pm. What have I done for the last 1/2 hr - nothing but chat about 
being another bridesmaid. Nightmare. Talking: happy, emotions, glow, warmth, 
love, reassurance, help, confidence. Information: giving and receiving - social 
hobby for some.
4.00pm. Waiting for the car servicing. Why is there red button on a car 
alarm and not the other? Green display stand - safety feature. Why does it take 
so long ? Why do I still feel calm and not angry ? Probably because the car’s a 
pain as it keeps breaking down.
9.15pm. Back to the real work !!! Talking - love, reassurance, comforting. 
To utter, converse, to communicate ideas, exchange thoughts. Power of speech 
to make sounds to discuss gossip, rumour, boast, non-silence.
Sounds: the power tool could make positive and negative reinforcement 
sounds to aid the user ! It could be named “Lingo”.
Green - growing, confidence, colour, between blue and yellow. Unripe, 
inunature, undeveloped, inexperienced, easily imposed on. Not dried or 
seasoned, cured or tanned, wound not healed, pale, sickly. Grass, fresh leaves 
or branches of trees. New developing, young leaves and stems of cabbages and 
plants - food. Green light - to get the go ahead.
Questionnaire
1
Watching and looking at what stands out at me from the window i.e. traffic 
lights. When they are red everything seems to stop, when they are green 
everything within the city gets the go ahead and its business as usual. The 
green as a colour and word have a distinct effect on our lives. What that is I 
have yet to find out.
2
A power tool that has a green indicator when everything is functioning 
correctly. Relating possibly to traffic light symbols ? Also creating a way of 
talking and communicating to the user
3
4
From using talking and green lights the next breakthrough is sounds and lingo. 
As well as a positive reinforcement colour there could be a similar sound or 
coding and locking system. Also inexperienced and novice coming from the 
word green could indicate that the product is designed for the inexperienced 
and novice DIYers ! ! Giving them a feeling of not being on their own and a 
product has been designed to cater specifically for their needs.
(4)
Day 3 (Giving blood) [1:1 / S:5 / T:3 / B:4]
[Excited, motivated, apprehension, insecure feelings. Scary. Giving 
blood poster, pushed forward.. Donors urgently wanted. Fainted - loosing 
control. Conflicting info. Let yourself be bossed. Trust - analogous to drill 
experience. Both hands on drill before it works.]
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Journal
9.20am. Green, talking, sounds. If someone if injured and they make any sound 
its a good sign. Sunlight through window - warm, content, feelings are felt. 
Good, happy day ahead. Clear sky. Clear day ahead no worries. Not 
confidence: no worries, sounds, green, talking.
Power tool: with a green and red light to indicate when the job is being 
done properly or the tool is safe to use. Sound indicators for the battery (like a 
mobile phone). Lingo could be the logo used to identify this product from the 
other in its market.
Go and sit at the traffic lights and monitor the reactions, Bungy jumping, 
sit at the top of a high storey building and watch the traffic, climb a tree, stand 
on my head, art gallery. Massage, going to find out. Travelling in the car. 
Excited, apprehensive... where to go ? Check in at reception... no vacancies for 
today. Now going to give blood - oh hell - 1 need a wee. Heats pounding - lets 
go. Help - up the stairs (Donors urgently wanted). Go to do it. Feel sick. Poster 
made me do it.
Filled out the forms - had my ear pricked. Doesn’t hurt. Got to go and 
give blood. Oh no I fainted !! The feelings... tingling started in my feet and 
I came out all hot and sweaty. Scared. Taxi cab. Information. Poster pushed 
me into it. loosing control. Trust the nurses. What prompts can I use in a drill 
situation. A journey which is safe. A drill that will not let you do anything 
wrong e.g., hands away from chuck. Two handed function before drill and 
green light. TRUST
The journey experience was one of excitement and apprehension 
conquering new boundaries, a sense of achievement, disappointment and trust. 
The fainting experience started just as I’d finished filling my pint bag with 
blood. The nurse and I were passing time talking about college and her three 
daughters. We had built up a trust relationship throughout the ten minutes.
I was feeling relaxed and happy that I had over come the thought of giving 
blood and actually gone and done it. Then it happened that deathly sinking 
feeling - the legs feeling heavy, the temperature rising rapidly, the need to take 
forced deep breaths. Oh no here we go again. I must have given the nurse a 
few seconds notice before I could feel the numbing sensation floating rapidly 
up my body, towards my eyes. It was almost like accepting and enjoying the 
sensation of being out of control and trusting the strangers around me to bring 
me back into the conscious world of reality. I can remember closing my eyes 
and the numbing sensation leaving me and going into a deep state of not caring 
anymore. When I awoke to a gentle slapping around the face and a cold ice 
pack on the forehead, I was greeted by what seemed like hundreds of smiling 
faces, that sickly feeling returned and so did the feeling of not caring anymore. 
It was a reassurance of being told to turn over, having my clothes loosened by 
qualified people I had trusted that lulled me into a feeling of safety and 
confidence about the situation and experience I was in. Being in that 
experience in that place at that time was enjoyable because I felt secure and 
safe if anything was to go wrong I was in the best hands possible, so instead 
of fighting the fear I enjoyed it. I enjoyed the feeling of being (personally) out 
of control but I would have had a different reaction if I had been on my own. 
This experience can be translated through to the experience of a drill - the 
same anxieties and fears people have. The drill should relieve the experience 
I felt through fainting at the blood donor centre. The knowing of being safe, 
friendly, reassuring along the way.
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Questionnaire
1
Everything - the experiences of sub-conscious emotions you can’t control but 
others /things can. The way the experience can be turned from a bad one to a 
good one with trust and confidence in the person/thing involved.
2
A fail safe communication system. A journey which is safe to take because the 
drill will tell you by indicating through sounds and lights if there are any 
problems e.g. chuck will not turn if red light is on. Red light will not go out 
unless user has both hands away from chuck.
3
(4)
4
TRUST - in others / things - can change the whole experience e.g., I enjoyed 
the sensation of losing control and knowing others were around to observe my 
journey.
5
(5)
O
Wow ! love it - you can come more often !
Day 4 [Group A]
Journal
Perceptual presentation using metaphors. Think of ways to present work. 
Blocks, square hole, found peg, control board. Green hole, square. Green 
condom. Red no entry sign in that... Talking sounds - Green: colour, growing, 
immature, inexperienced, grass, novice.
Trust: comfort, confidence, reliance, justice, friendship, power, protection. 
Child holding parents hands. Couple holding hands with a green condom.
Can’t get a child at such short notice !!! Lean back, falling... someone catching 
- trust exercise. Simulating fainting and being caught.
Questionnaire
1
Writing down the experience of fainting and trying to simulate that 
experience to others. Good to talk to others and then look at your own work 
like you did theirs to get a different perspective. Oh no not another view.
2
Trust is another concept for the solution of confidence. Trust was a 
breakthrough for the presentation relating to green safety. Trusting one power 
tool to indicate if things are going wrong. Trusting it to take you through the 
journey of drilling a hole safely and accurately.
3
(3)
4
As I stated earlier: trust and trying to put it into a metaphorical context.
The presentation breakthrough came around 8.40pm Thursday evening after 
standing on my head!!! Don’t ask. The presentation will show two people; 
one with their back to the other gradually falling backwards and trusting the 
other to catch them.
5
(4)
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0
1 will use this method again on the next project as I have enjoyed the 
experience of losing conscious logical understanding - lets hope I don’t faint at 
the excitement of the next encounter. Thanks for the journey !
Day 5 [1:3 / S:1 /T:l][Taking inspiration from anything.]
Questionnaire
1
Standing on my head to increase blood flow gave me the trust analogy for my 
presentation. Having Ian catch me when I fall backwards. I hope he doesn’t 
miss !
2
Still the drill with our new display.
3
Not tense now just tired.
4
No major breakthroughs except about presentation.
(3)
O
The time has gone quite quickly but the experience has been a 
‘nice’ one ! Oh by the way what is ‘not nice’ ! Only joking.
Summary
I feel that I have accessed the areas of my brain that I have neglected for 
the past ten years. I can relate some of the experiences to being a child and 
having faith and complete trust in my parents. It is a powerful thought 
knowing that you are the solution and the hardest part of that is having 
faith in yourself. My self awareness has heightened a great deal, and I find 
myself looking at things in a different perspective. I intend to use this 
process in the future. It has given me an inner confidence for my work.
Presentation 
Falling backwards.
Student E
Day 1 (Texture) [1:3 /T:l][Inspired and relaxed]
Journal
Defn. Texture: the process or art of weaving; a woven fabric; a web... the 
representation of the structure and minute moulding of a surface. Thou know’st 
the T. of my Heart, My Reins, and every vital Part (Wesley).
Defn. Structure, Texture...
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Questionnaire
1
Initially started writing random thoughts. Created too many diversions.
Sought definition of texture (from dictionaries). Derives from Latin meaning to 
weave. Dictionary gave several interesting quotes. One to one with Nick. 
Discussed the senses.
2
Liked the literary quotes in Oxford English Dictionary about texture relating to 
people’s personalities. Texture in painting. How to deal with ‘Not texture’.
3
(4) but its not caused by this project.
4
By the tumble dryer (boys in bed) when domestic tasks can be quite 
meditative. Like the idea of different “levels” of access linking up with 
discussions about senses. Maybe tactile, verbal, visual, smell, sound.
(4)
Z)ay2 [1 :3 /8 :2 /T:4/B:2]
Journal
Rain - temporary texture, very visible on window panes, then gone. 
Textura: to weave, weave the senses together. Maybe performance or walk 
through with eyes shut. Artists who are good at texture: Jackson Pollock, 
Bridget Riley, Impressionists. Touch, tactile... sand paper / pulp.
Questionnaire
1
Direct - how to describe the problem solving (at the end presentation). 
Indirect - worked on current project.
2
Using the symbolism of weaving. Weaving together the senses 
e.g., visual, verbal, metaphors.
3
(3) Time constraints.
4
Using weaving (textural) to link elements of problem solving together 
- initially thought weaving too crafty but that’s literal interpretation.
(3)
Day 3 (Haunted Pub) [1:1 / 8:3 / T:3 / B:2][Phone tutorial]
[Irritated car park attendant. Usual route home. Pub did not look open. 
8mashing a window pain. Talked to bar manager. ‘Coaching’ house main route. 
Haunted Mary Ashford. 200 yrs later murder. Reputation: well documented. 
8urprise History ! Weaving together. Interesting old history. Echo, silhouette, 
HI8T0RY.
Journal
‘To go and experience a new personal encounter...”. Waste disposal - cardboard 
boxes. Journey to college... what sights... lyburn Pub - is it newly built or 
old ? Gravel pit. Aston University lift. Golden texture of pub / jewel amongst 
the ? Mary Ashford got killed / haunted. Built 1910.
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Questionnaire
1
Sub-brief: chose to go and see the Tybum Pub (situated on a round about 
which I pass on my commute into college). Looks very old and aesthetically 
pleasing - strange for Birmingham !
2
Tonal concepts. Add spirit to senses - out of body experiences (ghosts in the 
literal sense).
3
(3)
4
5
(2)
Day 4 [absent]
Questionnaire
1
Wednesday sub-brief interesting ! Picked up snippets of ideas. Can’t say it was 
or I allowed it to be a totally overwhelming experience. Added spirit to senses, 
courtesy of Mary Ashford.
2
Black and white images to remove distractions.
3
(3)
4.
12.00 Thurs. - looking at designs for pulp project and decided to make the 
objective test about textures i.e. what I can do with the pulp surface add/take 
away. This would be in place of an objective test on manufacturing costs per 
unit.
5
(3)
Day 5 [1:3/8:2/T :l]
[Enjoyed it. Free rain. Explored texture. 8mell. Identity of pulp. Not just using 
visual.]
Questionnaire
1
Images or project - came together (11.00pm Thurs). Merge words black and 
white on video. Produced on computer.
2
3
(3)
4
Insight into how to do presentation.
(3)
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Summary
Although I felt stressed with my own personal time constraints I did feel the 
workshop was beneficial for my current project - emphasising the textural 
aspects of the project.
Footnote: Was flicking through the local paper on Saturday (Sutton 
Observer) and there was an article (enclosed) on Mary Ashford - the lady who 
was killed outside the Tybum House Pub. I couldn’t stop laughing. Should I 
have telepathy as a sense ?
Presentation
Series of A4 words and textures.
Student F
Day 1 (Co-worker) [1:1]
Journal
I don’t know where is destination. Pressure from time. I’m not sure this is 
worth to do, but anyway I must do it ! What is ‘not co-worker’
- extraterrestrial. Co-work = anything and anyone who has good relationship 
with me (friendship) - positive. It seems like a game about ‘words’. ‘Not 
Co-worker’ opposite of ‘co-worker’.
Questionnaire
1
Before solve the problem, I should know what is the problem. I had a user 
interview to help me finding what is real problem.
2
Not yet !
3
(4)
4
No !
5
Day 2 [1:4 / S:1 / T:5][Explore ‘co’ and ‘not co’]
Journal
I feel so bad today, my computer is out of control, this is a very big problem. 
Maybe I should format hard disk then set up software again. Now all my study 
schedule is out of control. Based on my schedule I should finish my Design 
brief and have a discuss with David on Friday. I try my best. Somebody help 
me ! ! When I feel isolated nothing interesting, boring - opposite is interaction. 
Co = not alone.
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Questionnaire
1
Check dictionary.
2
I concentrated on the word, and think anything about it.
3
(5)
4
Day 3 (Cathedral) [1:2 / S:5 / T:4 / B:4]
[Feeling like a visitor. ‘Seeing is believing’. Don’t believe... pressure to 
believe. Belief and Trust.]
Journal
I like a visitor, tried to find different culture in different place. The Cathedral 
gave me totally different feeling from temple. Its big and empty. Just one or 
two people in it. Its solemn. Seeing is believing.
Questionnaire
1
1 went to library and try to find some idea.
2
Went to church, then found two words maybe can solve my problem 
- believe and trust.
3
(5)
4
Day 4 (Group B)
Journal
Yesterday until 3pm I still trying to fix my computer but it seems can’t work. 
I’m very worried. I can’t concentrate doing anything. Maybe I should make a 
phone call back to Taiwan. Oh yes I should ring Fen-teck for help, he study 
computer science in Parry Barr. Maybe he can help me. He can only fix it on 
Friday, he have no other time. But I have a presentation for creative course, 
what should I do ?
Questionnaire
Blank
Day 5 [absent]
Journal 
No entry.
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Student G [absent most of time]
Student H
Day 1 (Sterile) [1:2] [cynical but positive]
Questionnaire
1
Making connections - circuit boards. Wood grain.
2
3 
(2)
4
Concentrating too much on functionality of autoclave. Look at sterile 
as describing general mood of project.
(2)
Day2 [I:3 /S :l/T :3 /B :2 ]
Journal
11.00am. Possibility of changing word. Sterile - anonymous / personal. 
Continue with sterile, but with the meaning of anonymous. Play with concept 
of personal, instruments viewed to be personal to each patient, autoclave 
viewed to be personal to each dentist / dental surgery.
Anonymous: of unknown name, of undeclared source of authorship, 
featureless, without character, impersonal.
Personal: ones own, individual, private, done or made in person, directed 
to or concerning an individual. Glass front - see steam and instruments. Dish 
washer, blender, kettle, microwave. Can re-arrange it, organise as you see fit. 
Personal calculator. Personal: familiar, intimate, close, near, individual, 
particular, special, specific, introspective, private, subjective, intimate, 
exclusive, own, secret.
Questionnaire
1
Looked at objects that are considered personal as well as objects 
found in the home.
2
Personal: to the dentist, to the patient. Small compact, portable. 
Patients name on equipment.
3
4
5
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Day 3 (Modelling) [1:1 / S:4 / T:3 / B:3]
[Picked up clothes... looking in mirror. Looking good. Feeling fine. People 
watching - buzz. Looked professional. Focus on you. Relaxed and enjoyed it. 
Vivid memory: centre of attention. Felt experience ‘letting go’.]
Journal
Excited, vain. Am I looking good ? Why ? Mad hassle to get Ian’s camera.
Ian’s just had his nipple pierced. What a nutter - impressed ! Cup of tea - chill 
for a while, getting stressed - don’t like stress.
Excited ! Got camera. Where are we going to take the photos. Can’t use 
the studio - being moved. Outside - public place. More exciting, more 
frightening. People watching... great. Probably won’t be the same getting 
Ian to do it, as he is a mate and has seen me in plenty of embarrassing 
situations.
1.30pm. Mad dog Claire has agreed to do it. Better more professional. 
1.40pm. What am I going to wear - 1 sound like a girl. Tried on a few 
out-fits very quickly. My room is a state - clothes thrown everywhere. Finally 
decide, looking at myself in the mirror - “Looking good, feeling good”
2.30pm. Down at the park. “So what am I supposed to do then ?”
Claire, “Just be yourself, act natural... ok over by that tree... big smile 
... great.” Claire was good. You could see she wasn’t a professional. I felt 
uneasy at first. Somebody watching you all the time. Soon relax after a few 
more shots. A few people walk past smiling. I smile back. They are looking 
at me. Its like being on stage - I’m a star. Claire continues to call out 
instructions... She is quite reassuring although there are one or two 
uncomfortable silences.
The tree is very useful. Quite a few shots centred around it. I start talking. 
It makes me feel better. Seems more natural, and I think it shows in my actions 
and gesticulations. I am saying how foolish I feel, but that’s not strictly true.
I feel good. I’m smiling a lot more. Some people point, obviously talking about 
us. I like them watching.
Parallels can be drawn with the experience of going to the dentist and 
being a model. Focus and attention - reassurance from the photographer / 
dentist. Faith in equipment and expertise. Expectation of good service. Going 
to the dentist like being on stage. Mastermind - big seat, spotlight, camera, 
focus of attention.
Questionnaire
1
Selected an activity I’ve always wanted to do - modelling.
Had photos taken and developed.
2
Looking at making the experience of going to the dentist more ‘personal’. 
Possibility of ‘smiling lips’ shape to autoclave.
3
(4)
4.
Parallels could be drawn between experience of modelling and that of going to 
the dentist, where the patient is the focus.
(3)
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Day 4 (Group A)
Journal
Going to the dentist should be more enjoyable. More focus on the patient, 
more reassurance, service with a smile. Like going to a restaurant. Instruments 
brought out to you on a silver platter.
Questionnaire
1
Look through notes on Day 3. Went to MacDonalds.
2
Big smile - happy, reassuring. Instruments on a silver platter.
3
(4)
4
Struck me how similar the dentists role was to that of a waiter and 
how the dental trip could be equated to going to a restaurant. Service 
is very important, and a smile is reassuring.
(4)
D fly5[I:3 /S :2 /T :l]
[Enjoyed workshop. Learned about self (was cynical). Generated real 
concepts - found new entry point. Interested in sub-conscious. Enjoyed 
letting go and cutting free of preconceptions]
Summary
I did not realise how blinkered my view of design was until I was shown 
a totally different approach to that which I follow. The power of the 
subconscious is immense and I have had a glimpse of the possibilities if 
one is able to learn how to interpret and use the clues and symbols that 
it is constantly providing us with. The workshop has given me the 
opportunity to cast off the yoke of my perceptions and other restrictions, 
to follow another avenue. I don’t know how long it will last, or how far I 
can allow myself to take it, hut it has been a breath of fresh air. I have had 
to reconsider what design is, what role it has to play, and where I feature.
I don’t have all the answers but I’ll let you know as soon as I do.
Presentation
Condoms on silver platter.
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Student I
Day 1 (Friendly) [1:2 / S:l][Don’t like introspection - confusion]
Journal
Help ! Friendly and unfriendly, ‘no friendly’ is neither... aggressive and hostile, 
cold, unwelcoming. What is no friendly ? The absence of friends ? The 
absence of experience ? What are our goals ? Definition of ‘no friendly’ 
design solution in the context of ‘no friendly’ - Neither ? Both ? - the nature 
of ‘no friendly’.
What is friendly ? Re-read brief. Can’t discuss - this is difficult as 
discussion helps to stimulate thoughts an ideas and helps me to get my head 
around a concept. Faced with the most bizarre and abstract concept to date. 
Discussion is discouraged and introspection is the aim. I never was much 
capable of introspection.
Got to banish preconceptions, to see a familiar concept from a wholly 
new and unexplained perspective. Therefore getting an insight into not only 
the concept in question, but also all the ‘tokens’ that go along with it and that 
influence our understanding of it. This involves ones own ideas. ‘Friendly’ has 
connotations attached stemming back years - also in me and my personality. 
This is all getting very deep and analytical. I hate deep and analytical. I’ll have 
to read a chapter of my book tonight to explore the bad taste of exercising 
introspection ! Sane friendly. How does this apply to my little lamp ? I want 
to do some painting. Fine art would have been far easier. On my degree I 
managed to avoid introspection. I thought Industrial Design would be safe ! 
Confounded. Flummoxed. When does useful introspection end and pretension 
take over ?
How does it feel ? When you’re inside me - got to get inside, let down the 
little walls I’ve carefully built in my mind. Don’t want to. Have to. Alcohol 
permits creativity. Scientifically proven. I should buy a bottle of wine and 
indulge in a little philosophy.
I have absolutely no desire to challenge my understanding of the word 
‘friendly’, and of ‘no friendly’ come to that. I’m quite happy with it thanks.
Its an evocative and emotive word and has many comfortable feelings attached 
to it. If I examine the word too closely these feelings might be compromised 
and I don’t want to do that at all. Short term solution - Einstein’s. Back from 
Pub. Good lecture - useful stuff on lighting design for my project. Feel much 
more positive about all this now. User friendly ? Impassive.
Friendly: good-natured, helpful, intimate, kind, likable, neighbourly, pally, 
tender, loving, amicable, affectionate, congenial, expansive.
Opposites: Anti-social, detached, forbidding, frigid, hostile, indifferent, 
inhospitable, nasty, obnoxious, remote, reserved, rude, starchy, uncivil.
Questionnaire
1
Thinking about ‘not thinking’ - opening yourself to experience. Between that 
and today’s lecture on lighting I think I now have a solution to my design 
problem, if not the problem in hand ! At least that solves one thing and leaves 
me the chance to concentrate on the present conundrum.
2
What is friendly ? What is not friendly ? Presumably if that can be defined 
no-friendly will be somewhere between the two. Find alternative words for 
friendly and not friendly in the thesaurus and as advised see where it takes me.
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3
(4)
4
Not major insights really. A re-conformation of the fact that I dislike 
introspection. I spend all this time carefully building nice safe walls, and now 
I’m being asked to ignore them and break them down. Thanks ! Getting a 
slightly clearer picture of what I’m trying to get at I think - not entirely sure 
what or how to put in into words, but hopefully tomorrow will clarify.
(2)
0
This could be interesting. I’m not looking forward to Wednesday. If I don’t 
find a solution I’ll be permanently fragmented (?) - this had better work !
Day 2 [1:4 / S:2 / T:4 / B:2][Relaxation]
Journal
The word ‘relaxed’ then seems to encapsulate the feelings of the evocation
1 was trying to capture in the word friendly, and ‘tense’ describes all the things 
I hope my project is not. This is an interesting exercise. This is not the way I 
expected to end the exercise, I was expecting to generate my own list, but the 
list here describes exactly my intent. Therefore ‘friendly’ in this context means 
‘relaxed’ - a relaxed atmosphere. ‘Not friendly’ is tense, an uncomfortable 
atmosphere in which relaxation becomes impossible. Started to contemplate 
last night and found myself discussing it with friends. They both instinctively 
took my verbal ‘stream of consciousness’ as a request for assistance and started 
to offer words and solutions. This was of no use and irritated me, so I changed 
the subject, and pretty soon abandoned conscious contemplation altogether. 
Spent the evening painting. Nice and relaxing - mindless activity. Love it. Had 
quite an early night - slept badly and woke up today with a stinking headache
- not conducive to jolly mood and active mind. Not to worry, two paracetemol 
and lie in. Later feel vaguely human. Wander into College listening to Julian 
Hatfield and letting my subconscious do the work. I suppose there comes a 
time when one has to try to channel the self-conscious and dig out what the 
poor bugger is trying to tell you. Bummer. I’m told that I should concentrate 
on my understanding of relaxed - one of my favoured states - and what that 
means to me and to other. Relaxed is sitting in mid veg with a bottle of wine 
and talking. Don’t get much time for that. Relaxed is warm yellows, deep 
blues; in a nice warm bath, with a back massage - safe and sensual. Relaxed 
is just after fantastic sex. Relaxed is an empty beach or field in spring on a 
glorious day. Relaxed is the day you finish your exams and better still the day 
after ! Sitting on the lawn drinking Pimms and laughing with friends. Relaxed 
is lying in bed in the morning when its horrid outside and listening to groovy 
music. All this is a bit literal. Relaxation is feeling safe, warm (physically and 
emotionally), being able to be yourself. Relaxed is being at home.
Conversation with myself. I am still struggling with this concept of 
‘no friendly’. I’m struggling even more with the concept of forming a 
concept. What on earth are we supposed to do ? Back to the problem 
- 1 think I’m floundering in the dark again (seem to be doing a lot of that 
of late).
“The only lens through which we interpret reality is through the 
subjective human organism. The limitations of our senses and the biases in our 
consciousness, by their very nature make all knowledge subjective. Thus we 
are deceiving ourselves, especially at the limits of our knowledge, if we insist 
upon objectivity as the main descriptor for faith.” “If the designer is to make 
the jump from present facts to future possibilities, it will involve not only
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challenging existing Design paradigms but the designers personal paradigms.” 
Generate the concept of ‘No friendly’. I’m just completely lost with this 
thing. I seem to be going around in circles. So lets ignore friendly for the time 
being and get back to relaxed. Relaxed is what I definitely am not at the 
moment ! Instinct tells me to think of my lamp and identify what is it about 
that which makes me feel relaxed. What is relaxed in the context of a table 
lamp ? This is all getting a bit bizarre. If I’m not careful I’ll be contemplating 
my naval ! I want some food. The trouble is that I’m not sure I would know 
the concept as a useful contribution to the concept, if I fell over it. Lets see 
what my trusty Oxford Mini Dictionary has to say on the subject. No friendly’
- eh ? No = not only, not at all, negative reply, vote against a proposal. Not 
much use. Food break.
Feeling a bit better. Now then to friendly. Friend: a person with whom one 
is on terms of mutual affection. Relaxed: make or become less tight or less 
tense or less strict. Rest from work, indulge in recreation. I think I should 
avoid the dictionary - absolutely no use whatsoever. Tra la la. Genetically
manipulated food Slack, flaccid, floppy - this is Deb’s definition of relaxed.
Never do teacher training. Evidently it effects the brain !
BUGGERATION.
Why are you making me do this. Two days of total confusion and we’re 
not even half way through yet ! My brain has ground to a halt. I can only hope 
its not terminal. Catatonia. Help. This is getting me nowhere. I’m going to stop 
for a bit. Tried again after 2 hours - still no use. I think I’ll give up for now and 
absorb myself in ‘Far and Away’ (total jibber jubber), have a hot bath and then 
bed. Perhaps indulging in some advanced relaxation will provide some sort of 
insight to it. We’ve been told to throw ourselves into our project, to immerse 
ourselves in our subject matter. Well - why not ? Relaxation here I come . 
Dooo-dah, doo-dah day !
Questionnaire
1
Settled on ‘relaxed’ as the core of my assignment, as the essence of my aim in 
the project. Clarified ideas as to my lamp, but still fuddled. Talking through 
helps some, but confusion is still paramount unfortunately.
2
Relaxed - this is the general feeling. Now all I have to do is understand where 
I’m supposed to take this - what is relaxed ? What does it mean to me ? to 
others ? Once I’ve established that - then what ? Then what do I do ?
Where do I go ? Clueless !
3
(4)
4
I wish.
5
0
1 hope that a solution exists ! I’ll have to take your word for it and ‘believe’ 
that I will find one - by Thursday!
Day 3 (Give Blood) [1:1 / S:5 / T:5 / B:5]
[Street full of bizarre shops, smell of bread, midget women, smell like 
dentists. Dead excited - no spaces for massage. Warm. Fag break before blood. 
Heart ponds. Warm. A non-event. Waiting here with clipboards. Conscious of 
being relaxed after. Eyes strained from lights. Time during taking blood went 
quicMy, afterwards slow time ‘lying there forever’. Picked up aroma therapy 
leaflet on way out.]
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Journal
Escape from logic (shouldn’t be too hard, as logic escapes me most of the 
time).
First idea back massage / aroma therapy. Not anything like climbing 
(done that anyway) swimming - no kit and done before. Thoughts swimming 
ahead - can’t grab any to identify them. Unfamiliar... galleries. Go away for 
one day - somewhere bizarre. Bungy jumping - don’t want to go. Flying.
Bereft of inspiration. Wouldn’t mind going to a gig - hardly opening myself 
to a new experience. I’m sure there is something I’ve never done that fits the 
bill. London would make this so much easier. There seems to be far more 
possibilities at home.
So far massage is the best idea. Don’t like being fiddled with by strangers. 
Back massage. No way full massage - too much £ for a start. This is tough
- my mind is blank. Bugger I want to go and boogie to some funky toons.
Not looking forward to a massage - can’t stand being fiddled with by strangers. 
Always fancied doing life modelling - but naah - too chicken. Very daunting 
and odd at the school of Beauty. 3rd floor. My God - they got crappy jump on 
and off lifts. What is this place. What are we doing here. Why does it smell of 
Bread ? This had better be good. At this stage I’m looking forward to giving 
blood. Now to 7th floor hair and beauty. We’re actually got to use these blasted 
lifts (death-traps). I’m getting more and more apprehensive by the second.
Is this a good idea ? Perhaps I should just wait until Friday and get Jenny to 
help - that defeats the object - the whole point is that its strange.
Fuck, fuck, fuck - these lifts are terrifying. Alton Towers will be a doddle 
after this. Made it off in one piece - but I’m shaking now. This is more of 
a challenge then I’d anticipated. There are lots of strange midgets walking 
around in white flacks. Smells like the dentist - why ? I’ve got a knot in my 
stomach. Waiting all this feels ridiculous. We’ve now been sent to reception, 
looks like we cannot get this done today. Feeling a bit dejected - especially 
after the palaver to get here. Still I can still get to give blood. Bugger !
Blood donation it is. At least I’ll get to find out my blood group. Maybe 
life modelling wouldn’t be so bad. I think I’ll make a last attempt at finding a 
floatation tank. Don’t feel too bad now, but give me a needle and I’ll be close 
to puking. I hate needles, or rather I hate needles in the context of my body !
We’re in. I need the loo. My heart is pounding. Need to read through 
details. Very calm here. Very friendly people. Lost of jolly looking nurses / 
sisters sitting around chatting. Taking a small sample from my ear - can’t even 
feel it as yet. Maybe this won’t be too bad.
I have to say that was not as bad as I expected. I am lying here having my 
twenty minute rest. Very bizarre situation - gentle throbbing. The nurse was 
chatting for the whole time. Exploring what’s going on. That was quite 
reassuring. My blood going to be tested for all manner of things.
Nice and relaxing. Apparently we need to take lots of liquids. Worried 
about blob on my arm - definitely getting bigger. Walking back feeling a bit 
light headed. Back to college, get a cream egg for substance. Back to the 
studio. Ian has done it ! Start to feel extremely wobbly and woozy. Vision 
going. Breath deeply. Trying to get to a chair - can’t lie down ? No. Bend over 
and put head in my lap. Deep breaths. Feel better. Whole thing lasted about 5 
mins. Still feel less than 100%. Meant to be at the hairdressers. Bugger !
Overcome fears - don’t like being out of control, hence my dislike of 
other people fiddling with me. I don’t like to relinquish trust to strangers.
Lying attached to a drip totally vulnerable. Felt ok. Fairly relaxed throughout
- quite proud of myself. In Beauty school beat fear of lack of control on those 
crappy lifts. Bizarre combination of sensations. Strange sounds and smells. 
Elation at having conquered minor obstacles, excitement at anticipation, 
feeling let down and disappointed. Then at blood centre starts again. 
Uncertainty, and fear, tension as sister comes to put needle in, later feel slight 
anti-climax as no pain, then relaxation and accomplishment then relaxation.
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Smell and relaxation. Smelly heat - air flow. Essential oils. Warm
- warm light, warm smells, colour and smell. Light projects smell. Where does 
the smell come from ? Picked up aroma therapy leaflet on way home. Not 
smelly candles, or bulbs - new solution. So smell seems to be a strong cue.
As does warmth. Fair enough. I think F11 take the advise as young Nick and 
pursue these avenues. Maybe he does know what he’s talking about after all ! 
Thinking about it, it makes sense.
My initial intent was an aroma therapy massage - warmth and smell.
I have a cunning plan ! But first I should note down something about the 
sensation at the passage of time throughout our experience. Time spent in the 
College of Food was immeasurably slow - especially in these blasted lift 
things. I’m sure we were only in the building for 1/2 hr tops, but it seemed like 
an age. To the blood clinic... actually giving the blood whizzed by, seemed to 
take a matter of minutes, when it was closer to 1/4 hr. The 20 minute lie down 
afterwards dragged on and on. Lay there looking at the lights, listening to 
people chat.
I am on the bus home now at 5.45. Missed my hair appointment, so I’ll 
have to keep peering through my fringe every 5 mins. Thanks heaven for the 
rich tea biscuits they gave me or I’d have eaten my hands by now and that 
would never do. Chips for tea me-thinks. So much for dieting. How can I diet 
when these people insist on stressing me out ? The pressure of a solution. 
MARE ! At last we seem to be getting somewhere.
Smells eh ? What smells. What nice relaxing smelly ? Wood smoke ? nah. 
They say Rosemary is relaxing don’t they ? Or is it lavender ? I don’t know
- I’ll have to look it up. How to dispense smells ? On light bulbs ? Bulb heats 
oils. Oils then gives off smell. Candle heats actual Rosemary. This is supposed 
to be an electric light. Time to get off the bus. See you later ! So what is ‘no 
friendly’ ? Is it a smell ? Mood ?
Questionnaire
1
Hectic time at school. Blood donation. Relaxed when didn’t expect to. 
Discussion helped to see the wood for the trees.
2
Looking at smells and warmth (light source will generate a degree of warmth) 
but not tangible in room; warm atmosphere - incorporate smells in lamp. Fairly 
fixed on what my lamp will look like I think I now have to try to relate all this 
back to the concept of ‘no friendly’ - seems to be getting lost in all the furore.
(3)
4
Pointing out the significance of warmth and of smells in relaxation. Exploring 
these now in context of light - still a bit fuddled about my concept generation, 
but (I think) I’m getting there. Gentle prodding helps see the obvious.
Concept still out of reach, but at least I’m now in the right jungle.
(4)
0
1 was dreading today - its was good - much better than I expected. Exhausting 
though - I’ve felt cold and tired all evening. I’ll get this blasted solution if it 
kills me !
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Day 4 (Group A)
Journal
Group review. Smell: clear pleasant aroma, bouquet. Redolent: fragrant, 
perfumed, scented. How to present ‘no friendly’ perceptually ? At this stage no 
friendly is quite perceptual, but still abstract. How to present a smell on video. 
How to present warmth on video. When light is high gives off one kind of 
smell, when dimmed gives off another kind of smell.
Questionnaire
1
Discussion in group to solve the problem of the perceptual presentation. 
Extremely helpful. Interesting to see the processes gone through by others. 
Also pottering around the place keeping eyes at least half open is useful.
2
‘No friendly’ is neither friendly nor is it hostile. It is related to warmth and 
pleasurable smells. For the perceptual presentation the group were toying with 
the idea of smells represented by fruit or flowers. A lithograph by Monet of a 
woman with her back to the viewer. Not sure about this one. Seems a bit naff.
3
(3)
4
Finally feel that I understand ‘no friendly’ and how to incorporate that into a 
table lamp. I’d buy it ! Marvellous. How and when did they occur ? Gentle 
(on not so) prodding helped, but understanding how it slotted into place, as it 
clearly dawned on me.
5
(5)
Everything clicked !
O
At last ! This hasn’t been as gruesome as I thought.
Day 5 [1 :3 /8 :2 /T:l]
Journal
Feel that this week has clarified things. Spent ages floundering without enough 
information to explore things. Now I have, in my head at least, a clear idea of 
a lamp, constructed from anodised AL with vents in the sides, a frosted glass 
front with a pattern in the glass relief. It will have a dimmer switch and oils to 
release smells. If possible the smell will vary with the intensity of the light, 
so the smell is controlled by the dimmer. The lamp will be a desirable object in 
its own right - intrinsically pleasurable not just a functional lamp which you 
use and forget about. It incorporates relaxing, warmth and smells.
I have an understanding of my understanding of the concept.
Bloody marvellous mate !
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Questionnaire
1
Making a cup of tea, everything went click. Eureka mate !
2
A nice mug of hot fruit tea. Aromatic warm and relaxing. Brilliant.
3
(1)
4
Over a hot kettle - suddenly all the cues (clues ?) came together after being just 
out of reach for most of the week.
5
(5)
O
Wasn’t looking forward to this. Have been involved in a lot of workshop 
design (as opposed to design workshops) and am fairly sceptical about 
participation. Thank heavens no role play. Productive and a good laugh 
... but exhausting.
Summary
Very easy to become absorbed in one area of a problem or in one aspect of a 
definition. By taking a step back and looking from a new angle, you get to see 
the thing anew and get some useful and interesting perspectives. Being aware 
of our thoughts and emotions - odd experience. Reluctant to think “What am 
I feeling ? " ^ y  ?” - smacks rather a lot of counselling techniques, but is 
actually quite useful thing to do - why am I approaching the problem in this 
way ? What alternatives are there ? Particularly when busy its easy to grab 
one idea and cling on for dear life - safe and at least your doing something. 
May not necessarily be good.
Presentation 
Mug of herbal tea.
Student J
Day 1 (Stylist) [1:2 / T:3] [Indifferent, stressed about workload]
Journal
What is stylist - my thoughts to this word ! Hair stylist, stylist for fashion. 
Word for fashion statement, a move to create an impression, employ someone 
to change IMAGE. Not stylist - automatically moans. Opposite ? Man with no 
style, image ? Lives with his mum, cardigans, and train spotter features.
Stylist = image, impression, statement, trends, fashion, accepted.
Pleasing to the eye - stylist. Tells you not or what you want people to see. 
Thesaurus - Style: affluence, appearance, approach [lists of definitions and 
words].
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Questionnaire
1
1 think the more direct help was from the Thesaurus, playing word association. 
What do these words mean to me ? I realise that with each word I can express 
more than one idea, at the moment limiting myself to a few ideas for each 
word. Mainly because the pages in my notebook were small. Want to draw 
flow diagrams to connect each word.
2
Flow diagrams of each word in the thesaurus, trying to link up what the words 
all mean and how it relates to the word style.
3
(4)
4
By looking at the word in the thesaurus it opened up many words.
Single words with different meanings.
(4)
0
1 feel that I am surface skimming the process of creativity, having read and 
experimented. I feel that I know what will happen this week, and am afraid and 
yet wanting to reach out and know that I am creative. One of my nightmares is 
to find out through experimentation like exams etc., that I scare low e.g., like 
having an IQ test, and finding the results lower, in response I will find that
I will perform to the level the IQ test scores.
Day 2 [1:2 / S:2 / T:3][Spent time reflecting upon concept unconsciously]
Questionnaire
Blank other than a tension score = 3
Day 3 (Porno mag) [1:1 / S:5 / T:5 / B:5]
[Started committed... nervous, scanning scenery. Went for counter and asked 
for ID - stressful. Perverted. Wanted to get out. Extremely embarrassed in 
spotlight. Relieved. Paying: time stood still. Relationship between man and 
woman and inanimate object. A perverted relationship with scissors, with 
inanimate object. Showing off partner. Standing up pair of scissors.]
Journal
Ring up campanies and shout obscenities.
Visit Bran Art Gallery
Bungy Jump
Surf
WH Smiths and buy a porno mag.
Pretend to be blind.
Pretend to be deaf.
Embarrassing, speechless, sweaty, hot, moment when time stands still, 
gender issue.
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Questionnaire
1
The experience of going into a shop to buy an adult magazine. The emotion 
and experience was that intense in such a small amount of time.
2
The experience of the shop and the possible reflection of people going into the 
hairdressers, and also the possession of buying an item.
3
(5)
4
By talking to Nick and reflecting upon it.
(4)
Day 4 (Group C)
Journal
Pattern, repeat, phraseology, psychology of phrases.
Mood: can’t be arsed to do any work. Thinking of designs for my scissors and 
how I’m presenting it. Companion, relationships. Form follows meaning.
Questionnaire
1
Going to the pub and talking about it to a group of friends, and talking about it 
in or groups.
2
The way hairdressers butcher your hair, the possession of relationships.
(5)
4
Day 5 [1:3 / S:2 /T:l][Clicked. Enjoyed it. Perverse relationship with scissors.]
Questionnaire
1
2
Cutting up a picture of a woman with hair using brightly coloured scissors to 
reflect upon the way hairdressers like to show of their scissors, as a look but 
don’t touch thing.
3
(2)
4
0
1 think that I solved the problem on Thursday.
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Summary
I think that I would have solved the problems without the creativity workshop, 
but it would have taken a lot more time. The development stage of design is 
where all things are taken into consideration and this would give a narrower 
view of consumers rather than individuals. On the debriefing all people have 
the ability of creativity and so the 5-stages of the Creative process is intuitive 
in all people. As designers we are able to tap into the process much more 
quickly but without the proper insight to how it works. As designers we design 
products, but not be able to experience first hand what the product will be 
experienced like by the consumer.
Student K
Day i  (Motion) [1:2] [Confusion]
Journal
Bollocks ! Confusion - leave it till pm. In what context.
Human = buildings, mountains. Other = sun, space.
Motion: moving, change of position, manner of movement, change of 
posture, emptying of the bowels, not at rest. [More spider diagrams]
Motion and ‘Not motion’ and not ‘motion’ in conjunction with a garden care 
machine. Motion describes all moving parts of the machine and interaction 
with its job and with the user. ‘Not motion’ seems to invoke the analogies of 
the machine’s job, but some how reverse or slightly adjust i.e. instead of 
cutting grass - burning grass tips.
Questionnaire
1
Of no relevance as of yet. Just makes you think.
2
Photography, freezing, painting.
3
(1)
4
Just by freezing a motion it is still a motion but not in its kinetic form 
- its captured in a ‘not motion’.
5
(5)
Day 2 [1:3 / S:1/T:2]
[Lazy]
Questionnaire
1
More specific - direct I aimed. Words etc., have an orientation. 
2
Quality, care, scythes, whip, scissors.
3
(1)
4
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Day 3 (truckers cafe on motorbike) [ 1:1 / S:5 / T:3 / B:5]
[Apprehensive raining. Felt good when rain stopped. Could not find one open. 
Pissed off. Went to one seen previously. Anne’s Cafe. Relieved to have got 
there. Tense because of weather etc. Reading bike magazine. Anticipation for 
food. Felt good. Stayed longer. Better on way back than way there. Time flew 
by in Cafe. Hoping bike would start - could get back. Get some things done. 
What the hell has this to do with the problem. WEATHER]
Journal
Planned route A3 8 to Leicester. All Cafes closed. Little Chef. No plan due to 
weather. Concentration on wet road. Came back ended up in Kingsley at 
Greasy spoon Anne’s Cafe. Warm, comfort, eager. Ordered a tea and listened to 
radio in warmth. Dry off and wait for Bacon Roll. People here (only a couple) 
old guy etc. Had another tea. Time went quickly. Felt at ease afterwards.
Questionnaire
1
How my answer to the 2nd Brief seemed to mirror the act of garden care 
product activities. Product of actions was the word ‘weather’.
2
Weather - this may link with my project in a way that people feel and act when 
the weather is poor or bad i.e. when its wet grass cuttings are heavy and its a 
messy job. When cutting the lawn time goes by quickly. Good weather better 
mood for gardening.
3
(1)
4
Whilst debriefing with Nick about my Greasy Spoon venture on my bike, 
the whole activity seemed to be the analogy of an aspect of garden care 
product.
5
(4)
Day 4 (Group C)
Questionnaire
1
Group discussion. Ideas generated.
2
Weather beater, all around makes you feel good. No probs.
3
(1)
4
In the afternoon good discussion 8pm in evening got idea while pissing about 
with mates.
5
(3)
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Day 5 [1:3 / S:1 / T:l][Taking it easy. Group discussion good]
Questionnaire
1
Helped to realise the value of reflection. Once research has been carried out, 
a time to step back and look at what you’ve got helped tosort your thoughts 
out.
2
I’m going with the ‘weather beater’ type of system, which had been mentioned 
before this, but not in so much attention.
3
(1)
4
The breakthrough of representing the problem using an umbrella and thrown 
water ‘weather beater’ - good laugh.
(2)
Summary
Its similar to going on holiday and coming back to a project with a new 
approach and ideas. Strange how some things are brought forward.
StudentL
Day 1 (Viva) [1:3] [fuck, confused, positive, challenge]
Journal
Shit ! Shit ! Shit ! Finding this introspection very difficult. I’ve always found 
talking to people about design work integral to a successful project. During 
the tea break I was told by a qualified psychologist that alcohol increases 
creativity. I’ve thought this for years. This week put to the test !? Need to 
destroy all preconceptions, ideas of product.
Not Viva: implies, as I feel NU has tried to do a negative emotion, the 
opposite of the word in question. Is this because to loose a negative (not) and 
turn ‘not’ into a positive emotional feeling will it in turn increase creativity ?
Manipulation. VIVA - examination ? Look, listen and learn. The word 
viva to me sounds exciting. Energy. Yeah ? Viva - ‘not’ what it says in the 
English Dictionary. But how it feels to me. Energy - sex - very important 
in life. Pain - mental pain, confused not conversation. 54% body language, 
30% to do with tone, 6% context of what is being said.
Questionnaire
1
Confusion, intrigue, excitement. Experience questioning something which is 
sound nature to me. Introspection was very difficult. I also consumed a large 
quantity of alcohol in a vain attempt of enhancing creativity.
2
At the moment I’m not playing with my concepts for solving the brief, 
but keeping an open mind.
3
(3)
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4
Possibly, I’m not sure. ‘Not’ as a word implies a negative emotion. I feel 
‘not’ should somehow be turned ‘emotionally’ into a positive feeling.
All preconceived ideas should be destroyed.
(2)
O
Yep all looks interesting !
Day 2 [1:2 / S:2 / T:3 / B:2][Conversation with product] [lazy]
Journal
Immerse the whole mind - the subconscious - its creative feeling, try to 
discover a way to unlock it, strip it down, each level. Viva - got into the 
problem. The solution is not outside, its inside. Fed up: physically knackered !
Questionnaire
1
Conversation - hangover ? More confused. Vocal Examination. 
2
Keeping an open mind.
3
(2)
4
I don’t think so.
5
Day 3 (Nipple pierced) [1:1 / S:5 / T:5/ B:4]
[Wanted to for 5 yrs. Saw place on Monday night. Confused, excited, 
apprehensive. Totally committed. Could not talk to piercer, tense, heightened 
awareness inside shop. Time went quickly. Being. Afterwards positive, high, 
excited, weird...’real buzz’ - can’t explain feelings. Walking around town. 
No-one else knows. Shock !]
Journal
Does piercing communicate with people ? Extrovert and introvert ? Elation, 
rush, scream, laughter. Excitement, examination. Pleasure, pain ? Is there 
anything in i t . With every high there are lows. Tense, excitement before. 
Relaxed excitement after. The after thoughts... before I don’t think about other 
people, just myself. Now I am able to stop and think. Very excited, tense.
Rush of energy. Talking to myself. Emotional. To design this experience is 
hard. The experience of shock. Time went very quickly, time did not matter. 
Had subconsciously seen place on Monday night. The experience was a 
positive shock. Surprise, ’^ a t  is shock ?
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Questionnaire
1
No logic, just do it. Provocative. Elation. Nipple pierce. Before: tense; after, 
relaxed. Very emotional. Time did not seem to have any reality.
Something with shock.
3
(4)
4
Shock - not viva - not shock. Came through analysing notes taken during the 
day of emotions of the experience.
(4)
O
Nick you have a lot to answer for !
Day 4 (Group C)
Journal
Pain - does it only go with shock ? Can’t think straight. The fear of knowing 
something might happen. Personal shock, how to communicate it. Tension is 
not shock !
Questionnaire
1
Reviewed pervious thoughts, emotions and tried to make sense of it all.
Shock something unexpected. Only happens as a one off. Breathlessness. 
Evoke emotion. Stop and make you think.
2
Simplicity.
3
(4)
4
Everything is linked together. You may not realise at the time, but from writing 
emotions / events down, later something, if you being fruitful, should happen 
subconscious and tapping into it. Using it as a creative tool for design.
(4)
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Day 5 [1:3/S: 1]
[Learned to use creativity to unlock unconscious. Positive experience.]
Questionnaire
1
Consider the whole week, what it had done for me, emotional and physical 
awareness. Analysed what I’ve done. Whilst looking the unexpected happened.
Possibly a second product.
3
(1)
4
Yes, the ‘theory’ has become clear. What the week has shown is a new 
angle to approach a design project. I believe this way of working can be 
part of most things in life, not just design. Unlocking the subconscious is 
very difficult, this is a way to help the discovery.
(4)
O
The week has been very positive experience. Very worth while to change the 
way I design.
Summary
The whole week has been very emotional. The emotion being used as a 
design tool. I have found it to be very powerful. It has certainly changed 
the current project and will continue to do so in the future. From the first 
day I was confused and excited about the whole experience. I still am, but 
in a different way. Previously it felt a negative, apprehensive matter, but 
now I feel very positive about approaching this creativity process.
Presentation
Handkerchief.
Student M  [Pulled out after two days. Already had design]
Student N+
Day 1 [1:2 / S:l][good and happy]
Journal
In the morning Nick Udall introduced NU creativity workshop. Lets think 
about problem which is for project, but it is opposite e.g., my project is eyeful, 
which opposite is not eyeful. I wrote my idea about ‘not eyeful’ the meaning is 
the object can’t let my eyes feeling more comfortable e.g., a fat, ugly and dirty 
woman is not an eyeful. On contrary a pretty, slender woman will easy look at. 
We can say “She’s quite an eyeful”. For product if the ‘product were an ‘not 
eyeful’ the appear would be not special or colour could have been faded or not 
colourful. The ‘not eyeful’ can’t let our sight feeling comfortable. The product 
is a ‘not eyeful’. Nick Udall gave some advise he said “Don’t think about 
eyeful, only think about ‘not eyeful’ and concentrate on human. What kind the 
people do belong to ‘not eyeful’.
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Ok. I think, if we want judge the human are beautiful or not we can look from 
their appear: fashion, behave, hair style, and so on, so when I went home 
I looked people hair styles and fashion, and I read some fashion magazines.
I think different style people need different style fashion and hair style. Next 
day, first, I will think hair style will influence an ‘eyeful’ and ‘not eyeful’.
Questionnaire
1
1 watched the TV programs on Sunday night. I didn’t have idea which program 
is good, then I found the Super Bowl game is interesting. Why ? The game is 
very excited and the players wore specially protective clothing which are 
helmet shoulder pad and knee pad. The clothing’s attract my sight, so I think 
the first impression of new thing or product must can attract the sight of 
people.
2
Colour, shape, function, price and premium.
3
(4)
4
I can operate 3D studio part which likes video film. The program is very useful 
I learned it some years ago but it is difficult to learn I help my flatmate 
drawing engineering drawing which is two pipe join together like he can 
understand it and I try with CAD drawing and making model and put material 
on them, because I wanted my flatmate easy to understand so I review my note 
about 3D. Suddenly find I can let the pipes rotate any angles. It happened on 
first Sunday.
5
(4)
0
Could I ask you problems which happened on afternoon 16 January 1995.
1 reprinted my film at photoshop. When I came my home I find my film was 
hurt, there were some scrape lines on the film and reprinting photoshops were 
the same scrape lines. Before I reprinted I never find it. The photos were 
‘eyeful’ and I were sad because not my fault.
Day 2 [1:2 / S:4 / T:3][Stop thinking about object]
Journal
I woke up a little bit late. Could be I was thinking too much about the 
workshop, and my idea about eyeful for woman. I said I judge a beautiful 
woman. I’ll look hairstyle first, then fashion and figure. Why the hair is clean 
or not can tell me the woman like cleaning or not. So for me judge an eyeful 
woman, look the hair of woman is my first impression, but Nick give me same 
advise and correct my idea. He said eyeful and not eyeful are same, there are 
not contrast. Those are the same. At the begin I felt a little confused. Why 
eyeful and not eyeful are not contrary. I think they depended on feeling of 
people (e.g., the colour, someone like light or dark). On the other hand, 
somebody prefer colourful Why ? because different feeling. So I think eyeful 
and not eyeful depend on your feeling. So my next phase will feeling what 
kind of feeling which will let me feel attraction. When I lay on the bed, I have 
an idea why about children’s smile. You think. If a man or woman smile to you 
what do you think ? May be you will feel strange if children smile to you. 
Maybe you will feel better ?
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Questionnaire
1
Indirect: I looked a smiling child who is very pretty. The child let me feel 
comfortable. Moreover I attended the smiling a long time so the smile is kind 
of attention.
2
Speaking, smiling, tempered, behave, expression of face.
3
(4)
4
Before speaking, think in your brain first. Although it is not breakthroughs,
I always forget. When I talked to my fiancee I speaked some stupid words and 
my fiancee was angry... don’t talk with me again. So I had a new breakthrough 
again.
5
(4)
Day 3 (M&S) [1:2 / S:4 / T:5 / B:4]
[Children’s smiling face... “Don’t hit the smiling face” - Chinese saying] 
Journal
It was terrible traffic. I spent one hour from my accommodation to University. 
When I stayed at the bus I remembered when I was in my country. I don’t like 
traffic policemen a lot. When the traffic policeman called me I always thought 
the problem coming again. So I didn’t like the expression of traffic policemen 
a lot. I was big late in the school. What is an eyeful for human. I looked 
around the city I got some idea. The kind waiter was eyeful. Could be he 
wanted to you to give he more tip. Another eyeful for human is kind of old 
woman or man. He or she some time will smile to you. I have some experience 
in Brighton beach. There are some old women or men lay on the beach or sat 
down the beach. Sometime I think ‘smiling’ will be easy to catch my eye, and 
Nick give some idea about eyeful. How do I use an eyeful to develop my 
project ? How do I design my project look like an eyeful ? In the evening was 
cold I don’t like the cold weather. So I have an ideas. The cold is an ‘not 
eyeful’. Nobody like cold weather, does it ? Why did have traffic jam. Could 
be the weather was warm. Everybody wanted to go shopping in City Centre. 
Don’t show cold expression on my face, because everybody prefer to look 
smiling face.
Questionnaire
1
1 got some idea. Smiling is an eyeful. I can use this image to develop 
my project. How do I design my project looks like move smiling. If the 
product looks like smiling then will be attracted. Then the product will be 
successful.
2
Eyeful, smiling, crying, smoking. Why do we always smile when we 
take photos ?
3
(4)
4
Just a little bit I can use an image of eyeful to develop my project. Because the 
product like human which must have an attractive appearance.
(3)
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Day 4 (Group B)
Journal
I was very hungry when I was in my home way, so I brought some doughnuts. 
Before I didn’t like it a lot but afternoon I was hungry. I ate four doughnuts. 
So I think when people need something which for them could be a kind of an 
eyeful. In the product marketing some products adopted.
Moreover need is an eyeful. At the time doughnuts for me is an eyeful 
but when I was full, doughnuts could be not attract. If one product we need 
necessary everyday, like TV, computer... although always look like plastic 
boxes, they are eyeful products aren’t they ?
Questionnaire
1
Colour is a kind of the eyeful. Maybe good or not. Colourful could be easy to 
catch eyes or people. But colour depend on you. Some people think pink is an 
eyeful. On other hand some people they don’t agree.
2
Different colours is the same product which will different react, so in the 
marketing research always will mention colour,
3
(3)
4
In the commercial design area eyeful display and strong colour will be easy 
catch users attention. So maybe I can transfer imaged eyeful to the product. 
For example, the baby’s clothing look like daddy’s clothing which don’t look 
like fashion clothing.
(3)
Day 5 [absent]
Questionnaire
1
New: if something is new or you never met before, that will let you look again.
New appearance.
3
(2)
4
I remembered when I first time went to bar. I think I was stranger for this bar 
or they never saw me before, everybody looked at me. Do you think I am an 
eyeful or uneyeful for them. I am a new face for them.
(4)
Student O [Absent]
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Case Study 8 - Schematics
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CASE STUDY 9 - W  ’
May 1995 
Major Project Transformation 
MAID Year 1
Student Experience Chosen word
A
B+
C+
D
E+
F
G
H+
1+
J
K+
L
M+
N
0+
Anglo-Italian
Anglo-American
Persian
Taiwanese
Korean
American
Portuguese
Japanese
Direct
Post
Direct
Ceramics
Direct
Post Exp
Direct
Post Exp
Post Exp
Direct
Post Exp
Direct
Direct
Direct
Post Exp
Quantum
Chemistry
Integrity
Religious
Growth
Evocation
Strategy
Evolution
Interface
Space
Venerate
Spirit
Pleasure
Gathering
+ foreign student
I: Intellect S: Symbolic T: Tension B: Breakthrough
[] : Observations
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Case Study 9 - Timetable of events
25.04.95 10.00am Introduction and Brief 1.0
26.04.95 11.00am Briefing and Discussion
28.04.95 am Single Word Concept Submission
pm Brief 2.0 - Introduction and Briefing
01.05.95 One-to-One Review
02.05.95 One-to-One Review
03.05.95 Sub-Brief 2.1
04.05.95 One-to-One Review
05.05.95 One-to-One Review
pm Submission of Solution
09.05.95 am Perceptual Interim Presentation
pm Brief 3.0 - Introduction and Briefing
26.05.95 Final Crit and Perceptual Presentation 
Report Submission
30.05.95 Debriefing
Friday 28.04.95
Note: The B3 Brief (Brief 2.0), the sub-brief, questionnaires and review forms
were the same as Case Study 8.
Case Study 9 - Questionnaire
QL What did you do (think or experience) in the last 24hrs that may have 
been of direct or indirect help in solving the problem ?
Q2. What possible concepts for solution are you playing with ?
Q3. Do you feel mentally or emotionally tense ? I f  yes, could you rate the intensity 
of the tension on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high)... by circling the appropriate number.
Q4. Have you had any major insights or breakthroughs during the last 24hrs ? 
What are they ? and, How and When did they occur ?
Q5. I f  you have had a breakthrough of any kind, as stated above, could you rate the 
intensity of the breakthrough on a scale of I (low) to 5 (high)... by circling the 
appropriate number.
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Brief 1.0 [25.04.95 - 28.04.95]
Using your Initial Proposal and Report:
1. Summarise your Major project in one sentence, 
and from this,
2. Generate a single word concept which describes the 
essence of your Major Project.
This is a more complicated exercise that it may initially seem, as it is 
critical that you identify the most effective and dynamic starting point for you. 
To assist in this conceptual turnaround (and for future stages) it is essential that 
as soon as you have finished reading this brief you begin to write a personal 
journal. This journal can be in any format, but should document your thoughts, 
feelings, perceptions, times and places. Ideally it should take the form of a 
conversation with yourself. The deadline for submission of single word 
concept: Friday 28 April am. (Introduction and Briefing for Stage Two will 
take place on Friday pm)
Brief 3.0 [08.05.95 - 30.05.95]
Conceptual Development and Presentation
The aim of this third and last section is to contextualise and detail your 
concept. At the end of this stage you are required to submit two outputs: 
a referenced report of around 2000 words, and a final perceptual presentation. 
During this developmental stage you will need to identify: What aspect(s) of 
Industrial Design your concept investigates? and. What existing, or possible 
future, paradigms of Design does your concept sit within ? Use existing models 
as a way of grounding your concept, but even at this stage continue to push 
both personal and design boundaries.
Final Deadlines
26.05.95 Final Crit, Perceptual Presentation & Report Submission.
30.05.95 Debriefing.
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Student A  (not Quantum) [Developing skills necessary for commercial design] 
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:5 /T:4][Funny, frustrated]
02.05.95 [I:2/S:3/T:4]
[Fluctuating emotionally - buzz/doubt]. Smelling and tasting things never 
tasted before. Other senses heightened. Now transfer into design context. 
Finding it easier to write.
04.05.95 [S:5/T:5/B:5]
Altered an everyday experience. Riding motorbike on M25 at 140mph at 
12.30am. Mind-blowing. Heightened senses, hearing hurt, forces, adrenaline 
rush. Impulse. Took an hour and a half to stop shaking. Freezing, everything 
exaggerated.“Me but is wasn’t ME”, ‘Not Quantum is other’. I minute felt like 
a long time.
09.05.95
Presentation 
Fish Tank
Journal
26.04.95-28.04.95
What is the project about...? The Future. Develop the skills necessary for 
commercial design in the 1990’s. Developing a new strategy or philosophy to 
deal with design.
28.04.95
Discover the concept of ‘Not Quantum’. Is not the opposite or negative of 
the word. Term doesn’t exist at the moment. First reaction: humour, then 
frustration, followed by confusion. Thesaurus definitions.
29.04.95
There is also a cloud in my head and a faint outline inside this cloud. At this 
time means nothing. Not quantum is everything else. I’m confused !!!!
30.04.95
Confused. Can’t seem to concentrate on the problem. Brain is locked ! ! 
Quantum is now: What is not quantum is the next stage - define.
‘not quantum’ is the future.
01.05.95
If the concept is one of perception then: quantum is the word describing a 
series of events / theories. Not quantum therefore is the experience or the 
actual things themselves. Quantum somewhere in here, the opposite is not 
quantum. One-to-One Review: Layer of onions. Intangible thought process, 
feels like a cloud with something inside the cloud. Help ! ! !
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02.05.95
Expansion by association. Illustrate ten words that are indicative of the word 
quantum.
Quantum: philosophy (logic / thinking), science (test-tubes / school), 
future (2000AD / Architecture), holistic (alternative / herbs), spiritual (Zen / 
Inner self), natural (nature / unpolluted), psychological, dynamic (moving / 
motivated), fresh (cleansing / not rotten).
Becoming more aware of smells, tastes and touch sensations. Thread 
of experience. Thread of memory. In some people their link is in seeing, 
feeling and hearing or a combination of 2 or 3 of these elements.
Emotions: throughout the day have real emotionally felt highs followed 
by periods of doubt then frustration.
Q. Is this the answer, is this right ? Also noticed my pullover felt soft, 
noticed the smell and texture more prominently.
Tutorial: How could this be transferred into a design context ? 
Intellectualise what is happening with senses.
03.05.95
Q. How can this be transferred into design context ? Breakdown of mass into 
particle or waves. Out of the clouds come different products. Usually by the 
colour of the cloud you know which will occur. Rain, snow, lightening, sun. 
Problem has created a hole in our conscious... the unconscious tries to fill the 
hole in.... ideas bubbling to the surface. Feel very very tired. Dominoes t 
oppling over.
Rollerblading, rowing boat, yoga class, daytime cinema, tea at the 
Dorchester, National Gallery, Richmond Park, go up the Post Office Tower, 
singing lesson, have my palm read, got to church.
Telephoned clairvoyant... can’t fit me in till Friday. No good ! Yoga. 
Before I go the relevance of this activity seems obvious... I think.
Do an activity that you wouldn’t usually do... this then becomes the ‘not 
me’ concept.
Explanation: Me / ‘Not me’, but still me. Therefore the ‘other’ where the 
other is the potential the unusual. The different perception that each person has 
on the same topic etc.
Couldn’t do an activity, no classes available. Then last night at 12.00am 
rode my motorbike to the M25 at Orpington. Top speed 140mph. First thing 
I noticed was that ears hurt, wind very very loud. Whole body felt as if being 
pushed into or rather off the bike. Everything was blurred. Time then seemed 
to slow right down. Felt as if the ride lasted 5-10 minutes rather than just over 
1 minute. When I slowed down the adrenaline kicked in... Big Time.
04.05.95
Insight: Walkman is a stereo, but also not stereo. Feels like all the elements are 
being recycled through a funnel into a bowl. In quantum design terms this 
models the experience sight and touch of hot, windy sunny days.
‘Not quantum’ the concept is as quantum could be define but as yet hasn’t 
been. It is many things and at the same time one conceptual element. In terms 
of design, what form would ‘not quantum’ take ? It would enable not just the 
physics elements but also other considerations to interact. ‘Not quantum’ is the 
other, not the words, it is the experience of the word, not the written word.
‘Not quantum’ is the potential growth and development of the quantum con­
cept itself. If I am to develop quantum as a design methodology or philosophy 
then this concept is ‘not quantum’.
Quantum is understood at this time within its own context, move this 
theory into a different arena and it changes almost totally, but still 
underneath the undercurrent is the mainstream concept. It’s like a river where
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the bank is the concept and the water and the flow and wildlife is the ‘not 
concept’. Not is the potential for individual expression within the concept.
05.05.95
Summarise the concept: Fish tank = Quantum. Where the fish is concept. 
Therefore this is not fish tank, but this is fish tank + it has many more 
elements making up the whole.
Interim Presentation 
Fish Tank 
Final Presentation 
Graphic sequence
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
At the moment, absolutely nothing. My head feels as if there is a cloud inside. 
2
Quantum / not Quantum.
3
(2)
4
None.
5
N/A.
29.04.95
1
Perception focus, perhaps trying to look from the wrong direction.
2
Quantum... not quantum the next stage on.
3
(3)
4
No, I don’t think so.
5
O
Brains seem to be locked in place, worried I might not solve the problem.
30.04.95
1
There is something as yet indefinable, and although I feel a little frustrated a 
cloud seems to be lifting.
2
Quantum is now ‘Not Quantum’ is the future.
3
(4)
4
Still not convinced anything has happened !
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01.05.95 
1
Becoming more aware of taste, touch, smell, sensations. The cloud seems to 
have something inside it ?
2
‘Not Quantum’ is not the opposite of quantum. Maybe it is the integration of 
all 3 of these elements.
3
(4) - Suffered nightmares.
4
Could be... quantum is many things collectively working together. The ‘not 
quantum’ could be just one element.
(2)
0
Feel more excited and that I may be able to solve the problem.
02.05.95
1
Much more aware, time is going more quickly. Smell much more acute. 
Objects feel rough even if they are smooth. Broke down the word, maybe that 
quantum is the word describing the experience.
2
In some the link is visual, in other touch and smell and other the truth.
3
(3)
4
Yes, Yes, Yes. Breakthrough came through looking at how the subject links 
back into the past through to the future. Quantum is therefore the now’ and‘not 
quantum’ hasn’t yet been defined.
(4)
O
Slept like a baby, no problems at all. Suffered highs and lows throughout the 
day.
03.05.95
1
Seeing the problem as a collective being broken down into elements.
All experience into different specific experiences but the same.
2
Problem... characteristics are discovered or let out the bag... ideas... the bits 
used to rebuild better... new product is created.
3
(2)
4
The activity gave me the answer. In doing the activity I do something out of 
character which becomes ‘not me’.
5
(4)
O
Think I’ve got it, but I still don’t know how to rationalise this into a sentence.
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04.05.95
1
The activity took all the elements, and added them together.
The cloud + heightened senses + me + not me.
2
A Walkman is a stereo but also a ‘not stereo’. The interpretation is down to the 
individual. Broken down to its symbolism the word has different meaning.
(5) - really bad nightmare.
4
All the elements of the last week seem to have imploded into one solution.
Time was slowed right down during the activity, adrenaline really roared.
(5)
O
Place into design context still feels difficult. Can’t understand last night’s 
nightmare but I know this also answered the concept in the dream state.
Just can’t remember now.
Summary
Role as a designer: I think this project has made me far more likely to design 
objects, with far more innovative elements than ever before, just by studying 
them from different perspectives.
The creative process: I’ve never had a problem with concept generation 
but this project has enabled me to understand why my own creative process 
works so well for me.
Self awareness: the project has helped to break down many concepts from 
maths that I did not understand... my analytical awareness has been 
heightened to a level I knew I possessed but not how to utilise.
Student B (not chemistry)
[Feasibility and resulting outcome of finding ways of combining organic 
elements from the natural world with inorganic/artificial materials in the 
context of design]
Reviews
01.05.95 [I:4 /S :l/T :2]
Wild curiosity and mild frustration. A new experience. Chemistry not 
invented yet... Difficulty in finding the words to express ideas.
02.05.95 [I:3/S:2/T:4]
‘That’ which is to be discovered... yet to be discovered. 
Inside / underside viewpoint. Unfolding.
03.05.95 [S:5 / T:5 / B:4] (Speaker corner)
Have potential and character to improve, not within character, NOT SEV. 
Heart beat, exciting, anticipation of unusual. Show up, home first, set off 
(seating), walked to Marble Arch and then Hyde Park to prepare. Gauge 
atmosphere, one speaker (peace sign). Found large brick (NOT...) “Not does 
not represent the opposite, please ask me what it means”. Took shoes off to 
grab attention. Couple of people asked, curious... Person standing on box was 
‘not me’.
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09.05.95
Two acts: pissing/ pouring in glass / wine tasting Ribena.
Journal
28.04.95
Design Consumer - Lack of chemistry
Object User / Market
Male Female
Brother Brother / Sister
Father Son
Lover Lover
01.05.95
Shiver down my spine while listening to Mozart’s Le Nozzle Di Figaro. 
Spine Tingling: Love and passion; music, spirit, emotion. ‘Not Chemistry’
- Chemistry - Yet to be discovered.This represents what I thought might 
represent my breakthrough. Maybe I’ve broken through on the opposite side 
to ‘n o t...’. Maybe something better could be.
‘Not Chemistry’
Chemistry Opposite of Chemistry
Yet to be discovered
02.03.95
Unfolding into the underside, turning inside out... ‘The FLY’. Still biologically 
a monkey... though in no way resembled one. ‘N ot...’ (something) might 
represent the intangible aspects of that something...?
03.05.95
Brief: Go forth and experience a new personal encounter, it must be totally 
unfamiliar. Must commit yourself totally. Become absorbed by the experience.
1. Immerse myself in Trafalgar Square Fountain.
2. Wash windscreens at Junction.
3. Go to Gay Night Club.
4. Beg on Underground.
5. Get confessed.
6. Speak at Speaker’s Comer.
7. Make large hand painting in Hyde Park.
8. Test Drive a Sports Car.
9. Dye my pubic hair blonde.
No. 6 was the chosen one, based on the fact that I wanted to do something I 
didn’t really enjoy. I believe this would rather provide me with more useful 
information toward solving the problem, than something I’ve always 
wanted to do, or would have fun doing.
Really started to shake and heartbeat going strong. Need break at home. 
More I think about it the more my heart beats and the more I place myself in 
the position. Probably easier if dmnk, point is I’m capable of doing it. The 
fact that I am capable means nothing can stop me except my own inhibitions. 
In a way this isn’t me, its not something I’m likely to do. I’m capable though. 
I wouldn’t do it at all to be quite honest. This is not Sev doing this. It is me in 
body and mind.
Begun to bite nails and have something to eat, hunger took over, couldn’t 
do anything about it. I’ll probably talk about this project, ad lib - get some
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opinions, get someone to ask some questions, F11 try and answer them. Let’s 
see what happens. Frustrated because bus not arriving. ‘Not....’ still represents 
a part of ‘....’ as the embodiment, but the act is quite unusual. I’m trying to find 
a linking point, I need to concretely establish what the situation is.
2.40pm Good mood. I’m going to Milan this Weekend, paid money and 
will appear on Telly as ‘Sev’, I won’t be acting, but narrating something that 
happened to me. It will not be ‘NOT Sev’. I’m in a bloody fucking good mood.
My heart is still beating and I’m shitting myself. I’ll start by making 
propositions “Hey listen, everybody. I’ve got a problem...” then detail 
situation. Hopefully I’ll get some decent participation. Its going to be 
interesting but I’ve missed busiest time, lunch time. Well I’ll be able to choose 
a selected few. Hope none of my colleagues are there, half expecting them to.
Sweating, because of activity ? Hard to say Bus was hot. Saw busker, really
demented got me giggling, synth under arm, screaming at top of voice. Hyde 
Park Comer on way to Marble Arch, heading off into place where VE day 
Celebrations are up. Should be around 1 mile on VE day, hope not gonna have 
that many to talk to. What a beautiful day to go talking on. How am I gonna 
sound interesting to start off. Beginning to wonder whether I’m actually able to 
do this. Get few distractions, why didn’t I bring football.
What the fuck am I talking about. I could have done something enjoyable 
but I got the feeling I wouldn’t have got as much out, for I can see the light 
rebounding from end of tunnel, I need to get there.
I needed to do something really out of the ordinary, to convince myself.
I know where I’m heading and I know what I have to do. Straight line down to 
Speaker’s Comer. Wish project was like that. I’m probably slowing getting, 
weaving off the track every now and then.
No sign of anyone. Survey, plan area and choose crowd. God don’t know 
whether I can do this. Too many people minding their own business. One 
speaker on stool with Peace sign... oldish man in hat. I think I may join him. 
Fucking got to get something to stand on. This is it, last round of 
reconnaissance. I’m going to take shoes and hat off. Here goes nothing, 
standing on bricks. [On sign] - “Take anything and place ‘not’ in front and let 
me ask you some questions. ‘NOT...’ (does not represent the opposite of what 
it is ).”
Start talking to guy next to me. He said Daily Telegraph reporter asked 
him some questions and took photo saying good contrast to VE day 
Celebrations and his Peace sign. He’s not opposing Celebs, just wants tent up 
for War atrocities. Would cast shadow. I wanted to bring and read Shakespeare. 
They think I am a complete freak. They think my ‘Not’ has something to do 
with ‘Peace’ from the other.
Well someone’s arrived, asking me what I mean. I’ve got to get them 
curious. Neighbour’s left. Put shoes back on, cause someone made gestures as 
though feet smelled. Not getting anywhere. ‘What the fuck are you on about.’ 
Go off as no response. Just mild and wild curiosity. Policewoman’s bum rising 
beautifully up and own in her saddle. The whole setting represented a totally 
new environment, in which I found that I actually could fit into. What does 
that tell me (fuck all), except there is room, areas, to be discovered that until 
now have represented as ‘Non...’
04.05.95
The ‘Not Chemistry Revelation’... If we take chemistry as representing a 
conscious, intangible, biological series of signals and emotions that arise 
between one human being and another. On a more abstract field of the 
consumer - object of design relationship, chemistry has yet to be potentialised. 
‘Not Chemistry’ represents a diverse and obscure form of consumer - object of 
design chemistry.
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Let’s take for example an object of design, a series of fountain pen nibs 
taken off their mother pens and used as artificial, arty farty abstract finger 
nails. The user and other viewers recognise the nibs to be such, yet placed on 
the tips of a woman’s fingers they take on a whole new meaning. The viewer is 
not conscious of the three way triangle that has been set up.
What has occurred is a re-contextualisation of an object (series of 
objects), the result of which has created from one type of chemistry, a new 
meaning. This unnatural setting has created an unusual situation called ‘Not 
Chemistiy’. Despite this, the consumer still recognises that they are 
finger nails.
Interim Presentation
Urine disguised in a tequila bottle / black current, used as red wine 
Final Presentation 
Video of cans.
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Very little, toyed with the idea that ‘not...’ (whatever it is, is unimportant) 
could be everything but that... (thing) or at the same time represent nothing at 
all, a void, a vacuum.
2
Have not come up with any, but may tickle on the subject of avoiding anything 
to do with... (thingy). You cannot appreciate something unless you have 
experienced the lack of it, whether conscious or not.
3
(1)
4
I was emotionally overcome whilst listening to Mozart, because I’ve missed it. 
Its helped me continue to define my word, yet not consciously towards making 
a breakthrough on the ‘not...’ version / concept. While watching ‘Amadeus’ 
late tonight.
5 
(2)
O
Mildly frustrated yet curious - tis only the start.
29.04.95
1
Consciously and probably subconsciously toiled and teased the problem.
I’ve now moved on from yesterday and moved onto the subject of the nuance 
of the... (thingy).
2
What I’ve progressed onto is the idea that ‘not...’ represents the fact that all 
things start with a creation, a birth. Because to achieve... (thingy) and therefore 
its creation there needs to be an apparent absence / undiscovered situation, 
where an opening can be found and the genesis will take over.
3
(1)
4
Very little tangible evidence of such sort. I think I’m beginning to realise what 
its about. I can’t pinpoint at the moment, but I’m sure I felt a tingle !
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o
Pleased I’m keeping up the regular questionnaire on time. I believe I’m 
beginning to see a pattern of thought.
30.04.95
1
Very little as I’m still questioning what I thought about yesterday.
Same as yesterday: that ‘not...’ is till the uncreated. A concept difficult to 
understand as we have been influenced through experience, so we therefore 
can’t imagine what it was like without ‘it’ even existing.
3
(2)
4
NA
5
O
There is no doubt that I do think about the problem during moments of mental 
relaxation.
01.05.95
1
After checking and re-defining what I’ve worked on up to now, I logically tried 
to place ‘not...’ at some point between ‘Chemistry’ and its opposite. Logically 
I’ve wanted to find my bearings so as to establish a firmer base from which to 
continue.
2
‘Not...’ as the undiscovered, cannot be placed half way between ...’ and its 
opposite, for it is from this point that these last two evolve. So maybe what 
I’ve thought up to now has really been sitting on the opposite side of the real 
‘Not...’ One precedes the other, I have yet to work out what comes after ...’.
It lies beyond dogmatic explanations, hopefully not too far from my grasp.
(3)
4
Just an insight into the positioning of the facts that I have come up 
with as opened up new leads for investigation, just while jotting 
down some notes in my journal in the afternoon just before going for 
a brew.
5
(2)
O
Still curious about direction of development.
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02.05.95 
1
A short but economically punctuated meeting with Mr Miyage consolidated my 
mornings theory workout. Thinking of the film The Fly, I had a definite insight 
mto a new area for investigation, as the previous one was getting a bit stale.
I’m delving into the biological aspects of the problem. The use of scientifically 
searching into possible concepts has brought me back to the more tangible.
1 felt I was going off my mark a little too much, and over-straying needs to 
be corrected.
3
(3)
4
The breakthrough came this evening while relating this problem to the problem 
Jeff Goldblum had in his experiments in The Fly. The animals he tested on the 
machines (transporters) would turn inside out on arrival in the second machine.
(4)
0
Looking forward to a more clinical breakthrough tomorrow.
03.05.95
1
Our activities for the afternoon certainly helped me directly to solving the 
problem. Well I’m pretty sure anyway. Before even going off to do the job in 
question.
2
I’m toying with a development of yesterday’s theme. Now made more concrete 
after the experience.
3
(2)
4
On my way to Speaker’s Comer I realised that what I was going to do did not 
represent a true element of myself i.e. that this was an unlikely situation, which 
I did not fit into. Not necessarily negative, it constituted a possible area for 
exploration. This only occurred through outside intervention though, and goes 
to show that it takes two to tango.
(4)
Summary
With regard to my role as a designer. I’ve certainly been able to establish that 
there is a whole new field for discovery. A new designer’s world of self- 
discovery. I’ve yet to put this creative process through another or at least 
several rigorous tests, to decide on its efficiency. It does seem so, but I take 
it with a pinch of salt to begin with.
Becoming self aware, or certainly more so has certainly been the most 
rewarding of the aspects of this project. Getting to know oneself better, 
one’s capabilities, one’s complex systems that decide for you, are all 
certainly of vital importance towards becoming the role model one should 
aspire to as a designer. It has created an intangible ideal that I should be 
able to consciously turn into, in a tangible way.
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Student C (not integrity) [Exploring the notion of integrity within design]
Reviews
01.05.95 [I:5/S;2/T:5]
[Inspired / personal] Animals - ‘not integrity’.
02.05.95 [I:5 /S :l/T :4]
Integrity in connected with the lack of capability of the human to experience 
objective truth. Therefore enter God. Relationship between Truth and Reality.
04.05.95 [I:3/S:3/T:4]
Sleep in flowerbed in Regents Park. Cold at night. Gorgeous orange 
sunrise. Against brick wall. Truth - Integrity - Reality ( Indoctrination ?).
Interim Presentation
Tin boxes - The Truth - Culture - Doctrine 
Final Presentation 
Q.I Game.
Journal
[Discussion paper]
Assumption: “We need truth, but our minds are occupied with reality. We seek 
security in reality, but authentic security comes only in complete nothingness, 
that is, only in truth.” - Krishnamurti
Definitions: integrity: human invention, based on truth. Integrity: divine 
concept, based on Truth.
Premise: humans are subjective organisms, and hence all acquires 
knowledge is subjective, as perceived through the five senses; the natural 
world is a self-perpetuating bio-system in which humans do not play a vital 
role; the natural world is conscious, but unquestioning, ‘integrity’ is therefore 
not an issue within it.
Paradigm: CULTURE, cooking THE TRUTH, contains INTEGRITY, 
produces ideology. DOCTRINE reveals INTEGRITY
The link between ‘The Truth’ and culture does not really exist because 
culture is a part of reality, and as Krishnamurti said: “Truth is beyond reality: 
it comprehends reality, but not vica-versa. Reality is everything: truth is 
no-thingness.” However, what we believe culturally to be ‘the truth’ (just truth, 
as above) produces doctrine which has revealed various forms of integrity, 
integrity is therefore not Integrity, but could be, in part or in whole, part of 
Integrity.“There is a gulf between truth and reality, they are not the same thing. 
Illusion and falsehood are certainly part of reality, but they are not part of 
truth.” “Truth includes all that is; it is one. Reality is conditioned and 
multiple.”
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Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Went to bar, two pubs, a night club, a private house and then to be at 3.00am. 
The whole evening was like socially pogo-sticking around in search of my real 
friends. Who are they ? What is an individual actually searching for, ‘truth’ or 
‘belonging’ or that ‘fiver’ you can’t account for? Also thought about bringing 
all the worlds politicians to the moon to see what Edgar Mitchell saw. It would 
change their perspectives !
2
Perhaps human existence is the ultimate ‘NON-INTEGRITY’, the rest of the 
planet does not rationalise, and it just keeps on going. Humans, on the other 
hand hold things up by trying to rationalise our existence, our place in the 
greater arena... perhaps integrity is connected with human rationality.
Mentally (1) Emotionally (4)
4.
I was astounded at the proximity of my thoughts to the ideas expressed in this 
brief and through NU.
(4)
O
At this point the brief struck a real chord with me. It felt good to think there 
are others with similar aspirations for humanity.
29.04.95
1
Spent much of the day designing a ‘Post-modern’ camera for a brief set at 
CSM. Found it shocking how manipulative the tools of a designer can be.
‘Its’ all about snaring the consumer. There’s no integrity in simply re-styling 
a camera to sell more units.
2
Still none the wiser.
3 
(2)
4
Been reading a book by Tom Wolfe called The Painted World, about assailing 
20th Century Art in the States.
(3)
O
It just makes your question what is the grass roots of what makes a man tick.
30.04.95
1
Have experienced millions of little deceits which were engaged in every day.
1 lied about why I was late for some meeting. Lied about my mistakes for 
doing something trivial. Was lied to when trying to find out how an 
ex-girlfriend was faking about something. Lied to her about whether I’d 
meant something I’d said the day before.
2
I’m becoming embroiled in the idea that human intelligence is based on lack of 
integrity, but I don’t really know what is ‘Not Integrity’.
(5)
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4
No. but I keep thinking about Bernard Shaw’s famous quote: “The reasonable 
man adapts himself to the world. The unreasonable man tries to change the 
world to suit himself. Therefore all progress depends upon the unreasonable 
man.” Designers should be unreasonable men !
01.05.95
1
Thought more about the relationship of the human race to the natural world. 
What role do we play, do we form part of the global chain of events, or are we 
effectively bystanders who persist in getting in the way ? I think the latter and 
this is probably a result of our attempts to rationalise our existence.
2
The natural world does not rationalise. It does not consider existence beyond 
the bare physical reality. It does not therefore attempt to introduce or question 
integrity. Humans, however, tiy to search for the metaphysical, the intangible 
because somewhere, inherent in our psyches, is an incessant questioning of 
what our senses perceive to be our surroundings, ‘real’ and spiritual. To many, 
the notion of integrity is an attempt to objectify truth, but since the human 
being is a subjective organism this makes all our knowledge subjective, and 
hence our description of truth cannot be objective. Therefore integrity is 
connected with the lack of capability of the human to experience objective 
truth. Enter God ! Even if God as such is a concocted phenomena for the 
purpose of providing a medium through which objective truth can be found. 
Seek and ye shall find, springs to mind.
3
(4)
4
Above
5
(4)
02.05.95
1
My flat mate asked me what I was doing at college and asked me to explain 
the project. I did, or at least tried. Explaining clarified a few points. In trying to 
impart to her what Not Integrity is, I started referring to VENN DIAGRAMS.
2
These are just sidelines. I was not trying to think about Integrity, but the 
connection between TRUTH and REALITY. Toyed with idea that a Venn 
Diagram can explain what Not something is. Perhaps too logical. See 
following diagrams for link between truth and reality.
3
(2)
4
The link between truth and reality.
(3)
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03.05.95
1
Slept in Regents Park 12.30am to 6.30am. Rose to the sight of a huge bursting 
sun hanging in the sky. The things that went through my head were all 
practical considerations to do with cleanliness, washing oneself, staying warm, 
not sleeping on a pile of crap etc. The most basic needs became apparent the 
closer we get to nature.
2
In fact I reckon the more integrated as part of nature we become and the more 
dire our situation becomes e.g., subjection to harsh elements, the forces of 
nature and other dangers the more ruthless we become, the more No. 1 matters 
at all costs. I would be prepared to steal, cheat, kill animals if necessary to 
survive, but society seems to be somewhat self-righteous when it comes to, 
for example, animal rights. We can’t even look after our own kind properly!
(2)
4
Just confirmation of my previous ideas, perhaps by experiencing a fractional 
approach to nature myself.
(3)
04.05.95
1
Met my dad for lunch. Decided after a discussion with him that the concept of 
God is a necessity to substantiate our faith in what we call integrity.
We can say that humans have what they call ‘integrity’ in their bag of moral 
goodies, but it does not equal real “Integrity’ which is part and parcel of THE 
TRUTH, should that exist. Hence, integrity is part, not necessarily in its 
entirety of Integrity.
3
(4)
4
integrity is therefore Not Integrity, but is, or can be, in whole or in part, 
a member of the set of Integrity. Therefore for integrity to be part of Integrity, 
some dialogue or communication between God and the individual must have 
taken place. However it is a leap of faith to believe that such a communication 
has taken place. This is the essence of religious faith.
(4)
05.05.95
1
Organised all the points that I’ve made I’ve made during the last two weeks 
and produced a couple of models for how I see integrity and Integrity in the 
global arena.
2
See sheet (solution).
3 
(2)
4
Yes in order to believe in one’s integrity (which is NOT Integrity), one must 
make a leap in faith which is to believe also that a communication has 
occurred with God, and that this provided the missing link between TheTruth
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and Reality. The interpretation of this communication however, remains 
subjective because of the nature of the human organism.
(5)
0
From a subjectively thinking human , this is the nearest approximation to 
objective reasoning I have been able to achieve.
Summary
1 feel I have a deeper awareness of the creative process at work within me, 
and also the ability, or at least an improved ability, to control those 
processes. As a designer this is paramount because we need to have an agenda 
for problem solving. With such an agenda, designers could begin to cure 
problems instead of responding to symptoms.
Student D (not religion) [The Influence of Religion upon Design]
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:3/T:4]
Confused. Inspiration from Coast (lives on Isle of Wight)
02.05.95 [I:3/S:2/T:4]
Nature - transfer into Design.
04.05.95 [8 :5 /B:5]
Left college at 5pm. Tower pier - last boat had been at 4.30. Instead walked 
down river. Walked as far as Rotherhide, over Tower Bridge (stood in middle 
with one foot either side) and bought ice-cream comet (first time without 
children). Little girl doing homework, no mbbish, SO CLEAN. Spring green, 
evening sun, no weeds, unnatural. (Traitors gate thought about history... people 
lives). Watched river. One barge. Two contrasting sides of river. London losing 
its individuality. Open Spaces south of river - ‘Unnatural Object’
Interim Presentation
Smoking water pot vs Manmade china jug
Final Presentation
Folder.
Journal
26.04.95
Woke up 4am. Big thunderstorm - couldn’t get to sleep again - worried about 
the logistics of ceramic turntable. Got up 6.30am.
Traipsed from tool shop to tool shop - cannot believe that Ball Bearings 
are unavailable in London. Bought marbles. Temporary. Not happy.
Meeting with Nick Udall - yet another project before previous ones 
finished. Is this the real world of design. Hate not being satisfied with end 
products because of rush, msh, msh. Inaccessible workshops !
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Group faces look perplexed during meeting - spoke to NU before going 
back to ceramics. Talking evoked a lot of memories... Frustrated - put mould 
together filled with 2 gallons slip and damn thing leaked - lot of the 
re-preparing. Left to dry out overnight. Feeling very tired.
27.05.95
9.55am Am only one in studio - off to Ceramics.
28.05.95
Meeting with NU this morning - have a funny feeling that this project is going 
to be rather deep. Do I personally want to reveal my psyche ? Have kept it 
dormant for so long, that now it may be too disturbing to evoke. The meeting 
in the afternoon was a bit difficult to grasp. However, have decided to sleep on 
it, perhaps the sub-conscious will deal with it.
The project with NU is going to prevent me from finishing my ceramic 
work looking at the timetable, but it seems to appear a real challenge to my 
present philosophy. Most people were up a creek without a paddle after NU 
talk including me. Hope it all resolves itself. I know I’ll get a migraine !!!
Feel I’m being divided up into pieces, am out of my depth of self-control ?
I was thinking - do we create design or create anything for its or our own 
sake and is it original - all things are via our senses or in our subconscious via 
our senses. So is it original ? and then again necessity is the mother of 
invention.
29.04.95
Lighted the fire and meditated on the NU project. Still puzzled on the aspect 
that doesn’t exist yet. I mean as well as religion - culture exists alongside or is 
it the same, culture and religion - religion no necessarily worship, but a way of 
life. Rochelle seemed very confident yesterday, says she’s done 5 years of 
conceptual studies.
I was thinking about the great Cathedrals and the Vatican that we 
frequented and the abbey etc. and the awesome grandeur and craftsmanship 
and skill them compared them to the little church we worshiped at on 
Ascension built by the Marines 1875 AD.
01.05.95
Business meeting NU sat in afterwards came around to discuss project. 
He seems pretty positive - I’m not so sure !!!
02.05.95
Saw NU at 1.30pm. Very helpful but I don’t know if I will have time to do 
what he suggests. I am tired.
03.05.95
Nick came into college and set a new brief - 1 decided to go on a boat trip up 
the Thames to Greenwich.... Got to Tower Pier just missed last boat 4.30pm, 
so did something I have wanted to do for ages - walked around the Tower 
perimeter, then along the Thames, over Tower Bridge and along the river 
walk to Rotherhide. Got to flat 7.15pm.
Activity: the temperature was still very high when I left College and the 
City workers looked hot and frazzled, once again there was a problem on the 
Underground. Fortunately I had a short journey. Got irritated by a little girl
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who kept flicking her hair and hitting me, not much room to move out of the 
way. Lovely cooling breeze at Tower Hill, very welcome. Reflected on the 
vastness of the Tower and its awesome history, particularly as I approached 
Traitors Gate. Took a photograph - here Elizabeth I sat in a boat and refused to 
go through, saying she wasn’t Elizabeth I then - Princess Elizabeth. The City 
people and tourists never gave the gate a second look ! Incredible - the history 
of the Tower, or most of it was via that Gate. I then did something I cannot 
remember doing without the children - 1 bought myself a massive ice-cream 
comet. Didn’t last long. The grass looked so green and cool and it was so neat, 
recently cut I suppose, there was no litter anywhere, so tidy. The Bridge looks 
like an old fashioned Wedding Cake... it looked so pristine having been 
recently painted in blue and white, and the sunlight making it stand out from 
the surrounding modem developments now going on along the river.
Walked over the Bridge and stood at the point where the intersections 
meet and each side rises about 2” against the other ! Walked as far a I could 
then hoped on a bus. Feeling so tired and tense.
05.05.95
On re-reading my joumal and the notes on a new experience, it became very 
obvious that two sides exist within me, and I hope to be able to transform the 
dichotomy into my major project. How - 1 haven’t yet decided. My discipline 
is Ceramics - and I feel strongly that we are the earth and using these materials 
puts me in close contact with the creator - one of pure energy, not the awesome 
punishing. So I set that the problem I have is to reconcile in a material way the 
natural - me using natural materials, which after various processes of 
transformation become an unnatural object ?!!
06.05.95 - 07.05.95 [Notes not relevant]
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Travelling home to Isle of Wight by train from Waterloo. Elated by obvious 
signs of spring - Cherry Trees in blossom, magnolia’s etc., gardens coming 
alive en-route and baby bunnies in the fields and paddocks. The sun shining 
made such a difference. Re-generation.
2
I honestly do not know at this moment in time. Perhaps on reflection it is the 
rebirth of me - not as mum, or wife, or daughter, but me !-1 don’t know yet.
(2)
4
In ceramics I am making a plaster model for a ceramic turntable. Appears 
simple in concept but in making logistically impractical - but is now a feasible 
possibility. Feel quite elated now, its been a difficult week, as I wasn’t too sure 
what I was doing.
(5)
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29.04.95
1
Went to beach very early in the morning the mist and rising sun - mingled - sat 
for a while... We really are a drop in the ocean. Not aware of my physical self 
at all. Sat and pondered.
2
Looking at shapes in nature.
3
(1)
4
The textures and various objects I have observed today: seaweed, driftwood 
- rounded pebbles on the beach, and the iron colours in them. Weathered 
effects. No shells. Sunday 8.30am thinking on lines of textures.
(4)
30.04.95
1
Collected seaweed on the beach. Did plaster casts of different varieties, 
wonderful mosaic abstracts shapes between fronds, similar to the shapes 
between the bare branches of the trees, particularly the fig tree.
Still looking to nature for inspiration. Direct and subtle application to project.
(2)
4
Getting very interested in textures.
(3)
01.05.95
1
Travelled back to college. Glorious inspiring weather - did a plaster mould of 
small piece of broccoli - on closer observation of florets realised shape, could 
develop this somehow into my project. Will sleep on it.
2
Still not absolutely sure. Will re-read all what I’ve written so far.
3
(5)
4
No sights. Breakthrough yes - my plaster turntable mould has turned out 
trumps. Did two successful castings. Hope they fire well if and when I get a 
kiln.
5
(5)
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02.05.95
1.
Realised my inspiration by observation of nature is the source of my creativity. 
But is it absolutely necessary to analyse this ? When artists etc., become 
consumed with inspiration they don’t stop to analyse the why and whereabouts.
Abstract based on figurative plants, organisms, ceramic mural or object.
(1)
4
Success in ceramic studio. On reading my joumal a picture is beginning to 
emerge. Water must be involved.
5
(4)
03.05.95 
1
Went to Tower of London, looked at exterior renovations - Traitors Gate. 
Walked over Tower Bridge, viewed and photographed both sides of the river. 
Realise now the dichotomy that exists. Could I transpose some of this into my 
work.
2
Natural - unnatural.
3
(2)
4
This project is forcing me to look at myself and assess my thought processes, 
rather like summing up a stranger. I’m not sure I like the process.
(4)
04.05.95
1
Got out of a stressful studio situation into the glorious weather outside. 
Walked and observed and unwound.
2
Bridging or transformation of the dichotomy within ceramics and ‘the natural’
3
(5)
4
After observing whilst walking and contemplating on what I was seeing and 
feeling - it became apparent that two differing aspects were emerging. This 
could be applied in my work - ceramics.
(5)
O
Keeping an open mind.
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05.05.95
1
Looking at my Bisquet ware it looks so industrial for my Major Project. I feel I 
want to use hand techniques with plastic clay not casting slip - 1 know the 
design and plaster moulds are part of my creative self - but want to be in closer 
harmony with my work - so hand building will be the answer I feel.
2
Hand built sculptural piece using plastic clay - still want to have water 
involved.
3
(5)
4
Industrial casting slip when fires looks so pristine (sterile) intimidating that it 
worried me, to ruin by glazing - especially if the glaze is incompatible.
So hand building gives me control and spontaneity and variety for glazing.
But I’m doing an Industrial Design course.
(4)
Summary
The designer has a responsibility to make the public aware of design - whilst 
maintaining an integrity within the materials used. The creative process I feel 
is a personal phenomena, whilst one can understand what stimulates creating 
e.g., music, nature etc., one cannot know all the processes involved that 
enables the end product to turn out the way it does. Creativity in my case 
ceases to work or is inhibited if observed and even if I myself try to analyse 
my end efforts. I get very dissatisfied if work has to have an air of spontaneity 
and freshness about it, then I cannot create too analytically. Why does 
creativity need to be analysed ? Why can we not just accept this unique 
process ? Did the Great Masters analyse their paintings ? I have enjoyed 
keeping a joumal though and have realised in doing so just what information 
we consume via our senses. I will probably continue to do so.
[Changed topic from religion to texture. Seems extremely relieved]
Student E  [absent]
Student F  (not growth)
[The innovation and development of industrial fast food cooking appliances]
Reviews
01.05.95 / 02.05.95 [1:2 / T:4]
Mystical. Read brief properly over weekend. Fast food = growth.
04.05.95 [S:3/T:3/B:2]
Set off to St Paul’s “What’s inside” - concession ticket, audio tape 
commentary. Spent longer than expected (interesting), strangely familiar, 
choir pews, cold (empty), impressive dimensions, alignment, not convinced 
was under done (central) - shuffling windows, dead centre. Artistry.
Got lost. Upstairs to Whispering Gallery. Up and up stairs. Traffic of 
people, tallang to wall, so much noise. Upper most gallery. Outside of 
building, enormous effort, foggy with pollution. Hot, dirty city. In middle 
between North and South. Identification - engagement with particular area.
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Journal
29.04.95
Considered my chat with Nick and discussed it with my brother and concluded 
that I will continue with my original title with the emphasis on innovation and 
development of appliances in line with my agenda. The business of food 
product dynamics too sensitive to document etc., which brings me back to 
the essence of my title ‘Growth’ or ‘Not Growth’.
30.04.95
To me ‘Not Growth’ is synonymous with stagnation’s or worse waste and 
destruction.
01.05.95
No strong thought on the ‘Not Growth’ problem. It does concentrate my 
thought a little of the question of sustain ability within catering innovation the 
idea that products might be more to culturally grounded in line with national 
tastes instead of the current mono cultural approach which seems to be theway.
02.05.95
This morning awoke after having a vivid dream about a girl run over by a large 
articulated lorry.
At college had a chat with Nick Udall. I told him the subject matter of 
fast food and the essence was too sensitive for open discussion. He seemed 
deflated but what was he seriously expecting. Still reading ‘Beyond Beef’. 
Highly enlightening.
03.05.95
A visit to St. Paul’s Cathedral. I decided I would visit the Whispering Gallery 
but instead altered my original plan and picked up a recorded tape. St Paul’s is 
quite lavishly decorated... There are many monuments erected... A relaxing 
place, and when sitting under the central dome felt a strange sense of 
familiarity but no real warmth.
I climbed up to the Whispering Gallery and from there onto the 
uppermost exterior gallery which from there you could look at the sprawling 
metropolis of London. It was lovely and warm without a breath of wind my 
regret was I was without a camera. There is a haze that covers the capital 
a terrible mark of the pollution levels, like a fog.
09.05.95
The importance of ‘Not’ symbolically ‘not’ is an important as that which is. 
Without the holes in the wall within a building for doors and windows we have 
unusable space a ‘not space’. With ‘not’ or the absence of ‘something’ we have 
that which is or something tangible. A single sentence summary... The ‘not’ is 
the important intangible element which makes something tangible.
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Questionnaires
30.04.95
1
1 began to read a book called Beyond Beef, which I found moving which in 
one sense illustrates that Growth can be negative or ‘not growth’ when growth 
= expansion and that = destruction ?
2
With my focus on ‘Not Growth’ within the fast food equipment industry could 
in some re-examine barriers to innovation.
3
(1)
4
01.05.95
1
1 am not entirely sure what the problem is exactly ‘not growth’. I am 
continuing to read the fascinating book which discusses the cattle complex 
very sad.
2
No concept solutions as yet.
3
(1)
4
Summary
A single sentence summary... The ‘not’ is the important intangible element 
which makes something tangible.
Student G (not evocation) [What turns people on in relation to product design ?]
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:4/T:3]
Initial reaction to step out of the problem. Positive
02.05.95 [1:3/T:4]
Having trouble... last night. Mind a blank.
04.05.95 [I:3/S:2/T:5]
Train to Hampton Court. Warm and relaxed - peaceful. Maze was 
disappointing - smaller than expected. Saw gardens - beautiful, symmetrical, 
preparation... training garden. Met artist drawing Palace and Court (pencil)
- a birthday present. LOVES art Definition ‘Evocation’ needed. Should then 
slot into place.
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05.05.95 [S :3 /T :3/B :4]
Discussion very useful - breakthrough. Personal experience - obvious. 
Remembrance: A ‘calling’ up of knowledge acquired in a previous state 
of existence. Hobbs 1656, Oxford English Dictionary.
Interim Presentation 
Compared two Lighters 
Final Presentation 
Video (TLC)
Journal
02.05.95
NOT EVOCATION - does not exist yet. The more I think about the problem 
the further I’m confused. Nostalgic memories of playing trumps.
03.05.95
Today I will either:
■ go for a parachute jump
■ singing lesson
■ play Alien Wars
■ ride a horse
Hampton Court Palace itself isn’t very great but the gardens are special.
The Maze was a let down and didn’t prove too difficult. I built up an image 
in my head and many of us have preconceptions. Like the train journey the 
gardens are beautiful. The weather is helping as its a beautiful day. The garden 
is very peaceful, all I can hear is the water fountain and the voices of tourists. 
The smell is of grass and nature. The path is made up of gravel stones and 
everything is in symmetry. I’m not too keen on the path being gravelled,
I would have preferred grass as its quieter.
This is the first time I have been to a tourist spot on my own and I feel 
quite lonely. I came here as I was drawn to the Maze, but I am going to leave 
here satisfied because of the beautiful setting which goes to prove a product is 
a sum of the whole, it only takes one feature to draw you in.
04.05.95
Evocation: the act of evoking, a calling forth or out. 1656 tr. Hobbes’ Elem. 
Philos (1839) 448 Our spirits and blood, and whatever is fluid within us, is 
called out from the internal to the external parts of our bodies... He that can 
give a possible cause of this evocation and swelling. With reference to the 
platonic theory of recollection: A calling up of knowledge acquired in a 
previous state of existence. 1646 Sir t. Browne Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. Aiij a 
were could be content with Plato, that knowledge were but Remembrance; 
that intellectual acquisition were but Reminiscential evocation.
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Questionnaires
28.04.95 
1
1 was listening to some of my colleagues within the group having a 
conversation about cars. Expressing their opinions I noticed a uniformity on 
what looked good and what looked terrible in a design sense. I had opinions 
which were sometimes different but didn’t express them as I suspected of 
other.
2
Designing ‘popular’ products with more widely appealing features. Even if 
there is a small part of a design someone likes, this will make the product as a 
whole very appealing.
3
(3)
4. During my conversation with Nick I began to feel more confident about my 
project and the direction it is going in. I also liked the statement ‘things that 
blow you away’ ! ! ! This has narrowed my investigation as there are very few 
things that can claim to do this.
5
(4)
29.04.95 
1
1 was listening to a couple of CD’s this afternoon and realised my tastes are 
completely different to my colleagues who have come from various 
backgrounds, but my friends who live locally have similar interests and tastes.
2
Tastes are developed by following the course of your peer group.
(1)
4
No.
5
30.04.95
1
During a drive along Embankment there was a gathering of boy racers with 
their customised cars. This customisation requires a lot of thinking in relation 
to choosing the correct car and the modifications to the car.
2
A bonding process takes place when viewing products in terms of 
personalisation. For example when purchasing a Hi-Fi system, personal taste is 
involved in relation to how it will look within the environment it will be 
placed.
3
(2)
4
I have realised my thinking has changed in terms of how I view other peoples 
tastes. For example, in relation to the boy racers, their creations were the fruit 
of needing a desire to show off which is understandable. They wanted to have 
the fastest cars, with the best sound systems, and the best paint jobs. In terms 
of speed they had taken elements from motor racing such as spoilers and skirts, 
and lower profile set-ups.
5
(2)
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01.05.95 
1
Today I was working on my communication project model - a remote control 
charger unit.
2
Looking and listing products which ‘blow me away’ and analysing my tastes to 
see if there is a common factor.
3.
(2)
4
No.
5
(1)
02.05.95 
1
During the day I was playing ‘Top Trumps’ with some of my colleagues.
It was generally accepted that the Porsche 911 was a great car because of its 
performance.
2
Things are viewed as ‘personalities’ with a history and a future.
3
(-5)
4
Accepting ‘great’ design can be a general phenomenon because of specialist 
opinion over a number of years and a heritage of good design a la Porsche 911
(1)
03.05.95
1
Today I went to Hampton Court to go in the Maze. The Maze was 
disappointing but I was glad I went because the gardens were beautiful.
2.
It takes one part of a thing to draw you in but it keeps the rest of the parts to 
keep you inside.
3
(-5)
4
A breakthrough occurred in Hampton Court Gardens at 4.00pm when I began 
to get to grips with solving the problem. Being drawn to a product by 
particular features but being hooked by the product as a whole.
(3)
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04.05.95
1
1 was working on a shape for a model I was making and wondered why I was 
producing the particular shape I had chosen.
2
Our tastes are developed from birth by personal experience.
(2)
4
During our group discussion at 3.00pm I was able to confer with the other 
members and defined a solution but it seems too obvious.
5
(4)
05.05.95
1
Today I saw a Ferrari T355 and was totally gob smacked by its beauty.
Looking at various definitions of evocation and finding a copy of Picasso’s 
‘evocation’ painting which I currently feel is a missing link.
(-5)
4
This morning I went to the British Library and found some interesting 
references to evocation. We come into the world free from preconceptions and 
are conditioned as we grow older. Platonic theoiy of recollection a calling up 
of knowledge acquired in a previous state of existence - spiritual.
(5)
Summary
Psychology can be a very powerful tool in the field of design and having 
a knowledge of oneself can greatly benefit the creative process. This week and 
last week has opened my eyes to the possibilities in understanding what goes 
into the creative process.
Student H  (not strategy)
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:4. T:4]
Confused. Strategy = plan process.
02.05.95 [1:3/T:4]
“Why is there a problem?” Match personal thinking with strategy.
04.05.95 [8 :5 /T:4/B:4]
No familiar with environment, change, purposes. Sunshine, beer, fishing and 
picnic in Park. Played Baseball in Park. Teamwork - only one glove, swapping.
Interim Presentation 
Slides and voice over.
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Joumal
01.05.95
How can the designer improve him/herself to plan successful design 
strategy ? Improve: progress, betterment, development, growth, increase. 
Successful: prosperous, triumphant, flourishing, fortunate, auspicious, thriving.
How does the designer initiate the generation of a successful design 
strategy ? Before, manage, make it to being... vision, group.
Creating a new market.
Is the improvement subjective ? Personal. How to improve ? Market 
research (increase). Design Method, Design Philosophy, Communication, 
Advertising Strategy.
02.05.95
Successful Design Strategy (defn) two successful design strategies: Sony 
Walkman ? Develop a new concept, give people a new street style culture. 
For Fiesta: satisfied people necessity, different level, popular.
Try to understand different people situation. Try understand different 
people problem - reason, why ? How to solve the problem. Vision.
Time to talk to different people. Plan strategy.
03.05.95
Last night went to bar. Usually I drank Guinness. But Guinness run out 
first night. I bought another brand beer.
04.05.95
Purpose, reason, change purpose. Be not familiar with environment.
How to find information. Problem. Purpose - go to fishing and picnic in Park.
I try to find some place can fishing, unfortunately I can not. So I went to Park, 
enjoy sunshine and beer. Lay down for a long time discuss how can we do 
about major project. Then I felt want some exercise. We back to Tak’s flat 
cany the baseball glove back to Park again. Play the Baseball. Swapping 
positions. How does that help ?
05.05.95
Strategy basically a plan - want to achieve something. If a plan just personal, 
that will be subjective behaviour. If strategy concern about other people that 
must be objective thinking and consider about other people.
Personal, subjective thinking, plan, process, carry out, conclude. Group, 
objective think about other people’s thinWng, process, conclude.
Problem: how to think about other people ? Other people: market 
researcher, technologist, consumer, designer. Board etc. Swapping, meeting, 
interviewing - try to understand other people situation, vision, possible 
problem, what they want ? What they need ?
Evaluate and analyse whole information - objective conclude. Probably 
like a cycle, must do many times. How does that help ?
■ It will help people not be restricted to own situation anymore.
■ It will explore people’s vision.
■ It will help different department’s co-operate.
■ It will help people to improve their experience.
■ It will help people to plan another strategy next time.
How to do this ?
■ Formal meeting ■ Party ■ Seminar
■ Informal meeting ■ Interview ■ Lecture
■ Charting
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Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Strategy definition: What is the definition of strategy ? Develop a new concept. 
Give consumer a new style.
2.
Meeting, combine different department - in company.
(4)
4
29.04.95
1
I went to cinema watched film name ‘The River Wild’. From the film I got 
something. Strategy basically is a plan. This is personal conscious thinking in 
the beginning, and then want to carry out.
2.
Concept:
Strategy, personal thinking, process, carry out.
Strategy, personal thinking, process, concerning about other people
(3)
4
30.04.95
1.
Today is Sunday. I try to cook some Chinese Food. First I have menu in mind, 
then I went to buy some food ingredients - cooking them, taste them.
2
Make a plan first, carry out process, check result... suitability.
(4)
4
Essential, strategy is a personal thinking - to achieve something. If this thing 
just personal - subjective thinking - plan - carry out. If the thing concern about 
other people - try to think objective about other people’s thinking.
(3)
Appendix 162
01.05.95
1
If a strategy concern about other people - try to objective think about other 
people’s thinking.
2
Try to understand different group people’s situation. Try to understand different 
group people’s problem. Reason why ? How to solve the problem... Match 
personal thinking with strategy.
3
(4)
4
02.05.95
1
How to understand other people’s thinking, situation, problem ? 
How to link different group’s people together ?
03.05.95
1
Today went to Park, to do thing never done, and want to do. But just 
in Park playing baseball.
2
Fishing and Picnic...
04.05.95
1
Swapping...
2
Evaluate and analyse whole information.
3
[4]
4
Swapping people...
05.05.95
1
Problem like a cycle, must do many times. How does that help ? Help not 
restriction on own situation anymore, explore people’s vision, departments 
cooperate.
2
Help people improve their experience.
3
(4)
4
How to do ?
5
Appendix 163
Summary
Tried to define what strategy is... To do ajournai is a very good idea, but 
sometimes I felt stay in a comer and confused. I didn’t know how to do next 
stage if I didn’t talk with tutor or other people.
Student I  (not evolution) [Design Evolution: Can Design have a soul like a Human]
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:4/T:3]
‘Not Evolution’. DNA
02.05.95 [I:3 /S :3/T :5/B :3]
Father of child. Pinnochio - eventually becomes human. Object / Subject. 
Fairy Tale - wonderful world.
04.05.95 [S:4/T:4/B:3]
Evolution of chair / bench in Park. Chair female - welcomes male. Mirrors age. 
Dove friend. Enjoyed it. Girl smell very nice - French perfume.
05.05.95 [S:3/T:4/B:4]
Life: creating / instinctive... love. 
Life: creation / vegetative... love. 
Talk with friend.
Interim Presentation
Play acting out scenario with music background. 
Final Presentation
Pinnochio Video and Darwin interview.
Journal [In Korean]
Questionnaires
1
Peter Greenway’s personal profile of Charles Darwin on C4. Design strongly 
concern with socio-cultural background. In the Industrial Revolution, a power 
of society pushed a changing.
2
Pedigree.
3
4
5 
O
Walking on the Darwin Street, Chairs declaration of love, maybe Darwin’s 
Grandson is wearing a Swatch, an inter-racial child in the lab.
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29.04.95
1
2
Peacock... Marriage
3
4
5
30.04.95
1
God made a man. A man makes money unfortunately. God man a bee, a bee 
makes honey industriously.
2
Health and Disease: Bloodlines. Family.
3
4
5
01.05.95
1
1 was thinking about my family last night. Now I am very missing my two 
daughters more than my wife when I was silent night. They are the most 
important in the world for me.
2
Fairy Tale.
3
(5)
4
Designing a Fairy Tale... a wonderful world.
(5)
O
Copernicus’s view.
02.05.95
1
Running water... Elephant man 
2
Harmony. Expression of happiness.
3
(5)
4.
Actor, Actress: they take the place of audience in our life. Happiness, sadness, 
lonely... the role of design like that. We are working for consumer. (We have to 
try and take the place of the people, for better life.)
(5)
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03.05.95
1.
1 was a chair in the Regents Park during about 3hrs. It was a challenge, also 
good experience. Design problem is we always thinking and designing by 
designers view or focuses view. If we can join a object mind it will be helpful 
and more friendly.
2
Natural > naturally, unconsciously, habitually. I am thinking about my son as 
well. Social evolution.
3
4
5
04.05.95
1
Design for (who), I was talking my participants. They have been experience an 
unfamiliar also I was naked on the grass in the Regent’s Park...
2
Family, marriage, pedigree, fairy tale, harmony, friendship, love.
(3)
4
Designing for Design.
(2)
05.05.95
1
Not evolution is what creating life by instinctive love ? Empathy.
Empathy.
3
(4)
4
Animated... creating life.
Stage 1. What is the concept of Not Evolution ? I have found lots of 
words that not opposite of Evolution but it concerned with evolution on my 
one week. For example, harmony was found on TV that is main idea of music 
program a Baroque and a Jazz. I was enjoyed an ensemble a Jazz musician 
and a soprano. They performanced a joy and singing a Schubert not a Mozart.
Stage 2. How can find Not Evolution ?It like a molecular structure and 
a real image of Not Evolution in my tongue of it. Also they are a relative like 
family. In the meantime I have classified its structure. Some theorists called 
linguistic approach in product semantic or technique for new idea in 
advertising. But I think it is slightly different. Because I used in Bio­
chemical approach.
Stage 3. What kind of a sentence is Not Evolution ? I researched what sort 
of relationship are they each words. The word is made by 4 families. Each 
family represented of its characteristics. This work supported sentence that 
formed the subject word, the object word, verb... Consequently, I have got an 
answer what creating a life from a design by instinctive love.
5
(3)
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Summary
Before I have thought only on he desk. But during this workshop I can imagine 
I some situation for example, I was observing an object by object’s centred 
mind. I find the answer of my concept. To research a evolutions...
Student J  (not interface) [Computer Interaction and Interface Development]
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:4/T:4]
No solution. Positive.
02.05.95 [I:3 /S :5/T :3/B :4]
Thinking on Tube (personal stereo) - Tony Blair leaflet on floor of tube. 
Dream about Black Box and Hands.
04.05.95 [S :5/T :l/B :5]
Train to Brighton. Saw Roy Castle train. Laughing ! Thinking about Party at 
end of undergraduate course - piss in pond. Memory ! Sat on beach - closed 
eyes (orange) sun through skin, like a tadpole moving around in eye (tadpoles 
- nature programme)... fell asleep. Ice cream on pier. Song came on “The Tea 
Time Song” .^laughing - nutter^Arcadegames.^Cashjnlpttery ticket. Got chips 
and express train home. Back to college. Saw oriental student in Brighton 
wearing Blackburn Rovers top (home town). Cracked last of Pritt Stick 
adverts. Picking up pebbles. One of the pebbles same as structure in dream 
(texture and colour). Different atmosphere. No worries and enjoyed. [Sent 
Postcard] COLOUR & TOUCH = Not Interface.
Interim Presentation
Perceptual props: sand paper, plastercene, balloon, brush, pebbles, heat.
Final Presentation 
VideoShop.
Journal
28.04.95
Computer Interaction - what are the developments and what does the future 
have to offer ? Are we going to abandon the keyboard ? What will interaction 
become ? What will an interface look like ? Is the paperless society afoot ?
What is going to happen in the next few weeks. Ben Elton said Design is 
like parsley next to your lasagne. A garnish.
If the meaning of life is 47... what the hell do I do now. How come 
toothpaste companies don’t make a chewing gum like orbit or Wrigley’s Extra 
Sugar Free. No meaning that... the concept does not exist yet. Think or to 
evolve something that is ‘not’, without using the negative. How ? Not interface 
- no interface. Interface - interaction. If there was no such concept or thing of 
interface then there would be nothing. If an interface is a parameter for 
interaction then.
Interface - to introduce, to interpose, to intersperse, to intermingle. 
Outerface...
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Interface (defn.): a surface that forms a common boundary between 
adjacent areas, strata, or substances; a point at which independent systems 
interact; a system by which this is done.
Not interface. No surface or point at which we can interact. No way to 
communicate or instruct a machine or computer. What is the full definition of 
computer.
Collin’s dictionary... Interface: a common boundary or point between two 
things; an electrical circuit linking one device, especially a computer with 
another.
Interact: to act or in close relation with each other.
01.05.95
Feeling pretty precarious about the current situation. A week Friday for models 
to be fully completed. Saw Tony Blair leaflet on floor on the tube this morning. 
Looked weird but interesting as if it could appear sat initially on a newspaper 
or magazine.
Still in slight remorse with the fact that Blackburn Rover lost 2-0 to West 
Ham. C’est la vie. Design Museum this afternoon. Saw a few spy cameras 60’s 
and 70’s style... pretty cool. Also a Japanese exhibition in conjunction with 
British companies. Interesting use of paper... A bit like the paper screens used 
in Japan, the way that the exhibition was communication with text was boring 
but the paper construction made things more interesting. Perhaps the delicate 
structure of it ???!!!
02.05.95
Dream: Interface as a Black Box [People around putting hands on face of 
Box]. Why are there stars stuck on the underground trains. Flat bed of marble.
On underground - an argument between a large coloured gent to a dumb 
old white gent. Curious and funny (in a sick kind of way) how the white gent 
got his viewpoint across.
StarGate (the film) when they go through the time wall. Like a wall of 
water. Trying less and less to force myself to think about the situation.
Top Trumps with the Porsche cards. Memories of bygone days. Nostalgia. 
Evening: Programme case cards e.g., type in your required instruction on your 
card and then just place it on the machine. Carry out your request and leave. 
Saves time.
03.05.95
Brief 2.1. Unfamiliar experience and encounter.
1. Bunjee jump - parachute jump... too expensive.
2. Ride a horse.
3. Watch a birth.
4. Dress as a woman.
5. Channel Tunnel... too expensive.
7. Go to Brighton.
8. 10 horse race accumulator.
9. See a musical.
10. Canoeing.
11. Strip Club.
12. Pretend to be a beggar.
Short list: Brighton, musical, maze, prison...
Brighton Trip... always wanted to go for some reason. Seen it on the Telly. 
My house mate lives near there, met a girl in Blackburn who now goes to 
college there. So here I am on the train soaking up the view (just gone through 
a long tunnel). I’m going to sit on the beach, perhaps have a paddle, buy an
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ice-cream, some rock and send a postcard.
RedHill Station - reminded me of Red Hill mining town. Roy Castle QBE 
train was there. Funny connection because when I go for a smoke Suki joins 
me but he smokes passively - ‘Going for a Roy Castle’. Why did I want to 
have a piss in my old lecturer’s fish pond when I was invited to his party ? 
Good job my friend was with me because his daughter turned up.
On the beach getting a tan. Tadpoles feeding on a frogs back, or being 
bom. Seeing images when eyes were closed.
Sunbathed for about an hour. Slight tan. Felt really relaxed even fell 
asleep for about 5mins. Then had a walk on the Pier with an ice-cream. Cashed 
in my Lottery Instants and bought another £5. Won £1. When on the beach 
I picked up some pebbles. One of which triggered off my weird dream 
yesterday. Bought some chips and caught the Express 1750 back to Victoria.
I thought it would be very similar to Blackpool but Brighton has a more 
continental feel to it. The beach was more inviting but I did not go for a 
paddle. The expanse of the sea and beach was beautiful and I saw the Seven 
Sisters which was something I never knew before.
Thought about ex-girlfriend when listening to one of her tapes. The town 
centre where the WH Smiths was had a certain deja-vu feeling. It was the 50’s 
architecture style of the shopping arcade that set it off. It was good to feel all 
alone, not knowing anyone, and just walking about. A day of no 
responsibilities even though I should be working on my model.
There was a different air atmosphere when I went on the beach. First of 
all I thought it was going to be quiet. Wrong. It was pretty busy. Cheap 
sunglasses. I was in an area that was unfamiliar to me yet familiar to me in 
another way. Triggering off past experiences. 7.30. Arrive at College go for 
a ‘few’ beers with JK. Good night out.
04.05.95
9.35 Just cracked the solution to the last of the Prick Stick ads. Hedge Hog.
Just the satisfaction of understanding or interpretation. The last solution has 
made things more complete. The last solution Hedge Hog took me so much 
time to discover. The day is getting better and better.
Small world... oriental looking chap in Brighton with BRFC away strip. 
Conversation with JK about Tak’s Design History. Very Interesting. JK’s 
English lessons. Dark sky - Rochelle about extending universe with Stephen 
Hawking.
TOUCH & COLOUR = ‘Not Interface’.
I actually mentioned the words... stemmed from the conversation about 
the dream of the big Black Cube. Talked about the pebble and its similar 
texture and colour to the cube. People walk up to it, place their hands on it and 
communicate via their hand. They give and receive information through this 
medium.
Touch and Colour leads to perceptions of the pebble. Colour linked to 
temp, and surface. Touch also surface but weight and density.
When I went to buy the rock I chose the most colourful. Not the plain 
coloured ones but the most interesting. The people and the connection with the 
Black Box (or cube) has led me to the answer. Was the link between the pebble 
and the dream coincide or was it pre-ordained.
The colour and texture was the most important factor that sticks out in my 
mind. Tactility is an important quality of the concept of ‘Not Interface’.
Just rubbing my fingers over the pebble it feels like there is a two way form of 
communication. I rub the pebble and the pebble gives me a good feeling. Each 
different pebble, different colour gives a different feeling. Touch and Colour 
have so many implications in Industrial Design and in the use of interfaces.
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05.05.95
The issue of feeling comfortable when you communicate is a crucial factor. 
This is leading to interface becoming international - universal. To make you 
feel at ease, colour and touch of the ‘interface’ must play an important role. 
The answer was staring me in the face. I definitely feel different after the 
experience and it will definitely have an influence on my future thinking.
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
At the moment very little if nothing at all. There is a ‘niggling’ doubt or 
feeling but in a non-descript form.
2
In using computers - why are we so dependent on a keyboard - mouse format. 
Why can’t we talk to them as if they were our best friends.
3
(5)
4
No.
5
N/A
O
To sununarise our projects into one word and turn that word into concept that 
does not exist yet has caused myself a great amount of uncertainty. But after 
mulling over the idea and when it sinks in I do get a feeling that hopefully 
something is going to happen. I don’t know what but I am thinking of it. 
Weird isn’t it ???
29.04.95
1
Nothing much. In fact nothing at all.
2
Personalising computers instead of them being so similar. The way that we 
interact with them to become personal as well. To make them easy to use.
(4)
4
No. Being a Saturday and all that.
N/A
O
The only time I actually think about the project during a weekend is when 
there is a ‘quiet time’ to really digest the problem e.g., sitting on the tube, 
before going to bed.
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30.04.95
1
Just general thoughts which have already been mentioned.
2
Still looking to make interfaces easy to use. Breaking down the communication 
barriers. Time saving methods of operation in combination with ease of use.
3
(2)
4
No.
5
N/A
O
Even though I’ve been thinking of the problem for a few days and nothing has 
answered the question as yet I feel slightly disheartened. Otherwise ideas are 
beginning to surface.
01.05.95
1
Exhibition at the Design Museum. Walls of this paper set up as an exhibit and 
projection of slides from behind. Just sparked me off thinking about the 
project.
2
An interface as a flat piece of material in which we immerse ourselves into it 
to communicate.
3
(3)
4
No.
5
N/A
O
My time thinking about the project and writing the joumal is concentrated on 
my time on the underground.
02.05.95
1
Just a thought combined with a weird dream. I was awake in the morning 
approximately 8.00am. But pressed snooze button and tried to get to sleep 
again. The thought then entered my head. A large Black marble cube of 
monumental size. Then people just walking to it and placing their hands on 
this monument. That’s it, no other reason for it. It just happened that way.
Judging by what I have written and thought of above leads me to think of a 
universal interface, no matter what language, level of intelligence or type of 
communication we all understand. At this time I don’t know what all this 
means. They are just ideas or ideals ???
3
(2)
4
Yes - as mentioned before I was awake after a deep sleep and trying to get to 
sleep again even though I should be awake and getting out of bed. The big 
black marble monument or statue. People, masses of them placing one hand 
onto this object. Happened approximately 8am - 8.15am. How it happened I do 
not know.
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5
(3)
O
The intensity of the breakthrough in (%) is hard to judge. The problem is 
finding the relevance of the breakthrough in context of the objective. There is 
something there but something is holding me back or I cannot completely 
understand my thoughts.
03.05.95
1
Nothing much. Apart from pebble on beach triggering thought of previous 
dream.
2
If an interface were like pebbles on a beach. Pick it up to what you were 
attracted to or what you needed. All the rest of the pebbles you left behind.
3
(1)
4
The pebble that I picked up. It triggered the re-occurring
thought of the dream. The colour of the pebble and texture seem to have
attracted my attention.
5
(3)
O
Brighton is a fabulous place and I am glad I went and I am going to go again.
04.05.95
1
The answers was in the pebbles. The touch and colour of the pebbles was 
linked to the dream of the bid black marble monument. The concept of ‘Not 
interface’ is Touch and Colour. Touch and colour are probably two components 
which are extremely vital in the process of Industrial design.
2
Playing with the concept of touch and colour being vital components in an 
interface. The interface can be or become anything to personalise the interface 
to the users needs or to make the interface a universal system regardless of 
language, style and information transmitted.
3
( 1)
4
I was aware of the solution yesterday hut not conscious of the fact.
It became more obvious just by playing and touching the pebbles. Colour 
temperature, texture and weight.
5
(5)
O
It was weird and uncanny how the answer came about. What would have 
happened if I didn’t go to Brighton ? Were the pebbles the only influence ? 
Did the fact that I bought the multi-colour Brighton Rock instead of the plain 
one play any part ? Was it all done by chance or was it pre-ordained ? Apart 
from that I really enjoyed the experience as a whole. I would like to see the 
results of your research.
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05.05.95
1
I have realised that an interface can literally be anything. It is open to 
personalisation. Tactility, touch, temperature and colour are the basic 
fundamentals which need to be looked at when designing interfaces.
2.
To cut down the difficulty of using an interface when communicating.
To incorporate more use of the senses.
3
(1)
4
No.
5
N/A
O
Because of my thoughts and reflections are documented it will be interesting to 
see the comparison of the finished project to when I first started.
Summary
1
Role as a designer: I am more aware of taking on board other view points or be 
influenced by things around me, rather than take the direct route to the solution 
of a problem.
2
The Creative Process: I have realised that just the tiniest thought, detail or 
dream can have an enormous effect (or nothing) on the creative process.
All avenues have to be carried out and then you take the one that best suits you 
or the route that is the most productive.
3
Self awareness: I am more conscious about the way I think and the way I get 
my ideas and thoughts. I can take a step back and look from an outsiders point 
of view and be more self critical. It is interesting the fact that solutions to a 
problem can come about while being immersed in a totally different activity.
I have gained new insight into how to tackle problems. Will I use then or 
not, I don’t know ?
Student K  (not space) [Relationships of objects to spaces they occupy]
Reviews
01.05.95 [1 :5 /8 :2 /T:3]
Excited.' Space is an entity - experienced - also a medium. 
Personal Space: emotional and physical: permeable gateway.
02.03.95 [I:5/S:2/T:4]
Random thoughts (time /space). Discovered dichotomies. Imagination, fluid, 
changes, dynamic. Not Space: space emerging from Not Space. Einstein’s 
Dreams.
04.05.95 [S:5/T:5/B:4]
Getting Lost... Got on District went to Richmond (also in US) walked around 
to river (without A to Z). Didn’t feel in London. Planes from Heathrow. Found 
way to Kew Gardens (also in US). Usually good sense of direction. Sat under
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Cedar Tree. No one knew where you were. Comfortable in going on own. 
Relationships of Space - alignment, views, placement. Tired and exhausted. 
Conception and Perception. Breakthrough Wednesday night. ‘Space is not 
space perceived or conceived’ - mental or physical. ‘Dark Matter’ unseen but 
still there.
Interim Presentation
Dialogue with three participants whilst playing 
with plastercene to create shapes.
Final Presentation 
VideoShop.
Journal
25.04.95
Transformation Project: I am beginning to think that this project is going to 
have a lot to do with the prefix inter- (defn: between or among; mutually, 
together). To choose ONE word that sums up this project is difficult; at this 
point I feel that I am dealing with so many issues that I am having a hard time 
picking a staring point. The two words that jump in my head the quickest 
(without reading through the 10000 word essay or form) are 
interface and interaction.
I always start at the dictionary and thesaurus...
Interface: a surface that forms a common boundary between adjacent 
areas, strata, or substances; a point at which independent systems interact; 
a system by which this is done.
Interact: to act on each other; action or influence of persons or things on 
each other.
Accessibility: easily approached, entered or obtainable; susceptible. 
Access: a means of approaching; passage; right to enter or use.
Other words that are interesting but may help to support single word for 
project: communication, contact, reality.
One sentence - need to get the hanging threads together, cover all the 
bases. I have always been crap at writing journals, especially when I know 
someone else is going to be reading them.
26.04.95
So we are not supposed to come up with this word off the top of our heads.
I have given it more thought and I still think interaction is a good word, 
although I wonder if its too generic and maybe I can find something else 
so I’m not sure.
I think when dealing with the idea of interaction in my project the issue of 
privacy comes up. If I am asking people to interact on a public basis how do 
they maintain a level of privacy and individuality ?
Dichotomies: public / private - individual / collective. Am I dealing with 
the area between these boundaries. Mediation ?
Information technology allows people to communicate while being in 
different places - even if geographically close, geographic distance does not 
matter. Groups interacting...
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27.04.95
This morning on the tube while crowded in the car, I noticed a man carrying a 
notebook binder on which I could read the label. I could tell his name was 
Hans Kober (here from Germany ?) and he was taking a course called 
International Economics at the LSE. I found this both curious and unnerving as 
I, a perfect stranger, had found out this relatively personal information about 
another stranger. I was also thinking: Does he want me to know this about 
him ? So here was an instance of interaction in public space, but this kind of 
revealing of info is not what I’m looking for. People can and most often do 
relate in public without being personal. I never like to walk in public 
displaying something with my name on it, makes me feel uncomfortable.
So what is this project about ?
Overall aim is to encourage a multi-disciplinary view so that difficult 
areas of designers can learn from each other in solving design problems or 
coming up with wholly new design ideas...
Use design to bring media and information technology into public space 
to allow interaction of groups of people at a time. Make media and information 
technology more accessible by designing it for use by the public in public 
space... More related words: privacy, individuality [other definitions]. I am 
still finding it hard to distil a single sentence out of all these issues.
Separate / together ?
28.04.95
Participation, involvement, interaction, physicality, presence [Definitions...] 
Space. After talking to Nick this is the word that came out. After our 
discussion I agree that this word opens up more possibilities than the others.
I have to think about space is not necessarily physical - emotional and 
psychological space.
We have just been given Brief 2.0 and I am trying to get my head around 
the problem. What type of solution am I looking for ? A concept of ‘Not 
Space’, and it is not the opposite. Is it that which space isn’t ? This idea can go 
beyond the opposite.
Do not over intellectualise - feelings, interaction - this is not purely an 
intellectual concept. I think the way to start this is to get a clearer idea of 
what the notion of ‘space’ is conceptually.
Space: a set of points or elements satisfying specified geometric 
conditions; the infinite 3-Dimensional area within which all material bodies 
move and exist; the universe; an empty area; a particular place; an interval or 
period of time.
Space: emptiness, endlessness, infinity, expanse, freedom, margin, room, 
scope, blank, distance, hole, place, time, vacuum. Why do we refer to 
dictionaries and thesauruses so often ? I find that I have formulated ideas 
about what I think words mean and looking up gives me different definitions 
and ideas. Often I am sure what a word means and after looking find I was not 
quite correct.
29.04.95
The concept of space is something architects constantly deal with. I see 
architecture as the design of space. Space, which implies a notion of emptiness, 
nothingness, a vacuum, infinity - can be seen as an entity.
When I was in my first year of architecture school and again when I was 
teaching drawing a few years later, a popular ‘negative space’ i.e. drawing 
space, negative, empty - as positive, as mass. [Gestalt Therapy].
Something can have identity or presence not because of what it may be in 
and of itself, but because of other things that serve to define it. Such as it is 
with space. Space can be defined, space can have shape and form, space has
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limits, boundaries, space can be defined. This was the point of these drawing 
exercises, to begin to grasp the concept that space is definable of an element in 
the creation of architecture. Space is something.
We experience space - buildings that are held up as the greatest examples 
of architecture are often those that have great space. Is great space, great 
nothingness or emptiness ? No, it is a great something to be experienced
- through the senses, through the emotions (I just need to look at a Gothic 
Cathedral) or the spirit.
Relativity: we can be made to feel different depending on the space 
surrounding us. Vast spaces make me small. Tight space make me 
uncomfortable. The concept of personal space: we all like to have a zone of 
space from other people, the size of our personal space varies - we allow loved 
ones to get closer to us (lovers are intimate) to friends, acquaintances and 
strangers. I am uncomfortable standing in a crowded tube train with complete 
strangers and would prefer not to. Yet I love to be held by my boyfriend.
Our ‘personal space’ can then said to be a gate or wall that we choose to move 
depending upon the situation and our feelings.
Personal space is a boundary line. Space had boundaries and definition.
30.04.95
I am mildly claustrophobic. I definitely do not like to be in really tight spaces, 
but I am usually all right unless I am trapped and cannot get out. Not long ago 
I got stuck in a very full tube train which had stopped between stations. After 
about ten minutes I started to panic as I felt this tight space closing in on me 
and I felt like I could not breathe. When I was finally able to get out into the 
station I took a huge breath and didn’t feel all right until I was able to go 
outside. When I was caught on a train earlier that was not crowded... Space can 
affect one physically and emotionally. Maybe tight / constricting space is ‘not 
space’. Space is defined but also able to be moved through. Is space fluid ? or 
static ? Can something be undefined and constrained at the same time ?
Today I spent the afternoon in Regent’s Park, lying in the big open space 
watching people play football and baseball. I was most afraid some ball was 
going to hit me in the head. After we went walking through some of the 
smaller gardens. Big space, little space. Can two spaces occupy the same 
location ? Can one space exist within another space ? I think that this is 
possible. Space is interactive. So far I have been thinking about this in terms 
of the physical world. What about the non-physical ? Mental, emotional ?
Is space physical ? Yes I think so but it is not only that.
01.05.95
What is the relationship of time to space ? Are they ever the same thing ?
Can time have the same characteristics as space. Both time and space can 
crowd me or make me feel free. What happens at speed of light ? I’m not sure 
where this line of thought leads... I think I have decided that space is dynamic
- it acts as a medium. Can a medium be a definable entity ? Can space be fluid 
and static at the same time - or can it change from one to the other ?
Imagination is a space we are free to explore - it has no limits.
It is not a physical space, it is something thought - changing at will.
I love maps of the world and I became fixated on small islands in the 
south Pacific, most notably Eastern Island. It was the tiniest dot, surrounded 
by the sea of blue - in the middle of nowhere I could just see the vastness of 
the ocean, a blue line on every horizon. My mind could take me there - a vast 
expanse in the small space / contained in side my head. Telephones deny space
- the ability to call someone far away, instantly, speed (time) conquers distance. 
In reality the space is large, in my mind it is small. Speed can be manipulated. 
Space is dynamic.
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‘Not Space’ * is the medium (raw material) out of which space is made. 
*When not space is given definition or understanding it becomes space.
I can see now how the small detail of experience can affect this process 
I just haven’t found the experience yet - 1 guess that’s being backwards about 
it. I no longer hold to the idea that ‘not space’ is what space isn’t.
I now believe one comes out from the other.
Can space be destroyed as well as created ? Yes.
02.05.95
What is Dark Matter ? Stephen Hawking. Black Holes and baby universes... 
Co-existence. Space perception. Not space the inability to perceive. Is space 
that which we perceive only that moment ? At that moment is everything else 
‘not space’ ? Is ‘not space’ the boundaries, the elements that define space ? 
Duality (the fact of being dual, two-fold condition). Dualism - philosophy or 
doctrine that mind and matter exist as independent entities opp. Idealism - an 
system in which the object or external perception is held to consist, either in 
itself, or as perceiver, of ideas.
Matter when annihilated is converted to energy. Stephen Hawking also see 
dark matter as an unseen form of matter - it is there but we can not see it.
I am reminded of that timeless philosophical question: If a tree falls in the 
woods and no one else is around, does it make a noise ? I think the answer to 
this lies in perception ? But first I want to sum up ideas I’ve been playing with 
so far...
Space is: defined, bounded, interactive, experienced, dynamic, fluid, 
perceived. Not Space is: not defined, boundless, not interactive, not 
experienced, dynamic, fluid, not perceived. Conception (putting ideas together 
in a new way) Vs perception (already exists). Right now I am sitting in this 
room, I can perceive this space and I know from experience what is outside 
this room, but that which I have never experienced or do not have an idea of 
can not be said to be ‘space’.
03.05.95
Walk over every bridge in London. Go somewhere I have never been before.
I have decided to get lost, wander really in a place that I have never been 
before, with little or no idea what is there. So I have jumped on the District 
Line (a tube line I never find myself on) and have gone to Richmond. I have 
wanted to come here for some time and all I really know about it is that its an 
old town on the river. Well its 2.30pm and I’m here and its not all old. There’s 
the usual high street stuff, which I found surprising. But the older areas are 
really beautiful and it reminds me a bit of the North Eastern US. There are no
Right
am sitting by the edge of the Thames watching the swans. It is quite hot. This 
is a totally new place and aside from the British Rail train I can see on the 
bridge to my right and the occasional plane from Heathrow, this is another 
world. It is very quiet, I can hear the birds in the trees. Really, really beautiful. 
Right back again in Kew Gardens now. Took a bit of doing to get here from 
Richmond. Wandered off a few times, but then again that’s the point. I did 
start to worry a bit when I was getting tired from walking and could find no 
transport in sight and wasn’t sure where I was going. But now I’m sitting 
barefoot under a magnificent cedar and all is right with the world. Found a 
good little Asian grocery store on the way. I received a map upon my entrance 
to the park but will not use it. Its 4pm now and the sun is starting to descend in 
the sky. I realise at this moment that nobody knows exactly where I am right 
now. The birds sound much prettier here.
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The gardens are amazing. The layout of space, views and spaces align and 
connect, giving changing and dynamic experience of the elements within the 
space itself. In the Park especially, I felt it was easy to wander without a map. 
The major objects are positioned in space such that your perception cues into 
them.
I am very tired, virtually exhausted, which I think makes me enjoy this 
lovely place all the more. I often go places on my own, but sometimes, 
especially in the city or an unfamiliar place, I feel uncomfortable, probably 
from lack of control. But today I have abandoned myself to the idea and am 
enjoying myself a lot.
My choice of places to visit, Richmond and Kew Gardens, is interesting 
since I have experienced places with the exact same names in the US. So I 
already had a conception of a space in relationship to these names. After 
experiencing these places for myself, my concepts of the space had changed.
04.05.95
So I have talked to Nick this morning who said to begin to think of ways 
to open the concept up to begin to objectify it and eventually apply it to my 
project. I missed the big discussions this afternoon but I have talked to a few 
people about their ideas, all of which were interesting. In talking to Denzil, it 
found some similarity in what he was talking about to what I was doing. Really 
interesting. So tomorrow is the next step, as I’ve been really busy today with 
other things. I’ll wait and see what happens tomorrow.
05.05.95
I have been thinking about this presentation and it is proving quite difficult. 
How do I demonstrate something that is unknown or inexperienced ? I’m 
thinking of therefore expressing spaces real and imagined. Since space and not 
space are both entities. I’ve been using clay and staring with an amorphous 
blob (‘Not’ space) give it definition and relate the defined blobs to each other, 
creating more spaces. This is difficult. How about question and answer about 
spaces - unexperienced / not experienced. If they have not been somewhere, 
what ideas of space have they formed ?
Interim Presentation:
“... since it is virtually impossible to perceptually demonstrate something that’s 
been perceived or conceived of, this presentation is going to work on the 
notion of space being something perceived or that has formed an idea. I am 
trying to stress that space is far from nothing, but something created or 
defined. To this end I will be asking a series of questions about spaces / places 
that people have either experienced or have only an idea about in their head.
At the same time I will be forming the ‘undefined’ (blobs of clay) into defined 
entities and form relationships among them.”
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Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
At this point I can only talk about how I arrived at the choice of word. Initially 
thought of words that came into my head when I thought of my project. I then 
felt I had to be more rigorous in the exploration of the issues in the project. I 
was thus able to define a lot of other words that were also important. So when 
Nick suggested ‘space’, it really seemed to encompass the other words and 
issues I had been thinking about. It is important to be looking beyond initial 
impressions and explore all possibilities.
2
Seeing as this is the day after we received the brief, I am still trying to 
comprehend the problem, how to approach it. I will not be looking for the 
opposite, but instead what space isn’t in the conceptual sense. There is a 
distinction. The obvious answer (the opposite) would have been ‘matter’.
3
(3)
4
Nothing major, just general thinking.
29.04.95
1
To approach this problem I have chosen to first solve the problem for the 
initial word. So I have been thinking about the concept of what space is and 
then I hope I will be able to discover what it is not. I have been calling upon 
my previous experience as an architect in thinking about space, as it is dealt 
with a lot in architectural design.
2
For now I am looking at space as living something, it is definable, able to be 
experienced, and has boundaries. This thus implies that ‘not space’ has no 
boundaries, is undefinable and beyond human experience, just what I see the 
traditional definition and idea of ‘space’ as being.
3 
(2)
4
I would say that in the process of thinking and writing down those thoughts as 
a good impetus to other thoughts, spurring on the process. One thought seems 
to be the inspiration for another and so on... I cannot say that I’ve run into 
mental dead ends as of yet, one thought is like moving down a path, new 
thoughts branch off leading to new paths which can then lead back. I would 
not define this as a spark type of breakthrough.
(1) Smooth progression.
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30.04.95
1
I am at this point still following the same line of thinking as yesterday, and 
am trying to develop more concepts about ‘space’. I have not as yet had an 
experience that has given me major insight further into the problem.
I am still looking at ‘space’, and today I was dealing with the idea that space is 
something that can affect us physically and emotionally. This suggests a certain 
interaction, implying that ‘not space’ is not only devoid of boundaries but the 
capability of experience and interaction as well.
3
(2)
4
No, not today.
0
1 am trying (and I feel I need to do more of this) to explore other avenues even 
if they are contrary to previous ideas. I am trying not to get stuck on an initial 
concept that clouds other possibilities. It is difficult sometimes.
01.05.95 
1
Still thought, not experience. I was exploring some random ideas and was 
trying to see if I could tie them together. Also I started to find a lot of dualities 
in my thinking which suggested a new idea.
2
The idea that ‘not space’ is a medium out of which space is created. When 
‘not space’ is given definition or understanding it becomes space. Confusing,
I know, but I think the beginnings of a solution is in this.
3
(4)
4
Yes, the basic change of premise that ‘not space’ is whatever space is not.
Not space is also an entity. This occurred in thinking last night.
(3)
0
1 do not believe I’ve found the solution yet, but I’m getting closer.
02.05.95 
1
Thinking and some reading on space, matter, dark matter etc.
2
Following from earlier concepts I have come to see that the answer to this,
I feel has to do with perception. Ideas of conceptions vs perception.
(4)
4
Yes, I am now able to define not space in and of itself, and that it is related to 
space and perception. Space is not space perceived or conceived.
(4)
O
Is this the solution ? It could be but I still want to think about it more if only to 
confirm these feelings.
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03.05.95
1
Spent the afternoon exploring a place I’ve never been before without the aid of 
my A to Z. Walked my ass off. This day was a good experience that helped to 
confirm what I’ve been thinking about.
2
Same as yesterday, that space is ‘not space’ that is perceived or conceived.
Not Space is the unknown or unexperienced.
3 
(2)
4
Yes, the experience of being out discovering new spaced helped to further 
clarify my ideas.
5
(4)
04.05.95
1
Not too much. Some talking with people about their ideas. 
2
Still same as yesterday.
3 
(2)
4
Not today.
5
05.05.95
1
Now I attempting to put together the presentation for Tuesday, which is 
proving difficult.
2
Same as last days.
3
(2)
4.
No.
5.
Summary
I have always been a bit mystified by the question ‘What is your design 
process ?’ This is because, for me at least, I cannot fully explain it. This project 
for me has been really good because it has re-affirmed the prominence and 
importance of intuition, which I strongly believe in. There is a part of my 
creative process that I’ll never be able to explain, the intuitive ‘black box’.
It was interesting that as Nick was explaining the creativity model, 
it coincided with my process - especially on this project. I could perceive the 
shifts I was making between intellect and intuition. I don’t think every part of 
the creative process could be explainable to say, a client. As creativity is, I feel, 
also personal, it belongs to the designer. It is not something that can be 
formulated, cook book style, and marketed. The design process is not a recipe. 
Personally, not knowing exactly how my creativity works is what makes design 
exciting for me, each new project offering new experiences and outcome.
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Student L  (not venerate) [What makes an object sacred]
Reviews
01.05.95/02.05.95 [1:3/T:4] 
[Opposites and definitions]
05.05.95 [S:3/T:5/B:4]
Not Venerate = no time of day for. Venerate = worship
Felt fucked about ambiguous question. Felt he was being treated like a
foundation student.
Interim Presentation 
Lard - music.
Final Presentation 
Monologue.
Journal
28.04.95
Batteries ran out on the way to college. Not Venerate. What the pants is that 
supposed to mean ? Feel slightly frustrated. What do you want from me ?
01.05.95
Still got little or no idea of what is required. I suppose this day was about the 
most frustrating.
02.05.95
Still not exactly had a breakthrough.
03.05.95
Feel more relaxed.
04.05:95
Went alone to Zen Buddhist Temple today. On the way there I thought about 
the fact that people even sort of venerate things they hate.
05.05.95
So here comes another breakthrough. If we venerate things we have emotions 
for things we have not emotions for... Things we don’t have feelings for or 
things we never really notice.
09.05.95
Because I believe ‘not venerate’ is the person or object we have absolutely no 
emotion for, I placed myself in front of a block of Lard, which is an object I 
have no emotion for. I then attempted to look somewhat disinterested in the 
Lard and the music to put my ideas across.
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Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Thought.
2
I’m not sure what we are finding a solution for.
3
(3)
4
No.
5
29.04.95
1
Nothing.
2
Blank brain.
3
(5)
4
No.
5
30.04.95
1
No change.
2
No change.
3
(5)
4
No change.
O
It may be thought that I am not thinking about this project but 
believe me I am. Its hurting my brain.
01.05.95
1
I’m still having trouble.
2
What venerate means, what it doesn’t mean ? Why do people venerate ?
(2)
4
No.
5
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02.05.95
1
Talking to Chris’ girlfriend has made me think about the importance of 
‘things’. The adoration Scott and I give to Future Shock video.
2
Still trying to look at Venerate from a different angle.
(5)
4
I’m not sure whether I had a breakthrough. Will I know exactly which one of 
my many thoughts it is.
0
I’m less angry than I was before. I think I push back too much.
1 should try and go with it.
03.05.95
1
Still nothing.
2
Also do I venerate, what do I venerate. Is venerate linked up with desire ?
3
(4)
4
Only perhaps considering people and ideas on desire. But I’m not sure if I’ve 
had a breakthrough. When will I know ?
(1)
O
At this rate I’ll end up being an alcoholic. I feel like I’m really behind and this 
frightens me. I’m usually on top of things.
04.05.95
1
Going to see Buddha really helped. It took me out of context.
2
The idea that we venerate all things we have strong emotions about. 
Hitler - we still talk about him, therefore we kind of venerate.
3
(3)
4
Yes - veneration links with emotion.
5
(4)
O
Feel better.
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05.05.95 
1
Having a group discussion yesterday really helped me solve the problem.
Not venerate is that thing that we have no emotion for or maybe never even 
noticed exists. We almost deny its existence by our lack of emotion toward.
3
(1)
4
Yes as before...
5
(5)
O
Suddenly I feel happy and I must take back all the rather harsh dialogue 
previously exclaimed.
Student M  (not spirit)
[Analysis of successful models that can be applied to the Portuguese Industry]
Reviews
01.05.95 [I:3/S:2/T:2]
Frustrating but okay. Not spirit.
02.05.95 [I:3/S:3/T:4]
Met friend ‘Portuguese’ (although Greek) who identifies with Portuguese 
culture. Portuguese culture (soul) vs Identity.
04.05.95 [S:4/T:4/B:4]
Went Go-Karting. Went home to change clothes. Great experience. Put 
pressure on self, competition with self. Always sliding. Really tense - insecure. 
Had bag with him - full of valuables - left behind bar (worried). Got in car, 
forgot about bag after 2 laps. Instructor was patronising. Three stages: Get to 
know car; racing himself faster and faster, competing with other people. One 
guy had special car, unable to pass. Forgot about everything. Really focused. 
All expectations fulfiled. Span once. Learning experience. Tired. Immaterial 
through material. Courage. Three stages.
Interim Presentation 
Drumming in band.
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Journal
28.04.95
Evolution, metamorphosis, transition... words meaning; introduction in a 
different environment; adapting to a different situation, going from one stage to 
the other. Develop identity, soul - spirit.
01.05.95
‘The Essex Boys Night Out’ Chelsea Embankment. Funny how such 
different countries have such similar realities. The Portuguese reality is a little 
different. They are trying to incorporate their own character or spirit or soul 
into their cars. Desire to get into an environment.
02.05.95
Manoli: Monoli Christopher is a friend of mine, he lived in Saudi Arabia,
Hong Kong, Greece (where he came from) and for six years he lives in 
Portugal. Even though he’s been here for years studying. The funny thing 
about Manoli is that when I met him I considered him a stranger, a foreigner ! 
He insists he is Portuguese and keeps in touch with the community.
03.05.95
List of things I always wanted to do, or dreaded to do: Go to church; 
Go-Karting; visit X-Girlfriend; go buskin, play paint ball...
One of the things I always wanted to do was Go-Karting. I am a maniac 
for cars, and as work experience I tried more than 40 cars working for a 
magazine in best drives. So Go-Karts were a temptation. I went back home 
because I was told that in the Docklands there was a nice Race Track, so 
I went to my flat, I rang a few numbers and ended up going to White City 
Daytona. I was very nervous, restless. There was a practice session going on... 
they were sliding rally bad, rally wide. As they were in their final laps I got my 
suit and helmet and the gloves. One of the things that got me was they had no 
lockers so I couldn’t leave my bag anywhere - 1 had my sunglasses, my 
Walipnan, my phone - everything. So what I did was ask the guy behind the 
Bar if I could keep it there. So he did, even though I was really worried about 
it.
Then I went through the security procedures with this guy - I felt as if he 
was patronising me - this is the break, this is the accelerator. I started to race 
in a nervous, insecure state of mind, like I had to prove myself something, 
and still worried about bag. My first lap was dreadful, I felt that car was 
undrivable, really unstable and unable to go in a straight line. The first few 
laps were enough to know the car.
Insecurity, an unstability feeling, no freedom, but then this guy passed me 
and I felt crazy. I went behind him, during three curves, I could not keep up, 
but I kept the rhythm. Stage two was actually keeping up the rhythm, going 
faster and faster on every lap and be more secure about the curves (controlling 
and enjoying the sliding of the car).
Then I totally forgot about my bag, my Walkman, my phone, my 
sunglasses. The feeling I had through all the experience was one of Total 
Focus, absolute concentration, actually 20 mins was a long time, because the 
focus was constant. Yet when I finished I wish I could have more.
The third stage was the one that really surprised me. There was a comer 
where you really had to break and still do it pretty fast, so I span on that one, 
and kept on going. That made me understand how to do it. I really surprised 
myself, I usually only race myself and not other people. It was part of the 
evolution. I challenged myself to get Fatty and I really had to increase the
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pace - so I did it and a lap later I overtook him. It was risky, then I asked 
myself why ? I smiled and went on ! Two or three laps after the yellow light 
went on, that meant someone had a crash ! I saw the faster one ahead of me so 
I deduced that Fat one span... anyway it was great fun and I had the feeling 
that me and the car were one.
04.05.95
The concept of Not Spirit and a week of awareness to daily experiences.
In the beginning spirit was just a word. It related to my project, spirit meant 
development of the soul of Portuguese design. Not spirit was not denial of 
spirit, but would be suited to my project. I started by appreciating the spirit 
within football fans, the sports car devotees, and the individual spirit of being 
something you were not (Manoli). That led me to understand the abstract 
meaning of spirit and its power - it was clear to me that spirit was somewhere 
in between material and spirit. More than that, I later concluded that Not Spirit 
was a connection between material and spirit, it was a channel, a wall of 
receiving experiences and sensations through material forms in our spiritual 
mind.
The final experience led me to a conclusion more related to my own 
project. I got the structure to my own project, and the way to go about it.
The three stages of my experience are related in a very curious way with the 
project - the beginning is knowing the car, knowing what surrounds you, 
the environment you are in. The second stage is more of an evolution. It is 
a competition within. It is the way to reach better standards, better quality.
I was racing myself faster and faster, performing better and better and learning 
with my own mistakes - also having pleasure doing it - 1 enjoyed it. The third 
stage is the stage where I was confident enough to start looking outside of my 
cocoon, I was actually trying to overtake someone else - outsmart them - be 
better than someone - competition. In other words the stages Portuguese 
Design should take. Knowing itself first.
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Obviously thinking about it, speaking about it and discussing it were important 
steps to get familiarised with the problem. Writing about it is also very useful. 
It was interesting to see the gathering of the ‘bad boys’ on the Embankment. 
Certain groups look the same everywhere around the world.
2
Since I’m dealing with the issue of ‘spirit’ as in: the spirit of Portuguese 
Design, and in this first stage thinking about ‘not’ spirit, I am building an 
image through memory and recollection and facing it towards British 
behaviour.
3
(2)
4
Not really.
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29.04.95 
1
Looking into the concept of ‘Not spirit’. It won’t mean the opposite - like 
materialisation or physical. It will relate more to the lack or absence to a 
relegation of it.
2
3
(2)
4
No.
5
0
1 think that I did not get to the point of considering I made a big breakthrough 
- I’m still looking for a direction.
30.04.95 
1
Today I thought about spirit a s a concept...
2
I’m using everyday’s life situations to deign spirit and to differentiate 
different spirits according to different nationalities.
3
(2)
4
The creation of a concept for spirit is in this early stage an evolution from the 
previous stage.
5
(2)
01.05.95
1
The weekend was rich in experiences - those experiences gave me data to 
define spirit and to understand the differences between the way people react to 
situations and different environments.
2
I got to the stage were I marked out the area where ‘Not spirit’ is included.
3
(3)
4
I have evolved to a point were I got away from preconceptions as much as I 
could and I am working on the concept of ‘not spirit’ as a part of the universe 
that includes both material and spirit.
5
(2)
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02.05.95
1
Manoli’s experience helped me to complete my definition of spirit. He showed 
me that through spirit (soul) you can reach or obtain a status that you don’t 
have by right.
2
I am working on the definition of spirit (Portuguese spirit) and it is interesting 
to see that through will and perseverance he overcame his Greek roots by the 
affection he has to the Country where he live now.
3
(3)
4.
Yes the spirit is always working and leads people where they want to go. It is a 
vehicle - a channel.
5
03.05.95
1
This was the day of experience - 1 went Go-Karting which allowed me to 
understand my concept of Not Spirit to a certain extent.
2
The intense presence of spirit, the focus and concentration necessary for the 
experience.
3
(4)
4
Yes I felt that I already have the solution yet it is not totally unveiled yet.
(4)
04.05.95
1
Speaking with Nick about the experience of Go-Karting and actually 
understanding how much that related to my project.
Evolution of the project and vehicle (Not Spirit) as a vehicle of feelings and 
sensations.
3
(5)
4.
The tension got high, my experience was very intense and finding out the 
solution made me reach the point of breakthrough.
(5)
Summary
The main focuses of the project were the interesting way in which we were 
lead to the solution, the process of finding out that solution - the need to forget 
all the preconceptions and that change to create new definitions and new 
concepts we can use in our work.
As written before I think this workshop just gave us the ability to look at 
ourselves and be able to think through the problems in a different way.
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Student N  (not pleasure)
[Total Cybernation ? The future role of products in the way we perceive 
entertainment and leisure]
Reviews
01.05.95 [I:4/S:3/T:3]
Confused, lost and out of control. Bewildered and positive.
Insecure and alone. Pleasure / Not Pleasure (unhappy).
02.05.95 [1:5/T:2]
What does pleasure actually do ? A stimulus for a positive state of mind. 
Therefore is not please, negative state of mind. Positive state of mind 
without pleasure.
04.05.95 [1 :3 /8 :1 /T:5]
Lost Newton - pissed off. Drive - day to forget. Trying to get to a point. 
Stages of being lost and nervous. Came across sign, recognise and reassure 
direction. Way back avoid route coming. Recognised names. Quaint little 
village.
05.05.95 [S:3/T:3/B:4]
Pleasure: the search for the once experienced that doesn’t fulfil i.e. repetition. 
Not Pleasure = satisfaction or fulfilment.
Final Presentation 
VideoShop.
Journal
[Lost Newton]
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
Being given the title (and this sheet). I don’t know as I don’t know 
the question.
2
None - trying to determine a direction.
3
(3)
4
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29.04.95
1
A day of rest - pleasure ?
2
Trying not to intellectualise - trying to let the idea come.
3
(4)
4
30.04.95
1
Getting asked how do I feel ?
2
Starting to intellectualise - understanding what pleasure is ?
3
(2)
4
01.05.95
1
Discussing the project with Nick, having a drink with friends and talking 
concepts through with them.
2
Whether ‘not pleasure’ is part of, or something entirely separate from pleasure. 
Defining what I feel pleasure is.
3
(2)
4
Definition leading to something.
02.05.95
1
After yesterdays feelings / ideas of pleasure it came to me about indirect events 
leading to positive thinking. Talking to Jane Graves - creating a cleaner idea of 
pleasure. Talking to Nick - changing thoughts. Trying to ascertain ‘Pleasure’.
2
That ‘not pleasure’ is an indirect experience that has the same outcome as 
pleasure. Not pleasure is something (or experience) not deemed to be 
pleasurable but creates a similar state of mind.
3
(2)
4
Indirect or alternative experiences - creating the same response as pleasure.
(1)
O
Still uncertain of any direction.
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03.05.95
1
Loss ? Lost my Newton with all my notes. Went to the country - tried to get 
lost and then find my way back.
2 .
None.
3
(5)
4
Lost them.
5
(2)
04.05.95
1
Trying to ascertain what I learnt from yesterdays experiences. 
2
3
(4)
4
5
(1)
05.05.95
1
Nothing directly.
2
None.
3 
(4
4
Yes - realisation that ‘not pleasure’ if fulfilment - no longer a desire or need.
5
(4)
Summary
The project has allowed me to understand more about my own creativity and 
awareness. Writing down my thoughts (before I lost them) helped me see the 
process I went through. The loss actually allowed me to think through different 
ways of thinking.
The project made me realise the strength of my sub-conscious awareness 
- and the lack of conscious awareness.
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Student O (not gathering)
[How can I apply design philosophy to the design process ?]
Reviews
01.05.95 [1:4/T:3]
Exciting. Gathering - order.
02.05.95 [I:4 /S :l/T :5 /B :3 ] 
Gathering: spreading.
04.05.95 [S:4/T:4/B:4]
Fishing on Thames but impossible. Spreading = impossible.
Interim Presentation
Music and visual (Venn diagrams).
Journal
[Nearly all diagrams]
Questionnaires
28.04.95
1
I was thinking about what kind of products do Japanese tourist gathering in 
London and their how to take a photo is very much with their property.
Gathering a camera. It is not only camera design but also how to take a photo 
and what design is much their style. Their gathering property are bland bag, 
shopping bag, guide book, and camera.
3
(3)
4
5
(2)
29.04.95
1
1 was thinking alphabet which is a label on bottles as their alphabet have been 
gathering from a lot of typeface. So how to choose the wine and memory the 
labels.
2
If I mix and gathering the paint test...
3
(2)
4
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30.04.95
1
I thought about tree and cubic - that is the process of gathering. 
If I attach different colour, they have a lot of vocabulary.
3
(4)
4
01.05.95
1
Spreading. For example what does the camera stand for. It is lens, finder, 
switches...
2.
Tangible and intangible.
3
(5)
4
Spreading the gathering...
(5)
O
Today’s major project was very high emotionally tense.
02.05.95
1
Gathering.
2
Is it possible to show the objects ?
(3)
4
Spreading, gathering. Hide, reveal.
(3)
03.05.95
1
Wanted to go fishing.
2
3
(3)
4
Why did I want to go fishing on river Thames ?
(3)
O
Can now research from different view.
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04.05.95
1
1 saw rubbish spreading...
2
How to gathering ?
3
(3)
4.
Sometimes gathering is awful.
5
(3)
0
1 should research about gathering in my life.
05.05.95
1
Nowadays music is very complicated using computers and machines. 
2
Music.
3
(4)
4
Spreading can be better.
5
(3)
Summary
I use music as a metaphor. Basically music is made up in sections. If I spread 
the music, it will sound simple. If I gather together the music again, it will 
sound complicated and chaotic. I think gathering and spreading has a very deep 
relationship and depending upon different view many feel gathering contains 
too much information.
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Case Study 9 - Schematics
A F K
E o a o a C B E
c m m c E D D D a E B E
m a m a □  □ □ □ E a E B
■  n a a □  □ □ □ E E E O
■  « □ c □ □ □ □ B B E E
B G L
■  □ C D E o m o B D E D
n c a n B D E D B O a D
□  a a n □  B D B B D a D
a c a o E E C E □  a B B
a o c c B E O a B B E B
c H M
a c a o a o a o E E B D
a o c c E o a E B B E D
c a o m □  E D D E B B E
a a a o n n a E E B B B
c m c a E E B D D D D E
D I N
m o a o B O a E B E E D
B E E D B E a E B D E E
□  a a a E a o o D D B D
a n a E B B E D E E B D
a m a a E E B B B B B B
E j o
□  □ □ □ a  B a n B D B D
□  □ □ □ E a E E B E E E
□  □ □ □ □  a n a E B E E
□  □ □ □ E B O a B B E E
□  □ □ □ B E E E E E B B
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CASE STUDY 10 - Dark^
January 1994 
BAYr2
Introduction to Project
Brief description of the structure of this talk.
Start with a description of my background and very personal view points 
and end with a briefing on the dynamics of the workshop which you'll be 
undertaking. Hopefully the beginning and end will merge and highlight 
the underlying theme of this particular workshop.
Ravensboume Graduate. Product. Recall the moment where I began 
the journey which I'm now on.
Breakthrough point. Lighting Project. Expression.
3rd year. Dillusionment with design profession. Anonymous, 
materialistic etc. Profession inhibiting the discipline.
Whilst at college disgusted with fellow students motivation, desires 
and commitment to a subject which I'd fallen in love with.
After graduating reflected upon the education gone through.
Design and technology inputs. Creativity. Think not act.
Developed a number of techniques and designed with Mike a number 
of workshops to sell as packages to Art and Design Colleges under 
the collective name Mobius.
These techniques were astonishingly effective and after a year testing 
decided I'd like to take it further.
Spent a year at CSM researching, allowed access to their facilities 
and students.
RCA practical. CSM theoretical. Design in new directions.
Consulted on their joint MA course particularly ID. Post graduates 
high expectations and preconceptions, inhibits their creativity.
More recently helping them unravel their major projects.
Offered a post at Roehampton Institute as a Research Associate with 
funding for the next three years to undertake a PhD. To develop these 
techniques for use in higher design education, particularly Post 
graduate level.
Although employed full time at Roehampton, implement these 
techniques at various Art and Design Colleges.
Ideal time to implement this workshop. Lighting project is a superb 
opportunity, exciting project, exciting times in design, education at 
the cutting edge.
After this introduction/briefing split into groups and given a problem 
to solve.
Intense workshop. Mentally and hopefully emotionally demanding.
New areas to consider. Explore the design process, develop your 
creativity and exercise in personal development.
Opportunity to explore the discipline of design with very few limitations.
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What is Design ?
■ Problem with these questions. Quote designers responses:
“A goal directed problem solving activity.”
“Relating product with solution to give satisfaction.”
“Decision making, in the face of uncertainty, with high penalties for 
error.”
“The imaginative jump from present facts to future possibilities.”
“The performing of a very complicated act of faith.”
Why are you a designer ?
■ I consider myself to be a designer, yet I work with both designers 
and artists and has set up a dualistic perspective which is in constant 
struggle. Art and design.
ART IS AN EXPRESSION OF SELF.
DESIGN ALLOWS OTHER TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES.
DESIGN IS THE CREATION OF AN OBJECT WHOSE PURPOSE IS 
MORE THAN JUST AN AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE.
Jane Graves quote: CSM psychoanalyst (Freudian ?) Beginning to tackle this 
fundamental paradigm shift.
“Since the Bauhaus movement of the thirties, the modernist ethic of 
‘form follows function’, has dominated design. At the end of the 
fifties, the joint explosion of advertising and consumption generated 
the new movement known as Postmodernism, which has emphasised 
representation, at the cost of ‘reality’. It is perhaps a response to this 
challenge, that a new ethic of ‘form follows meaning’ is tentatively 
coming into existence.”
■ Consumer, Product, Market... Individual, Object, Society.
■ Sottsass
Penny Spark quote:
“Sottsass’s fundamental humanistic outlook encouraged him to move 
further towards ‘meaning’ and away from ‘style’. Towards a conception of 
design that reflects the world of man and nature, perceived and translated 
through sensory rather than rational filters.”
■ Function, style, meaning.
Quote:
“Sottsass sought an alternative theory of design that puts man at the 
centre. He is essentially a sign maker, creating an environment in 
which custom, ritual, use and love define man’s interaction with 
objects and help to determine his lifestyle.”
■ Interaction with objects.
Quote: Art is descriptive. Design is perceptual.
“Sottsass creates objects that act as catalysts of perception - a return 
to the individual, contemplative life where fulfilment through self 
knowledge and an understanding of the senses is paramount.”
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Sottsass quote: Searching, discovery.
“I am searching for ways to help design to acquire basic values, life 
values, which will assist to turn out more than just another chair.”
Sottsass quote: Responsibility.
“Design has become a powerful force, because it has become a 
metaphor for existence.”
Jacob Needleman quote: shift the focus from the object to the experience.
“Our primary drive as humans is not sexual or to do with biological 
or socially conditioned impulse: it is a hunger for meaning.”
Gareth Morgan quote: Design ! ! !
“Through language, science, art and myth humans structure their 
world in meaningful ways.”
Rudolf Amheim quote: Relationship, space.
“The process of looking at the world turned out to be an interplay 
between properties supplied by the object and the nature of the 
observing subject.”
Krishnamurti quote: Motivation, personal development.
“In oneself lies the whole world and if you know how to look and 
learn, then the door is there and the key is in your hand. Nobody on 
earth can give you either the key or the door to open, except yourself.”
■ Designing for others. To design an experience you must understand it. 
Easy to get stuck in mental and emotional ruts, inhibit creativity.
Nine dots: The task is to draw four straight lines through nine dots without 
lifting the pencil from the paper. Highlights the essence of creativity.
Solution.
David Bohm: Energy and passion. Workshop is about getting passionate.
“During the creativity process the mind enters a very perceptive 
stage of great energy and passion, in which some of the excessively 
rigid aspects of the tacit infrastructure are bypassed or dissolved.”
■ Unfamiliar situation, paradoxical problem.
Soren Kierkegaard: develop your conceptual abilities. 2D to 3D, 3D to...
“One should not think slightingly of the paradoxical; for the paradox 
is the source of the thinker’s passion, and the thinker without a 
paradox is like a lover without a feeling a paltry mediocrity...the 
supreme paradox of all thought is the attempt to discover something 
that thought cannot think.”
■ Workshop switches the focus from designing an object to designing 
an experience. Light is an experience.
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Maslow quote:
“The best way to view a problem is to give it all you’ve got, to study 
it and its nature, to perceive within it the inter-relationships, to 
discover (rather than invent) the answer to the problem within the 
problem itself.”
■ A few rules.
■ Groups of five.
Five Rules:
1. All decisions are shared equally and made by concensus.
2. All experiences are equally valid and invaluable.
3. Criticism both positive and negative should be discouraged.
4. A different physical location should be sought for each group.
5. All rules must be adhered to.
■ Discipline. Break new ground. Teamwork. Potential.
■ You will receive the actual problem when you get back to the studio.
■ Designing a concept.
■ Presenting the groups concept in a 10 minute presentation to the rest 
of the year.
■ Tomorrow morning. Timekeeping important. Assessment. Opportunity.
■ Not about creating an actual object but a concept. Focus is on the space 
between the subject and object... the experience.
■ Relate your own past experiences... peak experiences.
Maslow quote:
“Peak experiences are the happiest most ecstatic moments, moments 
of rapture, perhaps from being in love, or from listening to music, 
or suddenly ‘being hit’ by a book or a painting.”
Slides:
Aesthetic experience.
■ Henry Moore - The King and Queen.
■ Henry Moore - Standing figure.
■ Jiro Sigawara
■ Jiro Sigawara
Religious experience.
■ Stained glass - Light.
■ Cathedral. Atmosphere - Cologne.
Experience of nature.
■ Sunsets
■ Sea. Dolphins
■ Glimpse
■ Stars
■ Surfing
Life experience.
■ Bom.
■ Play
■ Contemplation
■ Loneliness
■ War
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Love experience.
Cuddle 
Intimate 
Sexual 
Erotic
The Kiss - Robert Doisneau
Take us on a journey. A designed journey.
Emphasise the importance of rules and working as a team. Unity.
No objects. Props.
Design a concept as you would an object. Feature and details. 
Presentation is up to you. Not just visual, but perceptual. 
Opportunity to be as create as possible. Express yourselves and 
explore yourselves.
Get personal, get radical, get creative.
Push yourself as much as possible. Focus is on you, your motivation 
and discipline.
Questions...
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Case Study 10 - B3 Brief
“The best way to view a problem is to give it all you’ve got, to 
study it and its nature, to perceive within it the interrelationships, 
to discover (rather than invent) the answer to the problem within 
the problem.”
- A.H. Maslow
Each group is to develop their concept of:
‘A Dark’
and design a presentation based on this concept to last approximately 10 
minutes. The presentations will take place tomorrow morning in the lecture 
theatre in front of the other groups.
There are six rules to assist the creativity of the group:
1. A spokesperson must be appointed for the group.
2. All decisions are shared equally and made by concensus.
3. All experiences are equally valid and invaluable.
4. Criticism both positive and negative should be discouraged.
5. A different location should be sought for each group.
6. All rules must be adhered to.
This is an opportunity for you to be as creative as possible with only a 
few limitations, which are there to focus your concentration on the problem at 
hand. Remember you are designing a concept and not an object.
Get personal, get radical and then get creative !
As you would an object first design the features of the concept and then 
the details. Time is of the essence,but also allow your concept grow until the 
very last minute.
The presentation should allow your audience to experience your group’s 
concept. Do not limit yourselves to just a descriptive presentation, explore the 
perceptual possibilities... take us on a journey.
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No. of students: 38 
No. of Facilitators: 2
Length of workshop: One and a half days.
Age group: 20/21 
Gender: Mixed
Presentations
Group A  (in the lecture theatre)
Starts with an OHP with the statement:
‘A Dark’ is an experience that cannot be explained through words alone !
The presentation continued with the following observations:
A Dark does not exist in the English Language.
The dictionary cannot define words or feelings well enough. Objects say 
much more.
If you change the English Language into symbols and patterns its far 
superior. A DARK... KADAR (use of anagrams and patterns). Language is 
restrictive... it may be more effective to express words through the use of 
comparative descriptors - ‘love is like a summers day’; or through the use of 
an object or image - ‘a flower is an expression of love’.
They then played the Toyota television advert... to bring you safer, more 
reliable cars. Is it now ? Or is it the future ? The car in front of you is a Toyota. 
(This advert is very punchy and dynamic, with fast edits and a hard hitting 
soundtrack.) The presentation was concluded with the statement:
Language is a restricting form of communication. The meaning of things 
can be expressed without the use of words.
Group B (Lecture theatre)
Began with a slide... A Lack of Control... and a soundtrack which announced: 
“I’m looking for a form that follows function”
Each member of the audience had underneath their seats an A4 piece of 
card. The people with reds card under their seats were invited to the front of 
the stage, and asked to arrange themselves in some order. With the remainder 
of the audience’s participation the word UNKNOWN was eventually spelt. 
Then the people with white cards were asked to come on down, and their word 
spelt QUESTIONING. Finally the people with blue cards spelt the word 
DISORDER. This final exercise was quite interesting as there was no audience 
left to help, so the group had to turn in on itself.
Group C (Lecture theatre)
The group asked the audience to move to the front seats of the theatre, where 
everyone was given an envelope. The instruction was given, that a number 
would be called out, and if that number matched the number in your envelope, 
then that person would have to come to the front and solve a problem. The 
number six was pulled out of a bowl, and the audience was instructed to open 
their envelopes quickly. For a split moment each member of the audience 
thought it was them, as all the envelopes contained the number six. The 
reaction was interesting as there was a slight panic amongst the audience.
The group had tried to express that their profoundest feelings towards 
‘A Dark’ was their anxiety and nervousness of having to present in front of 
everyone else.
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Group D (Seminar Room)
This group used two OHP’s and a soundtrack, so that they could change the 
images in time with the edited pieces of music. Their presentation represented 
a past experience of one of the group’s members, when he got super glue in his 
eye. The presentation went as follows:
OHP Statement Visual Audio
01 ‘Balanced State of Mind’ Happy person Jazz
02 ‘Shock’ Naked Gun Image Metal
03 ‘Pain’ Operation on eye Chaos
04 ‘Disbelief’ Pensive face Orchestra
05 ‘Panic’ Electric chair Groove
06 ‘Logic’
‘Comfort’
Old bearded man Clarinet
07 Mother and Child Guitar
08 ‘Frustration’ Apocalypse Now Beat
09 ‘Anger’
“Relief’
Boxer Thrash
10 Couple hugging Jazz
11 ‘Adulation’ Kiss Abba -
12 ‘Non Complacency’ 
Group E  (Canteen during Break)
Thank you for the Music.
They announced that they were going to set up a controlled environment, with 
a common starting point which would act as a catalyst. The presentation 
required group interaction, and Bob. A member from each of the other groups 
was called out and lined up along one side of the canteen. They were then 
asked to mime the experience of ‘A Dark’ and then to describe the experience 
in a sentence...
“I’m doing nothing, because I don’t think ‘A Dark’ is anything.”
“More than a word, its a concept of confusion.”
“Lots of people.”
“A dark and evil person.”
“Can’t stop thinking.”
“Taking the piss.”
“Passion.”
“Opposites.”
The concluded with the summary that collective preconceptions led one 
narrow alleys; and that personal, abstract preconceptions enhance and bring out 
our personal experiences; and develop an understanding of self.
Group F (Lecture Theatre)
This group had compiled a documentary. They had simply roamed the 
college, and approached people with a camera by saying in the same tone 
‘A Dark’. This was usually repeated. This was a very humourous and 
effective presentation which was clear, crisp... and showed the inadequacy 
of our language.
Group G (Lecture Theatre)
Isolation... the audience was asked to leave the theatre and were then brought 
in blind folded one by one. They were carefully positioned standing up with 
their own space. A soundtrack of a noisy crowd was played simultaneously.
When they had all been placed, they were then told that if they were 
tapped on the head twice they could sit down and remove their blindfold.
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They was also informed that they would call out how many people that had 
tapped on the head as they did it, so the remainder would know how many 
people were left standing and blindfolded. As the number increased the 
soundtrack changed to a heartbeat.
Eventually they were told that only one person was left, and after a few 
more moments gave the instruction to remove their blindfolds. On doing this 
they found that all of them were still standing.
The objective was to try and make them all think that they were the last 
person standing, to highlight the experience of isolation. What proved 
subsequently interesting was that it worked extremely well with those people 
with insecurities e.g., the tutor and the foreign student.
After the presentations followed a discussion and debriefing.
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CASE STUDY 11 - A  no UghV 
November 1994 
BA Year 2
Introduction
To take place in an unfamiliar environment, preferable sitting on the floor in a 
circle.
■ introduce ourselves.
■ introduce workshop.
■ aims of workshop:
2 primary (creativity + idea generation);
2 secondary (teamwork + communication and presentation skills)
■ describe structure: briefing, groups, location, problem, generate, 
develop,present, debriefing.
■ type of problem: levels of creativity.
■ intense workshop - mentally and hopefully emotionally demanding.
■ commit yourself, or you will not be able to solve the problem.
What is Design ?
■ a problematic question
■ some quotes include:
“A goal directed problem solving activity”
“Relating product with solution to give satisfaction”
“Decision making, in the face of uncertainty, with high penalties for 
error”
“The imaginative jump from present fact to future possibilities”
“The performing of a very complicated act of faith”
Why do you want to become designers ?
What is your motivation ?
■ Design allows others to express themselves
■ The creation of an object whose purpose is more than just an aesthetic 
experience, where function and increasingly meaning play an essential 
role.
■ Postmodernism - superficially explored meaning
■ Design creates objects which define our world
■ Consumer-Product-Market
■ Individual-Object-Society
■ Through objects we set up define the subject/object relationship 
- in turn establishes culture
During this workshop we are asking you to design a relationship an 
experience.
■ However, before you can design an experience you need to under 
stand it. It is all to easy to engender your designs with your 
preconceptions. These preconceptions limit your creativity.
■ Aim is to break you thinking and creating habits.
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Case Study 11 - B3 Brief
“The best way to view a problem is to give it all you’ve got, to study 
it and its nature, to perceive within it the inter-relationships, to discover 
(rather than invent) the answer to the problem within the problem itself.”
Each group is to generate and develop their concept of... ‘a no light’.
The groups is then to design a presentation, lasting approximately 10 minutes 
which allows the audience to directly experience their concept.
There are four rules to this workshop to help you generate creative ideas 
and develop teamwork:
1. Who comes are the right people
2. Whenever it starts is the right time
3. Whatever happens is the only thing that could have happened
4. When its over its over
This is an opportunity for you to be as creative as possible with only very 
few limitations, which are there to help you focus on the solution.
Remember you are designing a concept and not an object.
Get personal, get radical and then get creative.
NB. All members of the group must participate in the final presentation.
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No. of students: 45 
No. of Facilitators: 2 
Length of workshop: Two days. 
Age group: 20/21 
Gender: Mixed
Journals
Group A
Through our initial investigation we were led to the conclusion that our 
perception of objects, space and even time are formed primarily on the 
hasis of light - what we can see and therefore react to.
Through our experiences in absolute dark it was found that our 
senses were heightened through the removal of our normal environment 
of perception and reaction. The removal of light was like removing our 
link with reality - this therefore enabled us to manipulate the reality which 
we were experiencing as conventional benchmarks of time and form were 
removed.
To reach a stage were we would all have the same experiences and 
reactions we tied our legs together and ‘walked’ from one end of the 
college to the other. As we were stumbling along it was noted that 
peoples reaction to us was shared as a group - we were all responsible 
for our actions hut also we weren’t at the same time; the emotion of 
embarrassment to peoples reaction was dissipated. The emphasis changed 
when one member of the group wore a sign stating that we as a group 
were doing was their idea. There was also similarities between people’s 
reaction to us - an unfamiliar and in comprehensive sight in a reality that 
is familiar and comfortable - to our reactions to the unfamiliarity of the 
dark environment where our minds were struggling to perceive, analyse 
and respond.
When in this state where the mind has a minimum to respond to 
when there is something to respond to the emotions and feelings associated 
with the response are heightened.
Our final presentation depends on the minds perception of not the 
literal image but the perception of the instantaneous reaction after the 
image. We have tried to focus the audiences mind then thrown them into 
an unfamiliar reality where we can manipulate there responses and enable 
them to experience what we a group had.
If you get the message you’ve had a ‘light experience’.
Group B
Morning of the first day: frustration, struggle, little passion, puzzlement.
A logical analytical approach, literal and slow.
Afternoon of the first day: excitement, exploration, stupidity, pointless­
ness, enjoyment. Re-analysed - deconstructed, discovery, passion, focus, 
purpose, energy, rush and panic.
Morning of the second day: re-ordering, re-focus of group theme/ideas. 
Frustration, intensity, panic, progress and development. Consolidation, 
presentation and relief.
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Group C
YOU have just experienced the UNKNOWN.
THINK about the EMOTIONS that you have just experienced.
‘A NO LIGHT’ is an expression of the UNKNOWN.
The unknown is the PLAYGROUND of the DESIGNER.
As a DESIGNER it is your RESPONSIBILITY to help others make 
sense of the unknown. Drawing on your experience THINK about how you 
may accomplish this in a POSITIVE way.
Group D
Day One Experience: In SU bar brainstorming ‘A No Light’ - main points 
raised were blindness, darkness and loss of senses.
11.30am Entered first year computer area. Sat around with eyes shut to try 
and imagine what it was like with one sense missing. Main points raised were 
trusting others, panic, frustration and enhancement of the other senses.
12.30pm Lunch break in silence in the cafeteria after we gathered in the 
second year studio. Main findings were lose of communication abilities, 
representing a lose of senses, people took the piss, listened more, alternative 
ways of communication, facial expressions and sign language.
1.30pm Entered first year computer room and created ‘the box’ concept. 
Each person within the group created their own physical experience within a 
box with a small opening for the hand only. Main reactions were surprise, 
laughter, experience of the unexpected.
3.30pm We all entered the 3D car park for a group meeting. The object of 
this exercise was to change our environment. Group decided to split up until 
4pm and do anything they wanted in conjunction with the brief.
4.00pm Group gathered in the computer room to describe what findings 
were established. Overall findings were similar to the early brainstorms 
performed. Went to the lecture theatre to discuss presentation.
Group E
Morning: Discussion of ‘A No light’ (confusion, self opinions contrast). One 
point raised was if the sun was to explode how would we all spend our last 8 
minutes. Emotional and physical fears of being in the dark.
Midday: (Group Bonding) Group went to experience total darkness (in 
dark-room). We spun around in the dark and it was agreed that disorientation 
was our main fear. The group then experienced direct sunlight. Then went to 
main hall to lay down. Agreed that there was a feeling of heaviness.
Afternoon: It was agreed that standing and moving in a dark room 
achieved a feeling of lightness, while, lying down in a big light room achieved 
the feeling of heaviness. Key words: sense of self, disorientation.
Morning: To take further these solutions. Playing with peoples senses.
To make people have other physical sensations.
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Group F
Intellectualising: exhausted the predictable. Changes environment to expand 
our minds and provoke new generation of ideas. Still felt predictable outside. 
Chaos and confusion followed by some members of group acting on instinct.
Press up as one: anger, frustration, inadequacy, uncomfortable. Adapting 
to a situation. Euphoria and confusion. Co-operation intense.
Separated for lunch. Met again and analysed press up and repeated the 
process to make a comparison of our feelings and emotions. Started to have 
group feeling and direction. Decided to provoke more emotions and more 
extremes by gate crashing office. Argued about why and decided we had 
an alternative NO to do it. Felt enlightened at this realisation. Fear, risk, 
daring, spontaneity, enjoyment, relief and understanding.
Started to realise that a No light was our catalyst to our concept. Key 
word TRANSITION. A complete confused state bought about my exhaustion.
Second day: tried to clarify the previous day and develop concept.
The inter-relationships of emotions.
Presentations
Group A  (in the lecture theatre)
The audience were asked to focus on a point on the screen, and to continue to 
focus when the lights went out. There was then a considerable wait in the dark 
until a strobe light briefly flashed (Stand). This was followed by another period 
in the dark until a first quick flash of the strobe (up) was fired from the focus 
point. The house lights were then put up and around half of the audience were 
standing up. [Subliminal message: brilliant]
Group B  (Lecture theatre)
All members of the audience were given a number on entering the theatre.
A member of the group then began the presentation humourously mimicking a 
normal HATS lecture, exploring the notion of a no light. Suddenly what 
seemed like another member of the audience but was in fact a member of 
the presenting group got up and questioned the lecture, which was then 
transformed into a game show. The aim being to loose the preconception 
of a presentation. [Fun but too many things going on.]
Group C (Hall)
The audience were split into sub groups of about 6/7 and taken out of the 
theatre to the foyer where they were blindfolded. They were then escorted into 
the hall and asked to follow a piece of string. The string took them through an 
unfamiliar perceptual environment (smells, sounds, touch...) over, through and 
under objects and textures. The participants needed to trust the group and each 
other. As they exited the hall they were given a spread sheet about the 
presentation which included the quote: The Unknown is the playground of the 
designer ! [Effective - with some very valid observations]
Group D (Lecture Theatre)
The audience were first asked to take their shoes and socks off. This caused an 
air of anticipation. Three or four people were then picked to come to the front 
and were blindfolded. They were then put through three experiences i.e. hands 
in a box, feet in a box, and head in a box, with the audience watching. After 
this the three people were asked to express their experiences.
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Group E  (Quadrangle)
The audience were asked to sit on the floor at the front of the theatre. Names 
of groups of 5/6 people were then called out according to their height. These 
groups were then taken hand-in-hand outside to the quadrangle. The groups 
then reassembled into a large circle (holding hands) and then asked to move in 
to form a tight circle. Meanwhile the whole college had been tanoyed to come 
and watch... to add a presence. Everyone in the circle was asked to turn to their 
left and try and sit down so everyone held everyone else up. [Interesting... 
particularly the comments from the rest of the college]
Group F  (Lecture Theatre)
Audience were gathered at the bottom of the theatre and asked to spin round 
for a count of ten. Members of the group were sitting around the auditorium 
holding a balloon each. The light went out and the audience were asked to find 
a balloon. After a while the lights went on to see where everyone was. This 
was repeated a number of times.
After the presentations followed a debriefing in a seminar room.
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CASE STUDY 12 - Aot communication^ 
February 1995 
BA Year 3
Introduction and Brief the same as Case Study 11.
Daily questionnaires were handed out as in Case Study 8 & 9.
No. of students: 9
No. of Facilitators: 2
Length of workshop: Two days.
Age group: 20/21 
Gender: Mixed
Journals
Group A
Day 1
11.15am. We are all a little bemused at this stage. To look at ‘not 
communication’ we must define communication. Defn: information transfer 
from one entity to another. The use of one or more of the five senses. Anything 
which goes into the brain imparts information and that information must come 
from somewhere - communication has taken place.
11.45am. After first discussion we now understand that the answer is not 
‘Not Communication’. Opposite is not the answer.
12.45pm. We are thinking ourselves round in circles - not travelling in any 
direction. Finding this frustrating - couldn’t stop thinking about this now if we 
wanted to.
1.00pm. My mind feels like: for example, refraining my hand from 
stirring a cup of tea the opposite way - without even thinking about doing it.
1.30pm. Get out of a rut ! Become more spontaneous ! Do things on the spur 
of the moment. Aston University - like being a kid (excitement, sneaky). Into 
the unknown. Everyone wants to go a step further. Feelings that we have not 
got it quite right. Worth while experience trying something new - exercise 
other parts of the brain.
2.25pm. Anticipation. Slightly worried on way to BT Tower. The Buzz. 
Wanting to cling to something familiar. Routine = safety.
2.30pm. Egg on our face.
2.35pm. Kids discover centre - Birmingham Museum. Its not something 
you do everyday. When doing something new, images of past life experiences 
come to mind - parallels are made, the experience is judged. ‘Not 
communication’ could be related to the self digesting of information, rather 
than conveying it as in communication. ‘Not communication’ but indigestion 
and experience. A new experience opens new doors.
4.40pm. About to try and define our conclusions for the day - still a 
degree of confusion, but in some ways we are a bit clearer about what it is we 
are confused about.
5.15pm. End of day meeting - having simplified the feelings and 
experiences of our outing, we realised that the most profound experience of the 
day was in Aston University. The key point being the group feeling which we 
had in Aston. Group being more than the sum of the parts.
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Day 2
I am on the bus on the way into college. I watched a film last night and 
managed to escape from these brain aching thoughts for a couple of hours.
I am looking forward to the exercises which each group has to present to each 
other today. I just hope that our group can arrive at an appropriate solution for 
the presentation before midday. I think that the main point we are trying to 
convey - is the fact that there I an inter-dependence between individuals of a 
group - an unseen and unspoken subconscious NOT COMMUNICATION that 
makes a group a group rather than a number of separate individuals. A group is 
the number of individuals and something (Not Communication).
10.55am. I don’t know what to write. I am a physical and emotional 
wreck.
Presentation
To walk around college in fancy dress - completely covered up so that 
they could not be recognised. Their response to this: confidence, equal, 
comradeship, team. They felt humiliated because they felt they were 
being paraded like a herd of cows.
Group B
Day 1
Upon reading the brief, which I had to read again (twice), my initial thought 
was - why ? I don’t really want to do this but I’ll give it a go anyway.
The general feeling among the group was confusion. We all felt that the 
brief was indirect and vague. Personally I knew it meant that analysing 
and seriously thinking about what we had to do was going to be a solution.
Basically we addressed the question of ‘Not Communication’. The general 
atmosphere of confusion was the approach to the brief - linear, lateral etc. 
Logical or non-logical approach ? Developing a solution or body of knowledge 
(eye contact) not judging by appearances.
Pm: We decided to move to a new location - an unfamiliar location. During 
the exodus Ayes had a concept of ‘Not Communication’, translating it as 
people not communicating, by putting up ‘front’. We needed to explore 
‘Honesty’ as a possible role and pretentiousness as a negative.
Having discussed our progress so far, there was a general uncertainty 
among the group about the activity we were assigned to do. After great 
deliberation we felt that questions on role play, determining levels of honesty 
and trust such as peer group, self guilt etc would be appropriate. But asking the 
general public was a bad idea, basically not knowing if they were telling the 
truth or not. After discussing we came to a general conclusion that honesty and 
trust is within ourselves.
Also if products aren’t honest = Not Communication.
The idea to make group a feel what we felt and thought was the end 
thought of the day.
Day 2
Started with a discussion on the days tasks and how to present trust and how 
honesty can be bought out by vulnerability. We decided it will be a ‘humanistic 
experience’.
Pm: after much deliberation on what excruciating task to put the other 
group through, we decided to go for our initial concept of THE BIG STEP.
The activity and presentation of it went very well and what we wanted to 
communicate to them was successful.
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Questionnaires and Summaries
Group A
A1
1
At first I was just confused - even though I understood what you were 
explaining to us, I found it hard to apply the principles to find an answer. 
It was only after our excursion around town when we were assessing our 
feelings and emotions on the trip did we begin to get close to the solution.
2
These symbols are trying to explain our conclusion, that a group of people 
is more than just a number of individuals, there is a unseen, unspoken, 
subconscious “Not Communication’ taking place between the group.
3.
(5)
4
I believe that the answer to our problem developed throughout the day.
I think there were two peaks of progress throughout the day. The first was 
as we went to the pub we began to grasp the thought patterns which we 
would have to go through to reach an answer. The second was when 
assessing our feelings and emotions on our excursion we started to pull 
a conclusion together.
5
(4)
O
Very interesting - unlike anything I have ever done before.
Summary
I have learned to make an attempt to look deeper into a given problem.
To try to think on a higher plane. Its strange because sometimes in the past 
I have sort of been aware that my subconscious has been incubating a problem 
before I come up with a solution. The key I think is to try and control this 
subconscious thought in some way.
A2
1
Strong research and brainstorming session although experience always brings 
better solution.
2
AHA experience - walking with bin bag fashion gear. Crazy.
3
(3)
4
5
(4)
Summary
Working in a group was a good experience, building a strong relationship with 
one another... giving full interest. To know other peoples point of view is also 
important.
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A3
1
We went up to the Aston building and just explored around. We went into 
rooms and went right to the top in the lift. We looked right out over 
Birmingham and decided to go to the top of the BT Tower.
What we felt in the Aston building was ‘not communication’.
2
We were four individuals who were made into ‘one’ group by the same 
experience.
3
(5)
4
We started to think more clearly when we were in the pub, when we went into 
the Aston building we all had the same ‘strong’ feeling. I suppose we felt this 
was somehow ‘not communication’ but we couldn’t work out the link.
5
(2)
Summary
I have found the experience valuable and fascinating.
A4
1
A group visit to Aston, where a great feeling of being stronger as a group came 
to light. In particular we all had the urge to be rebellious - we could do 
anything and get away with it. We almost felt invisible to everyone else.
2
I feel that the solution lay in the group bonding - a subliminal level.
3
(4)
4
The strange subliminal feelings that we each new what each other was feeling. 
The feeling that as a group we were stronger than if we had been on our own 
in the same situation.
5
(3)
O
An interesting experience that will always be lurking at the back of my mind.
Summary
I have had the opportunity to step back, turn everything that I take for 
granted on its head and as a result opened my mind to an entirely new 
way of thinking. This experience could not have happened at a better time.
The various theories that have been discussed are something that is worth 
continuing. The importance of trust and teamwork has also become 
apparent and what working in such a way can accomplish.
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AS
1
The camaraderie and group togetherness felt when we were in Aston.
2
Group interactive experiences - synergy.
3
(4)
4
First breakthrough was whilst doing something quite out of the ordinary. 
The second was during the synergy at Aston.
(2)
Summary
Self awareness and confidence has improved and the design boundaries 
seem wider after this workshop.
Group B
B1
1
Got involved in discussions within the group. Analysing and criticising 
opinions.
2
Trust, honesty...
3
(4)
4
When we moved to a new location we developed a theory about people ‘not 
communicating’ feelings.
(4)
Summary
The creativity workshop is a way to improve other processes other than logic.
B2
1
Communication is about honesty - to yourself and others. Honesty makes you 
vulnerable. Different aspects of yourself reveal themselves when you are with 
different people.
2
An ‘experience’ of honesty. Role playing questions. Only the person 
answering knows whether they are telling the truth or not.
3 
(2)
4
‘Not Communication’ is pretentiousness.
(3)
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Summary
What I learned about creativity was to look beyond the obvious, challenging 
one’s preconceptions, using change of routine and testing ideas and concepts in 
a practical though conceptual way. I found it very helpful to break down the 
problem into various parts, analysing each separately, intellectualising it, then 
using intuition to add the disparate parts into a whole. The teamwork was 
excellent.
B3
1
Something quite individual - only discussed with one’s self.
2
Honesty, trust, ecology.
3
(4)
4
We came to a conclusion by lunch time, not during a discussion.
‘Not being yourself’ - not portraying your self honestly - or naturally.
(4)
Summary
The experience has given me the opportunity to acknowledge my thoughts. 
Thanks for the experience !
B4
1
Great discussion about life and the extent of what is not communication. 
Ideas of how people provide a false communication...
2
The way people present themselves.
3
(4)
4
Moving location.
(4)
Summary
I must become aware of the creation of experience.
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Nine dot exercise (solution)
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